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Tests on a c011tinu()U2. ad-.ion low pressure 
olectro-pneurnatic linear :no"tion servomechanism are described. 
Data. from individual tests on the componerlts iyf this system, 
including the servo valve 9.nd the RctuatOT', is used' for 
ana.logu.e computer simulations, The' simula tions arc shov:n to 
model the e~erimental sy:o;tem o-.rer a wide range of conditions. 
'A simple linear equation is shown to model many aspects of the 
behaviour of the system. This equation is presented i!1 a fOT'TIl 
which enable::; the importance of many system })ararncters to be 
'easily assessed., 
An all pneumatic lincA.r-motion. sey'vo using discrete 
fluidic components is described. 1'111s system uses ·pu13e-wit.th 
modulated signals to control orvoff' valves. Tests on. com;'Jonents 
of the system, including beam deflection proportional amplifiers~ 
Schmi tt triggers, val Y8S and a fluidic di splacement sensor and 
also on the complete servo are described. 
Shortc'omings in currently availabls cOmpOl~E:llts are Slluivn 
to limit the perfon.~E'..Gc,: of both systems, and r;~od-tfica.tions 
'.i, 
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CHAPT1R 1 INTRODUCTION 
1 .1 Background 
1.1.1 Pneumatic Servomechanisms 
--------
EA.rly work on the analysis of pneumatic servomechanisms was 
. ' ( )* 
reported to the A. S.M.E. by J .L. Shearer in 1956 1 '. This was 
-described by the author as "merely·a starting point in understanding 
pneumatic. systems". The work c1escribed in the present thesis 
rcpreDents a further attempt to advance this uJlc1erstanc1ing. 
Shearer's' paper was welcomed-by'Deavers (2) in the ensuing 
discussion on the grounq.s that there was a searei ty of reliable 
engineering information, makine it difficult, for example; to carr-y 
out an effective computer simulation. Thus, it was said, pneuillatic 
systems were often passed over in favour of' 'hydraulic and electrical 
systems, even when a pneumatic system was the most logical choice. 
In 1957. Shearer (3) presented the' results of' frBquer.:.cy response 
(8 / ' 2,,' t' tests on an experimental h:i.eh pressure . 00 Ibf in ) con l.TIUOUS 
action servo and on analog computer models. 'i) & (3) Thi; work by Sh~ar€r~ 
had alJP~c:.red in 19;54 in a the'sis (4). Levenstein t s ~rticle (5) in 
. 1955 simplified Shearer's equations and include~ sample nuruerical 
/ 
, . 
values for parameters in order to explain the operation of such a 
system to a wider audience. Auxiliary tanks for stabilization were 
used both by Shearer and Levenstein. 
In 1959 Chelomey (6), using similar basic assumptions to those 
of Shearer, developei equations to describe a pneumatic system u~ing 
Tilechanical feedback for control-surface positioning. Expressiona for 
the quiescent pressures in the cylinder chambers in the presence of 
steacly load!? were developed. Experimental evidence supporting the 
latter expressions was also presented. 
ReferGnr.r~s a.re Jj sted in Appendix 1. 
8 
In the missile and aero-spaee in(lust~, systems using high 
temperature, high pressure gas have been developed. particularly in 
advanced weapons, though relatively litHe is publi shed on this 
subject. There is ,reason to bel~eve that considerable unpublished 
Vlork has been done on gas-povrered servos for military purposes both 
in this country and the United states (and probably the U.S.S.R. and 
other countries). 
~nori(7) (1960) compared gas-powered and hyc3.raulic servo-
'systems for short life guided-weapon~applications in which size 
and weight were of .the utmost importance. Compressed air and hot-
gas servos required high open loop gains to irup!~ve stiffness and 
consequently additional stabilizing arrangements hac) to be :nade. 
Hydraulic systems~ on the other hand,.required accumulato.!'s, tenks 
and pumps, 'which for low-powered servos comprised the major portion 
of the size and 'weight of the system. He concluded that the 
add,i tional comple~d ty of the former more than offset this and that 
" 
gas-powered servo s were viable for relatively low-pov!erec. purpo ses 
in missile and possibly other applications. 
Sung and Taplin .(8) (1963) discussea. the growth of aerospace 
; 
gas-powered control systems. The advantageG of gas-powere~ systems 
,were enumerated, including the. absence of restrictive tem~erature 
limitations applying to hydraulic fluids and magnetic oatcri~ls and 
the weight saving which results from the use of common power supplies 
for many systems within a vehicle and eJiminaticn of fluid return 
lines. Sources of power included hot gas generated from solid or 
liquid propellants, stored compressed gas and ram air. The 
limitations included the low stiffness of gas compared to hydraulic 
fluids, the 'high suscepti bi..li ty to leakage ancl the lubrication 
problem. 'It was also pointed out that while energy storage in liqUid 
()r Boliel form VIas attractive, very high temperature and often 
contaminated working gases result from chemically generated supplies. 
A number of applications were descrl bed illustrating that in certain 
cases gas-powered systems have clear advantages. Two applications 
involved nuclear engine control where the radiation resistance of 
the gas meant that no shielding was necessary for the control system. 
The major problem~ facing the designers of high perform&nce sy&t~:ms 
. were listed as the development of components, lubrioants and 
transducers for severe temperature ancCradiation environments and 
the requirement for gas generators which could be controllAd over 
a wide flow range. Sung and Taplin concluded that nhile ga::-
powered systems offered unique solutions to many aerospace control 
functions~ substantial developmen~ effort would be requirer'!.. 
Vaughan (9?, (1965) made a theoretice.l study of tte ~ffect 
of on~ important non-linear characteri stie of hot gas systems,' 
namely the limit to the gas flow rate due to the characteristics of 
the gas generator and v~lves. Using ve~ simple mathematical models 
he showed, that this flow saturation, in an, otherwise linear system, ' 
imposes a large ampli tudestabili ty condition which re suI 1:;s in poor' 
, 
;' 
small-signal performance: . For comparison a switching criter~_on to 
gi ve time optimal re sponse was derived anc1 it WliS sugge~taa. i.'~1at the 
small signal behaviour of the continuous system could be rriaa,c t..:i 
approach this optimum, by the introduction of intentionally non-
linear (amplitude-dependent) compensation. 
Botting Eynon and Foster (8) (19"70) discussed the design of 
hot-gas servo s for weapons and described experimental work on a high 
? 
pressure (1000 lbf/in-) pneumatic system. They showed that using 
,feedl'lack compensation it was po ssi hIe to employ high open loop gains 
and consequently to achieve accep"vable static stiffness and ;J.ccurncy. 
They also made a theoretical study, using a digital computer, of 
the effects of a number. of parameters including ampJ.jfier and valve 
saturation, friction ,and valve lap~ 
In a review paper on the subject of' artificial lim}Js, 
published in February 1965, Hall and Lambert (11) observed that no 
closed-loop pneumatically powered prostheses were available although 
open-loop pneumatic systems,·operat::i.ng typically at 70 Ibf/in2 , had 
been in use since 1955. Arm prostheses of this type were prescribed 
for a number of patients in this courrt;:ry. These are still in use in 
some cases, though they are no longel' being fitted to new patients. 
At a sympos~um ~n· Po;yered p'rostheses in O~:'tober 1965 (12), speakers 
expressed the view that closed loop control of ~owered prostheses was 
desirable ana, Simpson described artificial arms using sepal'ate 
pneumatic po~ition servomechanisms for four movements, which he had 
fitted'to disabled children. Since 1965 a number of groups in the 
Uni ted Kingdom and Europe have. been develo!dng pneumatica.lly-
powered arm prostheses. The emphasis has been upon practical 
development and construction problems rather than on analysis,_due to 
the urgency of the problem and the relative shortage of funds. 
Organizations concerned in this wOl'k together .,with represe'Ctative 
publications include:-
The M.R.C. Powered Limbs Unit, West Rendon, London (13~ 
The Department of Medical Physics, University of oEdinburgh (14) 
'~,." 
The Lady' Hoare Experimental Workshop and, Trainin,~ Unit, Chailey Hen tage, 
Su::;sex (15) 
The Department of Mechanical Engineering, Uni versi ty College London (16) 
The SVEN Group, Sweden (17) 
( 18' TIle University of Technology, Delft, Netherlands ) 
The Department of Engineering Science, University of' Oxf'ord, and 
Tne Department of Eechanics, Technion-Israel II1:3U tute of Technology, 
liaifa, Israel (19) 
Sih'lpson has continued development of his ann-prosthesis and 
it is being used successfully by a number of patients in Scotland. 
It will shortly be available foi .. more widespread use when it is 
scheduled by the Department of Health and Social Security for 
prescription throughout the United Kingdom. '1'he IIHendon Armll 
is being evaluated by the Departmer.t of Health and Social Security 
in order that a decision can be made regarding furthe:.--' development 
and testing. 
" Brann (20) (1966) presented -a-linear analysis, ,based on ' 
Shearer's theolY, for a proposed pneumatically-powered prosthetic 
control system and Brann and Kl'rkwood (21) 'described tests on a 
bench-rig designed to evaluate this analysis.' This proved·to be 
impossible due to major,non-linearities·in the valve chara~teristic 
and in the load friction. 
In .:the process industries, pneumatic co~trol Syst'3l!lS have 
been in'use for many years.' The reasons for which pneumatic systems 
are often, preferred include che!3-pness and reliability, their ability 
to function at high and low.temperatures and their acceptability in 
hazardous areas whe're electrical components are excluded. In most 
/ 
, , 
cases, where position control is required, it is achieved by 
controlling a diaphragm. or cylinder pressure which is oPf0sed by a 
spring force. However, when accurate positioning of a, valye or 
power cylinder is required an additional "posi tionerll is fitted. 
This is a pneumatic servomechanism' which measurss and controls the 
actual valve or piston position. These are ~low-acting devices and 
the processes for which they are used involve very long time constants. 
-, In factories and worksh0.l?.~ also, low pressure air has been 
used extensively as a power source, for ma.py years. Applications 
include machine tools and vices, hand tocls such as drills, torque 
wrenches antI polishers, transfer machines and other mechar>.ical handling 
devices. The relatively recent development of "Low Cost AutorJlltion" 
includes the latter particularly, .and. is used to describe the 
application .of simple automatic control techr.iques to machinery 
used for production. Pneumatic systems are particularly sui table and 
. are widely used for this purpose due to their simplicity, ruggedness 
a.nd cheapness. In general, such' applications do not :;-'equir-e high 
performance ~ so that the available corr.ponents, including lal~ge 
electrically or pneumatically operated' on/off valves with slow. 
response and piston-type actuators with hi&~ friction forces, are 
quite satisfactory for most purposes •. A range of' corarnOl dally 
(22) 
available valves described by Kay are however much sm1-:.1l·.!r and 
have much improved dynamic characte:::'i stics. 
Recent work on low pressure servomechanisms inclurles a 
thesi s, 
, ( \ ' 
published in 1961 by Cutland 23), in \~hich' he co;;rparcd the 
results from "m experimental' (80 Ibf/in2) contimtous' actior> electro-
pneumatic system with analog computer studies bB,sed on Shearer's 
analysis. This comparison was to some extent foned by the highly 
: non-linear "and sometimes inconsistent behaviour of the test rig. 
- ,I' 
Cutland pointed out that very little experimentb.l data ',,-a:, available 
on the behaviour of pneumatic servomechanisms VdHm pOYiered by low 
pressure air, such as was almost universally ava:ilable. in fc.ctories 
and workshops. 
Andersen's book (24) publi~hed in 1967 -.n-esented design 
information for pneumatiG systems and concluaed with an analog 
computer study of a proposed all-pneumA.tic position servo:nechanism. 
Burrows t thesi~ (25), publishetl in 1969, described work on 
, on/off pneumatic servcmechanisms w;i. th supply pressures of 100 lOf/in2• 
A comprehensi ye d,nalog computer study was made on an on/off sy stem 
~pich included auxilia~ stabilizing tanks and velocity and 
acceleration feec.back. This system could not however be realized in 
practice due to the unavailability of a spool valve of the type 
, 
simulafed. Although it was therefore impossible to verify these computer 
results with results from an actual system, Burrows was able to predict 
the 'effects of many system parameters upon behaviour. .An experimental 
system was however const.~cted using a flapper/nozzle valve 
positioned by a relay-cirivon torque mot~r.' A linearised analog' 
computer simulation of this system was" conducted. In this case 
the simUlation was performed- in Ureal time ll so that the relay from 
the experimental system copld be incorporated. The step responses 
of the system and the analog computer were, compared. A t theoretical' 
. open-loop harmonic 'response was also calculated by combining the 
, ' 
linearized theory with experimental results for the relay alone. 
,This .' theoretical' response i1'aS then compared with the harmonic 
res'ponse 'of tile actual servo. Correlation was not altogether 
satisfactory and this was attributed to a possible discrepancy betweeil 
the static behaviour of the valve, which had 'ueen measured, and the 
dynamic behaviour, which hai not. Bu.crows pointed out the considerable 
; 
difficulties involved in m8a~uring the latter under the prevailing 
unsteady flow conditions. Burrows included a comprehensive review 
of literature, which is rec0n:mended, particula.rly on th~ subjects 
.of valve desien and on/off systems. 
1.1.2 Fluidic Cor! trol 
Following their irJi tial development in the late 19505, flilidic 
elements have been widely applied in positioning nystems. Very few of 
these applications have involved accurate measurement of position but 
have been concerned rather with the pl~esence or absence of an object 
at one or a small number of locations .. This is the type of' logi,~ 
function for which fluidic devices are most obviously suited. Some 
14 
YfOrk, however, has been described which is relevant to the use of 
fluidic elements for the control of pneumatic servomechanisms. 
A fluidic system for the measurement of linear motion in 
machine tool applicatioriswas developed at the National Engineering 
LaboratoF.>' and described. in 1969 (26). The system is the pneumatic 
equivalent of the establi.<;hed optical measuring technique which 
incorporates a grating, photocells and electronic logic. A series 
of aLe jet::. are directf-.i at .pileumatic gratings, which each consist 
. . I 
of a seri"es of regularly spaced shallow grooves. A.large number 
.----. ~. 
of fluidic elements are used to' perform' the logic which determines 
the relative posi tionof the air jet sensing head and the fixed 
.gratings. Tile output fro.m thi s ~ystern is thus digital though it 
is.absoluteand does not invoJve counting. ·Resolution is dependent 
upon groove dimensions and jet positions and better than 0.001 in(;h 
was . achieved. A' commercial version of this system has recen.tly been 
produced with a ~aximuI!1 oper<iting range of 36 inches. 
Kent and Lenaerts (27) (1970) developed ~ fluidic stability 
e.ugmentatioI! system for use in aircraft. The aim of this· system was 
. to modify th~ pilot's comm&nds.so as +'0 ease his task while flying. 
an aircraft with. poor :,tabili ty characteristics. /This was achieved 
by the use of a fl~idic shaping circuit operating on the pilot's 
input. TDe signal thus generatAG. was added to the pilot's input 
signal to produce a command signal for the elevator control system. 
As this system useo feedforward compensation,i t did not require the 
gyro which forms part of better known stabi1i ty augmentation systems. 
On the other han?, "hand.s-off" flight was not possible ;vi th the new 
system, since the pilot wns inside the control loop in this case. 
An integral part of the sysi..em (l~s.cri bed by Kent and Lenaeris was 
a fluidically controlled serVO--Hctu2:t.or which converted the fluidic 
output from the shaping cir-cui t into a mechanical movement for addition 
to the original pilot'::; movement. The components of this servo-
actuator included a fluidic operational amplifier, two fluidically 
signalled servo-valves, a low-cost, industrial type linear actuator 
and a fluidic position sensor with analogue output, designed 
specifically for the purpose. Exhaustive tests were not conducted 
but it was concluded that the servo-actuator wa's the least 
satisfactory, part of the whole system. Tne major reasons given 
for this were high friction ,in the actuator and feedback transducer 
and the non-linear input/output charac_teristic of the latter. ':rhe 
use of an ~perational amplifier, linear variable restrictors and 
two servo-valves made the servo-actuator very costly. It was 
suggested that the use of a recently developed rotary actuator and 
'an alternative sensor (working on the back-pressure principle ~nd 
described in refs. 28 and 29) would improve the performance while 
cost reductions might ,be achieved by the development of~ternative 
'amplifier a~d linear restrictor designs. 
Lloyd (30) presented a paper to the 1970 Cranfield Fluidics 
Conference ,describing a proportional amplifier. It was intended 
that this ~mplifier shou11 give an 8nalogue differential pressure 
, ; 
/ 
output proportional to the input differential pressure, through 
the use of simple bistable elements and pulse 'width modulation 
techniques. Good linearity VIas achieved from an integrated circuit 
prototype though a very large ripple signal appeared at the output. 
The belief was expressed that this ripple would be considerably 
reduced by further development, yielding an amplifier which would 
overcome the disadvantages of conventional beam deflection 
proportional amplifiers without the sophistication and expense of 
mUlti-stage operational amplifiers. 
At the 'Same conference, Taft and Nawaz (31) proposed a form 
of fluid5.c compensator or controller for use in analogue systems but 
-. ..;" 
using digita.l techniques. The eontroller consisted of two stages. 
~i:he output from the fjyst stage was a pulse·-width modulated form of 
the analogue input signal. In the second stage, one or more pulses 
l'I'ex'e added to 0"(' subtracted f~om the incoming P. W.M. signal, each 
time the level of that signal changed. Depending on, the design of 
the second stage, a variety of signal shaping modes were possible, 
,providing al ternati ves to the conventional, proportional, integral 
a:ld deri vati ve cont,rol· strat~gies. A nwnber of such modes were 
analysed and frequency response loci .Strawn. 'l'he output from such 
a controller would be in the form of 'a series of pulses which could 
be used directly. to control an analogue systern if the natural, 
frequency of, that syst'em was. well' below the controller carrier' 
frequency. The simplest type of compensator analysed was also 
, , , 
built and tested and a frequency response locus was presented. 
This showed that "the behaviour of the' experimental system was close 
,to thean"alytically predicted behaviour; when allowance was made for 
the finite time delay v!hich arose due to the fluidic elements and 
connecting lines used. 
Ini tial work on a servo for powering an artificial elbow joint 
'was described by Johanssen et al in 1970 (17). J;nthat case an 
electronic amplifier generated ~ pulse width modulated signal which 
was useo. to drive small electrically signal16d"~n/off pneumatic 
valves. 
,A fluidic pulse-width modulator 2~d separate oscillateI' 
constructed a.t R.A.E.' was described by Floocl (32) in 1971. The-
system comprised, a number of discrete digital and analoe;ue beam-
deflection amplifiers together wi th restrictcrs and capacitors. 
The output from the oscillator was nominally triangular, with 8. 
frequency of about 30 Hz 9 and the steps necessary to eliminate a 
high frequency component from this wavefor'm were described; The 
t, 
oscillator and cormnand signals were each converted to push-pull 
pressure variations by separate proportional alllplifie:cs. Summation 
was achieved simply by connecting.these amplifier outputs together 
at the control ports of a bistable switch. The output from this 
switch constituted the P.W.M. signal and was fed via a buffer stage 
to the load which comprised a single fluidic element. A considerable 
amount of hysteresis in the bistable switch was shown to limit the 
operating range of the system to mark-space ratios between 0.15 and 
0.90. Within thi s range a reasonably .. linear input/output 
, . 
characteristic was observed. Output waveforms for the complete 
system were given and reasons for variations in the mark-·space ratio 
. for a constant i:r..put signal were discussed. The most importal,.t" of 
these was instability in the oscillator, which ca ..used carrier frequency 
fluctuations. A simple restrictor/capacitor low-pass filter, for the 
conversion of the P.W.M. signal to analogue form, was tested. It 
proved impossible to attenuate the 30 Hz carrier yet mainta.in a good 
operating bandwidth by this method. 
Surveyil"g the range of fluidic displacement.sensors in 
ea~IY"1972, Chitty and L~naerts '·(33) sho\V~d th~t a ·large number of 
.two-state devices for simple object dete~tion,were commGrc:tally 
availabl~... 'l'hese depended upon a small number of basic fluidic 
principles. Several of these detectors have been described ~eparately, 
for example in references 34-, 35 and 36. On the"other hand, only a 
small number of sensors were available for meas').ring the actual 
position of an object and little information was published apart. 
from manufacturers' data sheets. 
In this Introduction, relevant previous work has been discussed 
only in general terms 8.S it will be examined in detail at appropirate 
points in the remainder of' the thesiso 
11 Q AV 
'1.2. "i General 
Despi te the ready availability of a power nource in 
industrial locations, :;>ervomechani:::ms powered by comprc3:->ed air 
have not been adopted. Recent workers in this field (23) (y;) 
have expressed the view that such systems offer a possible al te:'Ilati ve 
to other systems. The response speed of a hydraulic f-ysteffi is , 
considerably faster than can be expected from a low··pressure 
pneumatic system, but a hydraulic system requir8s an expensive 
-----
power supply unit. Electric motors, on the other hand, are by far 
the most common source of mechanical power but an egtd,Y8.lent air 
motor or actuator is much less bulky. For example" a 10 .horsspower 
air-driven hand tool can be manipulated by one man wh.i.le a" elech.>ic 
t f ' b . ht d' th h ( 2~.a.) mo or 0 compara le welg would ellver less an one .orscpower 
:rJltlS for applications requiring preCision and moderate re~Donse 
:;peeds and particularly Where th'ere is a plentiful supply of air, 
pneumatic systems .,can offer considerable ad va11tagcs. 
The term "Pneumatic Servomechanism'" embraces a variety of 
systems (see fo·otnote). While. the power source ana. the function of 
the system are defined, a number 'of variation~ are possil)l::: for· 
each of the syst.em components. Essentially a pn~umati0 ~crvomE;chanism 
must include a valve to control the flow of pressurise~. gas to an 
actuator which converts the energy of the eas to ,the required form. 
The behaviour of the system is monitored by one .)r more sensors 
-----------._----
.Serv~l?;~ni~ - "An automatic monitored kinetic control system which 
includes a. power amplifier in the wain forwarl'i. path" - British Stanclard 
Glossary (1967) (38). 
Although this term is often used to embrace a wider range of 
systems, the above definition is used in this thesis. The definition 
can be para-phra~ed using the basi c definitions included in the same 
British Standard as "A closed loop system whicl1· does not includ.e a 
hUllWJl operator in the loop, the purpose of which is to control the 
displacemol1t, velocity, or acceleration (or allY higher (leri vati 'le of 
~ ... "'1.' ~.~ on \ o+' n ,'I ... ,,~ c"''' !-"v V V,L .£. J .&.. U u\,., .. ..I. \:,; • 
. .~ 
. 1~ 
ana, the operation of the valve is governed by a ~troller acting 
.upon info rmation recci ved from the sensor::; and upon a cOIl1'!land signal 
from an inuut device. 
~ .. -----
(a) Val~ 
Valves which can be used for control of gas flow include: 
Poppet Valves, Ball Valves, Spool Valves, Flapper/nozzles, Jet-pipe 
Valves, Needle Valves, Plate ,Valves, Butterfly Valves, Gate Valves 
and Vortex Valves. The term servo-valve is used to describe 
, precision-made valves hav~ng a proportional, or at least continuous, 
, 
relationship between actuating signal and flow area. A valve is 
specified as three-way, four-way etc. accordtng to the number of 
separate "chambers" to which it is connected. Leakage between the 
chambers is a function of the overlap or underlap of the valve or 
valves employed. ~nevalve is fitted with a valve actuator which' 
converts the input signal from the controller into .a displac.e~ent. 
The incoming signal can be electrical, mechfu'1ical, pneumatic or 
even hydraulic. The valve may be single-stage or. mUlti-stage 
according to the number of stages of amplifications involved between' 
the input signal to the valve and the valveoutp~t~ 
(b) Actuators / 
. Two basic forms of actuation are used, linear motion and 
rotary. Pressure can be applied to a sliding piston, a bellows or 
a diaphragm to produce direct linear motion or, through cranks, 
, ' 
rotation. Al ternati vely, gas can be fed ciirectly to a rotating 
machine. Working pressul'es may be applied to both ,sides of the 
piston of a linear actuator in which case it may have equal or 
unequal areas on the two faces. Al ternati vely, pressure may be 
applied to one, side only while a spring is used for the return stroke. 
If large linear or rotary motions are required, rubbing surfaces will 
" 
almost certainly be involved and a compromise "therefore must be 
-reached between gas leakae€ and friction. Lubrication may be 
required for the actuator or the valve or both. 
(c) Sensors ~Dd Controllers 
Quantities to be measured will be t..1-te primaFJ variable 
(position in a position se:cvo, velocity in a velocity servo etc.) 
together with any. others required for shaping purposes in the 
controller. Pressure,acceleration a.nd velocity measurements qrc 
the most likely requirements for the_:),~tter. The selection of 
Bensor( s) will' depend upon the controller employed which in turn 
is a function of the form of the valve input signa1. Simple, linkage 
connections between the valve and actuator can be used to provide 
'mechanical feedback. In the ca.se of an electrically signalled valve 
there are few problems in finding suitable sensors and sophi,sticated 
shaping and compensation techniques can easily be incorporated in an 
electronic controller. In 8.n all-pneumatic system, however, pneumatic. 
01' fluidic sensors and amplifiers will be required. The controller 
output signal may be continuous (e.g. proportional) or discontinuous 
(e.go on/orf or multi-zon':!) or quas:i-continuous (e.g. hieh frequency 
modulated pulses). 
(d) Input Devices 
" 
; 
; 
l 'he command signal can vary from an' electromyographic signal 
or a small displacement or force in the case of an artificial limb 
to a coo.cd radio signal for a missile system. If the system is 
designed to be operated by a human being, in an aircraft or factory 
, for example, a c:mtrol stick or rotating kLob will probably be 
preferred while in other applications a digital signal from a 
computer may be available as a command ~ignal. 
C) l' {,: 
1.2.2 Low Pressure Servo Behaviour 
While it is clear from the i'oreeoing that Et pneumatic servo 
can take many forms, it is also true that much f,undamental theory is 
common to all such systems. The object of the first part of this 
investigation was to establish as much as possible of this common 
ground for servos working from a 10'1', pressure supply, by testing 
the validity of' various propo::;ed analyses and simplifications over 
a wide range of operating conditions. 
'"The approach adopted was as follows :-
, (a) A representative electro-pneumatic position servo was designed 
and constructed. 
(b) Models for the experimental servo were proposed. 
(c) Th.e parameters of the individual system components we,re established 
experimentally. 
(d) A series of tests was cOI;.ducted on the complete experiment;al servo. 
--(e) Parameters obtained at stage (c) w'ere fed into the moclels and 
computer simulation studies were made. 
(f) Correlation between (d) and (e) was examiucd. 
These pl~cedures are described and discussed in Chapters 2 - 7. 
As a r8 suI t of thi ~ wurk, the limitations' of available 
components became evident ar.i these are further discussed in 
Chapter 10. 
Following the work outlined above, on the electro-pn::mmatic 
posi tion servo, some aspects of the application of' fluidic devices to 
pneuI!1atically-powered servos were investigated. Certain advantages 
could result from the use of fluidic devices, for example their 
(;apacity to operate under severe environmental conditions is well 
Y~own (e.g. refs. 39, 40 and 41). Also~ if all the electrical 
comp::>nents in a servo were' T'Gplaced, the need for separate electrical 
power supplies and for electrical/f'luidic interfaces would be avoided 
and servicing and maintenance would be simplified. 
There are three important requirements for an nIl-pneumatic 
system. 
(a) A pneumatically signalled valve is required. ' 
(b) Sensors with pneumatic outputs are required for the controlled 
variable and for any otl1ers necessary for compensation. 
(c) Computation and processing of the--error signal must be carried 
'out using pneumatic or fluidic elements. 
A number of serious problems are posed by these requirements, 
some of which have' been investigated in the literature discu~sed in 
section 1.1.2. In the second part of this project, a fluidic 
control system for a linear motion pneumatic servomechanism was 
developed and tested., 
, A servo-val ve, wheth,er pneumatically 0 r elec trically signalled, 
consti t~tes a con3iderable proportion of the cost of a pneumatic servo. 
An al ternati ve to the use of an amplifier with analogue output signal 
together with a servo valve, is the use of op/off valves oFerated by 
pulse-width modulated signals. The latter arrangement, which could 
result in c~nsiderable cost saving in a finished system, was adopted 
fur the experimental flui die servo. 
T'nc P.W.M. amplifier, carrier frequency oscillator, valves, 
and displacement sensor which ma.'l(e up the control system. are 
described in Chapter 8 and test results are presented and discussed 
in Chapter 9. The modifications necessary to achieve satisf;:~ctor-.i 
closed l~op pel'formance, are discussed in Chapters 9 and 10. 
CHAPTER 2 1'IfE Expl<:Rn,~1::NTAr, EWCTI10-FNEUMATIC 
POSITION cE'~WO 
As explained. in section 1.2.2, experimental data from a 
low-pressure pneumatic servo was ~equir3d so that compari.'3ons could 
be made. with theoretical predictions arld results .from computer 1'lod,3ls. 
The ma,jor cOllsid.er-at.ions in designing a system were therefore.:-
(a) It should be possible to establish parameteY.'~ and ~haracteristics 
for ind:i.vidual c01r.ponents of the system, leaving a8 few unknowns 
as possible. 
(b) ~T'he complete s:/.stem should bell repre sentative ll of as lliAny Cispects 
of pneumatic servos as poss:i.ble, as discussed in s~ction 1.2.1. 
,Cc) '1.'h8 opera.tj Hg pressures should be Of an order vlhich could be 
.S1.1~)plic(1 by typical low-pressure facto'ry and workshop air-lines. 
Cd) Construction tirr:e should be minimized by using readily available 
component's, particularly in area::; Y1here special expertise 'would be 
l'equired, e.g. valve design al1d manufacture. 
(e) Computer' .3imulation should be simp1:ified by the choice of the 
most suitable components. 
The application of these constraints to the selection of c~mponents 
for the servo is incluued in the descriptions which follow. 
T:'1e electro-prieumatic position' servo which emerged is shown 
in schematic fOj:'ffi in fig. 201 and consist.ed,essentialJ.y of:-
(i), A thNc-way electrically signalled spool·-type servo-valve. 
(ii) A linear actuator 1!lith nomina.1:1.:JT ec;ual3.rca~: en either side 
of the piston. 
( ~ l' 1') A ~ 1 +' t . 1 1 . f' . .L. "'oH O. cc vronlC op8ra J.ona. ... .s.mp J. l~)[" 
(iv) A carriage with adjti::;tabJ.e iney·tial 102.d. 
(v) Electrical position,' velocity an:} prO;,GU1'G ser:;30r:., and. 
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Fig. 2.2 shows a photograph of the servo (the servo-
amplifier is not shown). 
2. 2 Des_~~j..Etion_ of Components 
2.2.1 The Servo Valve 
, The requirements listed in section 2.1 dictated that the 
valve should at least hava continuous action, or better still be 
proportional, over a wide ra..'1ge of tha ir..put siGnal. To simplify 
adjuf,t~f,ents of such things as gain, f,eedback and' ::>igna~_ processing 
an electri.cally signalled valve would be preferred. In the' event, 
only one type of servo-· .... a.l '\i"J sui table for use with gas was found to 
-be available. This was actually an electra-hydraulic valve, the 
El1:iott type 610, mam .. ,factu:!"ec. for, u::;e in aircraft systems oper~ting 
ti.p to' 3000 lbf/in2 • It was a singJ_e-stage proportional three-vmy 
spool valve' driven by an electrj_cally·s:i.~nallecl torque motor. The 
manufacturers had only lird. t.ea .. knowledge of its use with low pressure 
, 
air, though they r:eported one(unnamed) customer in France who had used 
the valve with unlubricatea. air. Further data supplied by the 
manufacturers, and a sectioned drawing, are included in Apper.dix 1+.-. 
For the present te~ts, the valve was lubricated occasionally with 
a mist lubricato:c and, as described in Chapter ~-, dither was found 
to be necessary to overcome coni3iderable hysteresis when the valve 
was used for air. A feature of the valve Wa,3 its adjustable lap. 
Mount.ed. integrally vtith the valve vras an incluctive transducer giving 
a measure of valve spool po si tion. lA schemati c die,gram of .the valve 
is shown in f:~6. 2. 3 a~ld it can be :;cen ill the photograph (fig. 2.4). 
2.2.2 The 1in8Elr Actl!ator 
----_ ................ -_ ... - .... _--_ ... -_._--
A vric1e l'[mge of ptlcl,matic actuators for use flt p::.'ess~res up 
to about 150 Ibf/in2 vre)'e available frotl cOIl!mel'cial sources. In all 
cases, however, the friction :f'orces at piston an.cl rod sea] s were 
/. 
,r.'I I't, 
J~ { 
very large, since manufacturers insisted on low leakage and 
durabili ty as primary require:nents. The use of such an actuator in 
a position servo would prevent any s.ort of precision being achieved. 
A further problem in the' present case is hiGhJ.ighted by requirements 
(a) and (e) in section 2.1. in that the friction characteristics of 
such actuators are highly non-linear and dependent upon such 
parameters as age, temperature and lubrication, which are difficult 
to include in a theoretical analysis. A precision servo requires 
low and stable friction forces at the actuator and the load, a 
problem which is further discussed. in Chapter 4 and Appendix 3. 
,The solution which was therefore adopted. was the use of an actuator 
which was designed for low friction while allowing a certain all10unt ~ 
, -, o:t-i.·inter-chamber and end le,akage, whic;h are relatively easily 
measured and accounted for. . 
. '. 
The actuator can be-seen in fig. 2.2. The cylinder body was, 
. ma~chined 'from brass and fitted vii th aluminium end plates.' The 
--altuninium piston had shallow circumferential grooves mach:i ned into 
the surface, constituting a labyrintil seal. There was' no additional' 
, sea..ling but -che clearance b3tween piston and cylinde:t; walls was less 
t'Hm 0.001 in •. The diameter of the piston was It i11. and the 
stroke 3 in: The piston was nominally an "equal area" type and the 
difference in actual areas less than 3%. There was no seal around 
the piston rod as it emerged from the body. The bearing bush in the 
actuato'r at this point was nylon and the pj, ston rod was plated steel. 
Ail' inlet channels were drilled through the end plates and a pressure 
transducer was mounted on each end plate. 
The most efficient way to use a three-way serve valve is to 
use a differential area actuator; v7i th the sma.ller area supplied at 
the same pressure as tbe valve. The smaller area would be half the 
{ 
larger if symmetrical stall forces a"re required. In the present 
case the same effect was achieved by throttling the supply pressure 
to the right hMd chamber (fig. 2.-1) to approximately half the 
valve pressure. 
2.2.3 Control and Feedback 
The amplifier and feedback circuits are shown in fig. 2.5.' 
( a) !illlplifi e!, 
The use of M operational amplifier in this II current dri veil 
mode is described by Cutland (23 a ). ~-r~ this case the amplifier was, 
a standard 'operational amplifier \'lith an l1ddi tional power output 
stage. The static gain of this arrangement was ~hecked experimentally 
and the valve current was found to vary linearly with the input 
vol tage. The amplifier gain and other constants are listed in 
'Appendix 2. 
(b) 1:'eedback Potentiometer Md VeJ.oci ty Transducer 
The feedback potentiometer was wire-wound wi t.h a resistance 
of 1000 ohms and having 300 turns/inch, manufactured by 
Penny & Giles Ltd. The stroke was 6 in. and the d. c. power supply, 
v-ariable. -The device also housed a moving magnet yeloci ty cre.nsducer. 
(c) Pressure Feedback 
,-
I 
, A strain gauge pressure transducer feeding a Mul1ard designed 
amplifier (42) produced a voltage signal proportional to pressure, 
, 2 
over the range 0 - 100 ,lbf/in. g. A 15 I-lF capacitor could be inserted 
in the feedback path to the operational amplifier to give transient 
pressure feedback if required. The amount of pressure feedback was 
controlled by the variable resistor which had an arbitrary 0 - 10 
scale. This particular arrangement. had the side-:effect that the 
time constMt of the high-pass filter varied as the pressure 
feedback gain changed. Details of calibration are included in 
Appendix 2. 
29 
2.2.4 £he Load Carriage 
Fig.2.? shows the arrangement by which the jack could be 
loaded with a mass of between about 8 lb. and 93 lb. The carriage 
ran on recirculating ball beari.ngs and hardened steel rods,. thus 
minimising friction. 
2.2.5 Pneumatic Supply Arrangements 'f 
A compressor working at 150 Ibf/in~ supplied air through a 
5 micron filter to two separate, identical circuits. These circuits 
.each consisted of a pressure regulator and a reservoi'~ of 1200in3 
capacity •. Thus independent supplies were availabl~ for the control 
valve (us~aliy 100 Ibf/in2g) and 'for the right-hand jack chamber 
. . 2 .. ' 
(usually 50 Ibf/in g).. The reservoirs can be seen in fig. 2.2. 
2.2.6·. Addi tiomil Instrun:entation . 
A second strain.gauge pressure transducer was used to monitor 
pressure variation in the right-:-hand chamber. For some tests, 
~;..... :' -.,. . ~ , 
recordings were made using a H6neywell multi-channel ultra-violet 
recorder. A variety of gal vonometers were used according. to . 
. . I 
individual requirements, having flat frequency characteristics over 
the range 0 - 60 Hz or better. . 
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CHAPTER 3 PNEU1EA1'IC POSITION SERVO ANALYSIS 
3.1 Deri vatio!l....2f Eguations_~~)f lvlotio..,n for the E?sP_erimental 
Electro-pneumatic Servo 
A theoretical treatment of the behaviour of a system using 
a four-way valve and equal--area actuator was first advanced by 
Shearer (4,43) and has been used by subsequent authors, as indicated 
below. .Of particular relevance to the present work is Brann' s(20) 
extension of Shearer's analysis to describE: a system consi;;ting of 
a mechanically signalled three-way v~~ve and a differential area 
actuator. 
The analysis presented below.ffiodifies these trea~ments to 
cover the author's experimental syste~ and also includes the rr.~re 
general assumptions of polytropic expansion and compreSSiOl; in the 
, 
actuator chamber and imperfect piston sealilig. 
The symbols used are listed in ~P.q9t~; ,Si:,..7 and many are also 
indicated. in fig. 3.1. 
3.1.1 ChaIJ2ing anj.. Discharging of the Actuator Chamber 
~ 
In general the' mass of gas enclosed in the controlled chamber, 
"' 
chamber 2 (i.~. the left-hand chamber in fig. 3.1), is net constant, 
since gas 8nters or leaves the chaJilber throug~ the valve and there 
may.be leakage ,across the piston. 
Assuming the 'air in chamber 2 to behave as an ideal €;5.S, the 
equation of state (4a ),. provid.ing that temperature and pressure are 
constant throughout the volume, is' 
M 2 = 3.1 
where 112 is the'instantaneous mass of gas enclosed and includes the 
contents of the supply pipe and the pressure transducer. 
At this point; either: 
(a) a mass balance is performed for a control volume, a constant 
'6 o r;-l -;~~~~ 
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temperature process is assumed and a set of linear equations is 
d " d" tl" I ")" 'h - (4) erlve Ior ns ,assumeQ :LSO"{; ermal process or, 
(b) an energy balance is performed .. and the assumption ma.de that the 
control volume is perfectly in::;ulated, yielding linear equations 
f -" b t" (/+. 6, 10, 20, 23. 25, J41,.) or an aUla a lC process 'or, 
(c) more generally: 
If the pressure and specific volume are assumed to be related by 
lyt ". t t ( 2i+b) h " b l t a po roplc gas cons an n w.ere n lS a Ylum er 18 ween 
1 (const.ant temperature) and '(~ (constant entropy) 
V 
where ,v2 = ...1 
. M2 
= c 
and C is constant . 
Substitu~ing cqn. 3.1 in eqn. 3.2 
c 
and differentiating eqn. 3.3 with respect to time et) 
i.e . .. 
n T
2
n
-
1 p1-n d,T2 . + 
dt 
= 
T n(1-n). p -n dP2 
2 \ . 2 (it - = ,,0 
j 
/ 
Now, differentiating eqn. 3.1 w.r.t. time (t) gives 
+ .1 dT2 
T dt 2 
Substi tuting eqn. 3.4 in eqn. 3.5 to elilninate' ~2 
= + 3.6 
Now if gas enters chamber 2 from th e valve a::1ct leaks out past the 
piston 
dM 2 = 
dt 
3.7 
I' 
\ 
also 
and 
So that 
For the 
and eqn. 
from egns. 
a,v2 = 
dt 
~2 
3.6, 3.7, 
p 
== . 2 
RT2 
3.8 and 3.9 
'd't V2 dP2 
m2 - ~e = ? 2 (A2 clt 0 + uP dt') 2 
case of laminar piston leakage 
IDle = L (P2 - p) 
-,.1 
3.10 becomes 
ID2 = P2 
f d't 
, .4.2 dt
O 
. 
V2 dP2 
L(P2 ',- Pi)] + 
nP2 dt + 
3.1.2 Actuator Load 
3.8 
3.10 
3.11 
If the load on the system consists of IDass (mL ) a variable <, 
load force (F L) and variable friction forces totalling FF" :the 
equation 'of motion for the load is 
3.13 
For· ,the ~case when the load consists only of mass and viscqus friction, 
+ 
. 3.1.3 Control Valve 
bd (5 
--2,. 
dt 
/ 
/ 
3.15 
For '~he three-way valve shoYffi in fig. 3~ 1 the raj;e of gas 
flow is a function both of the valve input current and of the 
pressure difference across the valve metering orifice. 
i.e. m2 - fn [ I, (P0 - Pe)] for I < 0 ~ t:; 
fn rI, (ps 
- P2D \ 3.16 m2 = for I > 0 ) I 
'- ) 
ID2 = 0 for I - 0 ) 
(Tne nature of this f\.mction::,~ relationship is di scu3sed in section 4.3.6. ) 
It will be assumed that the dynamic response of the valve is fast 
compared to that of the remainder of the system. 
3.1.4 Amplifier and Feedb~ck 
. For a proportional amplifier Vlorking in the current drive 
mode)with .simple position feedback 
, I = ( V 't ) KAK 0.- v p ~ 0 3.17 
If velocity and pressure feedback are added 
I K K (~. - If ') - K P - K 0. ~o A p ~ 0·· pr 2 . v-- . 3.18 
. ___ . dt 
If a high-pass filter is incorporated in the pressure feedback 'path, 
to improve steady state performance in the presence of load forces, 
and using D ~ 0. dt ' 
K ( . ~D) P _ K..D 6 
pr 1 + 1: D ,2 v 0 3.19 
P 
and if a di th er si gnal i s al so. incl uded 
/' 
= K K (D - '0 ) - K ( "'C ·l P2 
'LA p i 0 pr -) 1 + 't'D 
P 
V )to + ID sinwt 
3.20 
3.1~~ompletc System Equations 
The equations which describe the most general system are 
j.10~ 3.13, 3.16 and 3.20. However, as a result of the tests on 
individual system components described in Chapter 4, it is shown 
. ~ 
that the simplifying assumptions ofeqns. 3011 and 3.15 are 
justified for the partlcular system under investigation. 
Thus the equations of motion for the experimental system 
are 3.12, 3.15, 3.16 and 3.20, and further siL"lplif'ication is 
possible. 
If P . is constant and eqn. 3.15 is differentiated 1 
dP . niL a
3 
't b. a20 2 = 0 of 
at A dt) A 0 
3.21 
Substituting eqns. 3.15 and 3.21 in eqn. 3.12 
P [Ad i,' 0 V2mL d3 I) 0 V2b d 2 () + + 0 m2 = ----- -----2 dt nP2A dt3 nF2A dt2 
. Lm' d 2 r; 
+. L 0 + Lb 3.22 
-----
A dt2 A 
This equation can be further simplified if variables P 2' V2 and. 
P2 are repl.aced by average values,e2~' V2a and P2a• (It is valid 
to ignore changes in air temperature in this way, although rate of 
change of 
.. ' 
temperat~re is significant (4b ) .• ) 
= P 2a . ~am~ d D ~ + . [ 3 
. 2a dt 
. ., 
. Lb' 9. '60 J 
+ (. A + A) ""'dt 
Vb· 
( 2a 
nP A 2a 
+. LmL) 
A 
Eqns. 3.15, 3.16, 3.20 and 3.23 are used for the Full Simulation, 
described in Chapter 6. 
2~:1.6 Equations for the Loaded Actuator Alone 
If the supply pipe to chamber 2 is sealed. 
, 
= 0 
/,1 
3.21 .. 
S'ubstituting eqn. 3.20 in eqn. 3.19 and integrating~ with zero 
initial conditions 2 
. p' [V2a~ 00 + 
. 2a nP2aA dt2 
CA + Ll?) ~ l = 0 
A j 
This second order equation can be writter. in the standard. form 
d 2 0 2 S W d"'6o + w 2- 0' o + = 0 
dt2 
P l1p Clt np 0 .3.26 
1- nP2a (A2 + Lb) where W = np V2aIDL 
and 
L JnP 2e. 
---2A 
S A 
p == ] A2- + Lb 
Now if A2» Lb 
z. 
"W 
" np 
nP" A2 
= " 2a 
V 2a.II)J 3.29 
and b + 
= 
'2A /riP 
.J 2a 
These equations describe the free vibration of the Loade3. Actuator, 
irivestigated in Chapter 4. 
Under steady state conditions, with no load force :mcl a 
constant pressure maintained in chamber 1, the load will either 
remain stationary or drift from left to right. Providing th::!t ·the 
. 
nature o~ the friction is not a function of piston position,' the 
. . 
piston will achieve a constant drift velocity ( O'o~)'"'" 
A~ constant velocity, the forces acting on the piston' 
(shown in fig. 3.2) can be equated 
P2A2 - P1A1 - Pat(A2~ Ai) = FF 
or 
/ 
/ 
where g indicates gauge pressure. 
The flow 
or, 
and 
eqn. 3.31 becomes 
i.e. 
equation (eqn. 3012) becomes 
O=P2[A"2 
d¥ ' 
Pi )] od L(P -dt + 2 
Pi - P 
A2 d tod 
,6p 
== --- = 2 dt 
L 
= /::'A, 
(p 1 g _. d p) A2 Pig (A2 - IJ. A) = F F 
Pig ,6A - A2D. P = Fp 
3.32 
3.33 
3.34 
[ . 
---
hence leakage 
hence _force and drift 
P-orces - Cau~ing Piston Drift 
P Pe P s s 
-,- n' I~____ _ Valve 
__ ~--lL--' 
4 ----l I ~ P2 LP1 ~ --7-"''(~ 
=-- -- I ---= IV2~ '~V1J 
Actuator 
Equations 3.33 and 3034 are used to determine the total friction 
A common approach used to deal with non-linear fWlctions' 
of one or more variables is to linearize the equations for small 
perturbations of the variables about fixed vc?.J.ues. This apprc)ach 
has been used ,for linearization of pneumatic valve c:ha.racteristics 
(4, 10, 20, 23, 25) and will be adopted here. 
Usi'ng a "bar" to indicate small c'ha:nges of variables from 
an operating point and ,using constant values c1 and -c2 fo~ the 
"graclients of the valve characteristics at that operating point) 
= , 3.35· 
~-- . . 
(The negative sign indicates that 'an increase in ch?.Jllber pressure P2 
always results in a reduction of flow to the ch@Ilbe,r,) ii'uri;her 
discussion of the relevance of this form of linearization to this 
si tuaticJIl is inc'luded in Chapter 6. 
A set of linear equations can nelY be maI1:;,pulaterlto yield a 
transfer operator. The equations which will be used are:-
Load dynamics 
Amplifier and feedback 
Actuator 
3.35 Valve 
Substituting eqn. 3018 in eqn. 3.35 
ID2 = KAKpc1 ('0 i - ({ 0) - KP1~c1P2 - 1<yc1D (5' 0 - c 2P2 3036 
41 
4,2 
Por small perturbations, with Pi consta.nt, eqn. 3.15 becomes 
" AP2 = 3.37 
Sub::::tituting eqn~ 3~37 in eqn. 3.36 
KAKpc1 ,.(\ 
_6 mr. D2 't bD 0' m2 0) - K c K 
0 
-- c ---pr 1 A 0 pr 1 A 
-' c20 ~ DO 
c 2 . 2 
- KVc1 -'A" ffiLD ~o - -- D 3.38 0 A o· 
, Rewriting in terms of constants - i Cl , j I etc. (defined in table 3.1 ) 
= kID 0 
o 
lID (( 
o 
h 'D '6' 
o 
3.39 
The coefficients in eqn. 3.23 can also be replaced by constants 
a l b l etc. and the 'bar' notation used, 
= + (b' +- e')D2 '6 ~ (c' + f"D '0 0 / 0 3.40 
Equations 3 •. 39 and 3.40 yield a transfer operator' 
= d' 
a'D3 +- (b' +-e' + g' + jl)n2 + (c' + f' + hI. + kl + l')n + d' 
3.4-1 
This transfer operator is used for the Simple Simulation d.escribed in 
Chapter 6. In this form the transfer function is/valuable, enabling ti.le 
importance of individual system parameters upon closed loop behaviour to 
be examined. 
r It is interesting to note the similarity between the beha.viour 
of a pneumatic valve and that of an armature controlled d.c. motor. In 
the latter case, the output torque is controlle3. -oy the armature current 
but suffers considerable 'droop' as speed increases, in the same way as 
the valve flow 'droops I wi tt. pressure. If small perturbation 
linearization is applied to the motor, it can be shown that-the viscous 
damping term in the tr.ansfer operator is increased by this 'droop' in 
the same way as the term g' is introduced into equation 3.41.J 
Simplifying further-
'to 
~i = A'D3 + BID2 "+ CID + DI 3.42 
where the coefficients AI, BI, Cl and DI are defined in table 3.1. 
Also the open loop transfer operator 
~ i - ~o 
DI 3.43 = 
In subsequent sections)eqns._~~42 and 3.43 are used in standard 
form 
= 
where Co = 
2 
W = no 
SO = 
Eqns. 
2 
W ne 
(1 + "C D )(D2 + 2 S W D 
c e nc 
= 
2 
(.Uno 
L D/D2 + 2 ~ W D ,,2 ) 
o \ " 0 no + VJ no _" 
Cl ) DI "~ Cl 
AI ) 
B' ) ) 
2p ) 
3.45 and 3.46 offer considerable 
3.45 
,'3"~46 
, 
I 
I 
insight i:;lt0 the 
effectiveness of the simple computer simulation. ;'1hen the o~en-J.oop 
Bode diagrams for the servo and the computer are compal'ed. This is 
discussed in sectlons 6.3.2 and 7.22. 
. . 
3.1.9 Coulomb Friction and Load Forces 
Whereas, in the foregoing analysis, friction VIas considered 
to be viscous only and no load forces were allowed, Coulomb friction 
and load forces can be included)so that eqn. 3.15 becomes 
d2 ({ bd¥ (sgn dO' ) 
A(P2- P1 ) 
o 0 0 3.47 = m ---+--+F +F --L dt2 dt L c dt 
Now, however, a transfer operator as in eqn. 3.42 cannot be written. 
Table 3.1 Coefficients in~s. 3~1l-1. 9.nd 3.42 
. ~- , 
! 
The correspoilding equation is 
(A I D3 + B'D 2 + CID + D') er 
o + 
d~ \ 
I 0) + F I sgn ___ ._ I) (;\ " -dt 
3.48 
This equation indicates that even in a system wi th zero valve lap and 
no piston,leakage and in the absence of pressure feedback, a steady-
load f.orce causes a steady state position error (due to the term 
c F ' 2.l! on the right hand side) 9 This highJ,ights one of the shortcomings 
A 
of the small perturbation linearization of the valve characteristics)in 
that the static stiffness of such an "ideal" valve system is actually 
infinite (for load forces ler-,s than the stall force) • 
.3~ 1.10 Transient Press'ure Feedback 
, 1~e transfer operators shown in eqns. 3.41 and 3.42 include 
the effect of simple pr8ssur8 feedback and not transient pressure 
feedback, which however wa.:; originally included ,in eqn 3.19. If 
'transient pressure feedback 'is included in the linearized e'luations, 
eqn. 3.36 becomes 
L D 
m2 ~ KAKpC1 ('ei -~) - Kpr( 1 + fl )p 2 - Kvc1D 00 - c2P2 
and eqnb 3.39 becomes 
1: D 
., ( E 
J 1 + 
I'D <S 
o 
3.1+9 
/ ' 
/ 
) D2 0 _ 
D 0 
P 
'D2'6 - h' D C g 0 0 3.50 
and the transfer operator (eqn. 3.41) is changed to fourth order 
= ~i ~------------------------= 
+ C ,y lJ D2 + I( c' + f' + h' 
P L 
+ 1') +"Cpb,'] D- + D' ~ 
3.51 
• r. 
,it !La 
The lillearizing approi:!.eh which p:cod.ueed the t:i.'ansf'er operator, 
eqn. 3.41, for a sy stem comprising 'a three-way valve ant"..!. differential 
actuator will now be extended to derive transfer operators for a 
four-way valve/balanced actuator system, operating at any point along 
its stroke. This ¥lill enable comparisons to be made between the two' 
types of system and wi] 1 il1c1.icate th(~ extent to which the results 
in'cl:uded in this thesis can be used to predict the behaviour of a 
four-way valve· system. 
Fig. 3.3 'shov!s the ;ralve~ a.Yld actuator of the systerfl under 
considera tion. 
3.2.1 Piston Off-ccmtrcJ - Ccmpl~!-e r.;quati~~ 
For the actuator 
The equations corresponding to eqn. 3.12 are 
r . d '( V2 dP2 P1)j ~. f 2lA2 atO L(P2 and m2 = "+ dt + nP2 ~ 3.52 ~1 ~A ~!o Vi dP1 + L(P'1 - P21] ~ ID1 = + dt 1 dt· nP1 
Replacing variables Pi V1 etc. by fixed average values p , 1 a' Via etc. 
; 
f 2a" ~ 1a -' ; and assuming that = "() = p and Ai _. A2 = A ... 2a -1 a 
3.53 
Now let Vi + V = ';?V and V ::: V
m
(,1 - x) and Vi a = V (1 + x) 2 ID 2a m 
Eqn. 3.53 becomes, for small perturbatiol1s 
- . r2Ad~ 
- m1 ) = p 2a t d t o V - xV d + ____ pm '. ~J(P2 - Pi) - ~~ dt (p2 + Pi) + 2L(P2 -Y1J. 2a u (, '. r.u- 2a 
3. 51+-
and + 
V (1 + x) 
m._' __ _ 
nP2a 
~PiJ 
cH 3.55 
For the actuator loai 
Eqn. 3.15 for small perturbations is 
Fo'r the valve 
ID2 = c1 i 
ID1 = -c i 1 ' 
So 
,2 v 
a. 0 
o 
= ~ .. dt - + 
- c2 ,P2 
- c2 ~1 
) 
~ ) 
- . 
, ID2 - ID1 -- .2c1 i - c 2 (p 2 - Pi) 
and I 
ID + m = -c2 (Pi + P2) . 1 ·.'2 -
Fur the amplifier 
Eqn~ 3.18 for small perturbations is 
i = K K (().' - (6) - K . (p2 - P ) - !e <S A P ). 0 pr . 1 . --v 0 
And using D = d~ 
where 
(J2 .v -' ( a m)( ) c 2' +. nP. D P 2 + Pi 
2a 
= 1 + "C D 
ID 
e2 , -
= _a_ xV D (p - Pi') 
nP
2a 
m v 2 ~ 
3.57 
3.58 
3.6.3 
3.64 
And writing this equat.ion in terms of the coefficients Cl d l etc., used 
foY' the three-way valve/differential actuator s,Y'stem and introducing 
a" = and b" = 
Vb 
m 
(L e. similar to a l and b I but with Vm replacing V 2a) 
--
Also, from eqns. 3.60 and 3.58 
m2 
- m . = 2c1 
TY K ("0' _ "6 ) 
- 2c1Kpr(P2 Pi) 2c1K~ 'to l\.A • 1 p 1 0 
-
3.65 
c 2(P2 
. 3.66 
m2 - m = 2d ' (( ~) - (gl + 2~') D20' (hI +·2k i + 21') D (S' ,3.67 1 0 J o 0 .L 
From eqns. 3.65 and 3.67 
't\ 0 . 
~i 
+ {b ll + 2e' + g I . + 2,i I + 
+ ~2C' + 2f' + h' + 2kl + 
?: ID [ 2c I + 2f ~ + h I + 2k I + 
211 + 2 Ymd' f /D + 2d I j 
..J 
2jJ }D3 
21J} D2 
3.68 
Pi) 
. This transf8r operator can be compared directly with eqn. 3.4.1 
and it can be seen that the general transfer operator for the four-way 
valve system is of fourth order while a third order transfer operator 
describes the three-'way valve system. 
A fotlrth order transfer operator for this system was firs'c 
proposed by Cutland(23b~ and Bu'rrows(li-5) later included stabilizing 
feedback while omitting all load friction. Eqn. 3.68 includes all these 
effects and in addition enables the importance of inter-chamher leakage 
to be assessed'-' Martin (46) successfully used a fou:,.·th order transfer 
operator to describe small perturbations of a hydraulic servo with 
/,4 E) 
,jtU 
uns}TImetrical oil volume conditions. 
Eqn. 3.68 is greatly simplified if the piston is restricted 
to small movements about the mid'-position and this will be considered 
in section 3.2.3. 
).2.2 Equations for the Loaded Actuator A~.9ne CJ.iston oft:.-centrJ::) 
In section 3.1.6 eqn. 3.25 was derived to descl~.i.be the 
behaviour of the loaded actuator with chamber 2 sealed and com'ltant ' 
pressure on chamber 1 (fig. 3.1). If both supply pipes to ti18 
actuator are sealed, in the present case (fig. 3.3) 
= ° 
and from eqn. 3.55 
, P 2 + Pi '= x( P 2 - P 1 ) 3.69 
Substituting eqn. 3.69 in eqn. 3.54 
o = f 2a ~A dd~O 
\' 
3.70 
giving /' 
) ( " , 
x
2 ) + 2e l )D + (2c l + 2fl~J 00 = 0 
, 3.71 
which can be compared flith eqn. 3.25, which for sm~11 pertu:'bations is 
[a l D2 + (b' + el ) D + (Cl + fl >J 00 = ° 3.72 
These equations describe the behaviour of the actu;;:.tol"S 
following any disturbance from their equilibrium positions. 
3.2.3 Piston in Mid Position - COIDElete Equations 
In this special case V = V = V and x = 0, and eqn. 3.65 1 a 2a m 
becomes 
and the closed loop transfer operator, eqn. 3.68, becomes 
20.' 
aID} + (b l + 2e' + gl ~- 2j"1 )D2 -I- (2c' = + 2f I + hI + 2k' + 21')D +2d ~ 
3.74 
-, 
1'l1is is again thLrXl' order and direct comparison with the transfer 
operator for the experimental system (eqn. 3.4-1) is possible. 
In this case eqn. 3.71 becomes 
la 'D2 + (b l + 2e ' )D + (2c ' + 2f' ~ ¥o -- 0 
.-
3.75 
The transfer ope:.-ators clerived in sections 3.1.6,3.1.8 and 
3.2.1 to.3.2.4 are shown in block diagram forn in figs. ~.4 and 3.5 
to assist the cOr:lparisons which follow. 
).3 Discu.::;::;ion of Proposed Equations 
.2.- 3.1 Prediction of' Beha.viour of tL::~_E:icJ2.~rimental System 
The linear equations developed in. section 3.1 can be used to 
.. -
study the effect of various parameters upon the dynamic behaviour of 
the three-way valve/differential actuator systemo At this poi!1.t, 
observations are baS-3d solely upon the theoretically ded ved equatior.:.s. 
In Chapters 5 and 7 the experimental results are discussed and 
co-related vii th these observations. 
Applying the Routh-Eurwi tz Criterion to eqn. 3.42 
BI c t '> AI D' 
.,. 
for closed loop stability, i.e. 
..La) Load mass variation 
/ 
/ 
, 
3.77 
The terms (,"I, el, gl and. jl all-increase linearly with load 
mass (mL). It is therefor-e evident that mass increase is destabilizing. 
This effect vd.lJ. be minimized if the terms el, gl and j I dominate the 
. first bracket of eqn. 3.77, Le. -particularly in the presence of 
_ large amounts of pressure feedback ,,'-Dd piston leakac;e. 
50 
Loaded actuator alone (eqn. 3.23 linearized to the 
form of eqn. 3.72) ------_.-
'J- dt ill2 . 
1 
a' D2 + (b'+e') D + (c'+f') 
.2.J2..en l~~ (yal ve and actuator) 
, -. 
'({ -.6: Q' ~~ r-(. " ' 1 -ft-~ ~ H -.------.------
D' ~_.: (b'+el+g'+j')D + (c'+f'+h'+~'+l,') 
'60 
- .~ 
-~~---'-"~~iO ~o 
,----__________ • ____________ .r-.~ ____ ~~ ______ ~)r--
a l D3 +(b'+e'+g'+j' )D2 +(c'+f"+h'+k'+l')D + d"1 
~~e:.a::::Z:D~::&JC~ .. 
(b) Four-w8,:Y valveLbalanced actuator system. Piston in ~:h?---
Loaded actuator alone (eqn. 3.73) 
1 
Qpen lo~ 
"t(..- 0 0 2d i 
rr ..;-....""-"...- a ' D2 / D ~ 
1 
! -- -I-~ 
+'(b' +2e I +g' +2j t )D+(2c' +2f' +h I +2k' ~~ 
+21' ) 
Closed 100E (eqn. 3.7h) 
(b) ]'our-way valve/balanced actuator sy'stem. Piston g!f-
centre 
l.,oadec:. actua.tor alone (eq~·. 3.73) Loaded actuator alone (eqn~ 3.71) ,. 
I' 
• t 
i' 
at ,~T---------=-=~-----R-=------------~" ., r. 
,. 1 i ., 'bo 
-=-=-7 .... _""'._-- ~&..,=_a_I_'_D=2=-+=(=b=,'=+=2""'e_I_)""'D=+=(=2=C=I""+=2=f=1=)=~!-,~.-
is(m2 ( --+~~ 
" 
i· 
i 
i·' 
. . 
Open loop 
, 
-------------------- ",\ , , 
, 
r _' \' 
i' 
. 1 . I 0 0 
- h ..... -· 
. (1 +~D 2 . 
-
a"T (1_x2 )D3 + ~all+C:- ~1'(1-x2)+2e'+g'+:2jJ~D -(6~ - oJ 2d
' 
m m. 
rr +~b,·'+2e,+g:+2j'+ (' r 2C'+2f':+h'+2k'+2l;l~D . +(b ' +2e' +g' +2j I )D+(2c I +2f' +h I +~:kll ; 
. ~ +?l' ) ~ . , \' 
. ".Ij !. 
~~~~-.-~-~------,----.-..~--"; . r. 
r-" . - , 
~t, I 
--r~ 
.' ! 6 
I 
Fig. 3.5 B!ock Diagrams for ~~!ems usil2.8 ~ balanced actuator 
laj at rr;ia;--stroke and Cb) off-centre , , ._--
..... 
./ I D ' , ' mL J 
+~2C';2f'+h'+2k'+2l'~D 
.. ..-
-
~1~1ZI2!Jo!II~ i 
t" ~.~ (~::~~~~3-
_> __ J' n "m ) 
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+ 
(b) Pist..?n position varia-t:..~..E 
The volume of the controlled chamber, ('.12 ) appears in 
terms a l and b l in eqn. 3.7/., Thu_s oscillations of the piston about 
positions for which V 2 is large (i. e. piston well to the right in 
fig. 2.1) will be less stable than for smaller volumes. This effect 
will be most noticeable i!1 the presence of large amounts of pressure 
feedback and leakage (wh':m b l is least significant in the term El 
in eqn. 3.76) • 
.Lc) Piston leakage ----
The effect of increased-piston leakage is to increase the 
terms e l and fl and is the:'ef'ore stabilizing under all circumstances, 
(d) Stabilizing fe.::dback 
If the velocity feedback term 11 in eqn. 3.77 is increased, 
- -
for an unstable system, the effect will be to sfabilize that system. 
The same can be said for pressure feedback, which increases the 
- terms J I - and kl. 
It is also clear tha-c the effect of pressure feedback is 
dependent upon the load mass, since 
jl = ~r~ 
A / 
/ 
Therefore for a system with fixea pressure feedback and variable load 
mass, the term j I v!ill increase with the -mass. This has the desirable 
effect that transient response will tend to be the same fo r all loads, 
as aI- and j I in eqn. 3.77 counteract each other (this is al'1.other way 
of expressing the point made in (a) above). 
The use of the Routh-Hurwi tz Criterion gives only a coarse 
stability check and does not reveal, for example, whether a 
particular parameter change introduces a long lag into the closed loop 
transient response .. as a side effect of improving the stabil:t ty. Root 
loci are used to illustrate this point in section 3. ll_. 4-. 
Increases in the gain parameters KA and 1\p increase the 
term D I which from eqn. 3.76 has a. destabilizing effect. 
(r) steady load forces u _ 
The stability of the system in the presence of a steady load 
forCe can be predicted as follows. If the load force is in the 
direction shown in fig. 3.1 (from right to left), the pressure (P2) 
in the controlled chamber rises. The coefficients in eqn. }.77 are 
affected because 
U) p' is increased, and' 2a 
(ii) new valve coefficients, c1 and c 2 , apply. 
The effect of (i) is to increase c', e l and 1" in eqn. 3.77 
while all other coefficients remain constant, and therefore to il!lprove 
stability. 
The effect of (ii) is more difficult to predict from the 
linearised ~quations. If the quiescent pressure in chamber 2 is 
increased, the slope (c1 ) of the valve c:1aracteristic' (e.g. figs. 4.12 
. and ~ .• 13) at this pressure is decreasea for flow from the supply and. 
increased for exhaust flow. This suggests unsymm~trical behaviour of 
t:le system. The response to left to right command signals will now 
be more sluggish while for right to left commands faster response can 
be expected. c2 is also changed (e. g. increased for e:xhaust floY/) 
though this probably has a relatively small effect on stability •. 
The converS8 arguments apply for load forces in the opposite 
direction to that considered above, i.e. those whioh result in 
reduced pressures in chamber 2. These predictions are su~~arized in 
. table 3.2 and show clear effects fcr left to right command signals 
but effects tending to counter each other for command signals in the 
opposi te di rection. 
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Table 3.2 Effects of Steady Load Forces on Stabili!y 
(see section 3.3.1(f)) 0 
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(g) Supply ~~~ 
The quantities affected by 3. decrease in the' valve supply 
pressure (p ) and a 
s 
in chamber 'i , are 
corresponding, decrease in the constant pressure 
P2a , ~ 2a' c1 and (:2 which are all reduced 
proportionately.' As a result, all the terms in eqn. 3.77 except 
a l and'b' 'are decreased and therefore the Routh-HuI'V/itz Criterion 
predicts a worsening of stability, wi th supply pressure reduction~ 
'..cE.t.Loe,ded actuator alone 
The inherent.damping associated with the loaded actuator 
"alone is indicated by 
b t + et 
= 2J ~ct + fl) at 
, &',1d it is evident that damping is reduced if 
(i)' load mass is increased or 
(ii) the equilibrium po'si ti(Jn of the piston is moved to the ieft 
(f~g. 3.1) (i.e. V2 is decreased) 
(iii) the constant pressure in chamber 1 is increased. 
If this observation about piston position is compared to (b), 
above, it .i s interesting to note that a change of pi ston position 
which damps the open loop system tends to destabilize the closed 
loop system •. On the other hand, mass increase reduces the damping 
of both the open and the closed loops. 
lo).2 Comparison. of Differential 'Actuator and Balanced Actuaior SystGm~ 
~L'yalidity of re~ts from the experjmental system 
As explained in Chapt8r 2, the availability of components 
dictated the use of a nominally equal-area actuator for the experimental 
system, so that in this case a constant pressure approximately equal to 
half supply pressure was necessary on one siGe of ~he pistonc 1his is 
not, however, the best arrangement since it does not permit re-use of 
the air from the small area side of the piston in the way that a 
differential-area actuator' does. The folloning comments therefore 
relate to the latter system. 
. (20) It has been argued that the use of a three-wa.y valve' 
and a differential area actuator allows more economical use of the 
working fluid than does a four-way valve and balanced actuator. 
Lord (16) has pointed out that this is only so when the ql'.iescent 
controlled pressure i~ ihe former system is permanently less than 
half the supply pressure, as is the case when there is a steady load 
force on the system. However, to realize this economy a reservoir 
at supply pressure is required. For general purpose- use, where load 
forces in either direction are encountered, there is no difference 
in the efficiency of the two Syst81flS provided. such a reservoir is 
available. If no reservoir is available the three--.vay valve system 
is actually lessefficient, due to the time it spends opera.ting with 
the quiescent controlled pressure greater than half· the supply 
pressure. 
/ 
An adve.ntage w!1ich the use of a differential area actuator 
, 
offers is the simplicity of the associated three-way valve, but 
against t~is is the reduced stilll force available. compared with a 
.I 
balanced actuator of the same dimensions. However; the foregoing 
linearized analysi.s suggcs"ts t!1at all aspects of the. behaviour of 
a four-way valve system are: modelled by a three-way valve system, 
except one. The exception is that operation of the former system, 
away from piston mj.d-tltroke cannot be' simUlated. Increasing the 
controlled volume (V) in the three-way valve system is equivalent 
to increasing the total volume (2V ) in the four-way valve case, 
l!l 
while maintaining the symmehy of' the piston position. 
(El FOUI'-:~"§::'L valve/balanced actuator in mi~:P.9~i t~~ 
Comparing the behaviour of the three-way valve system with 
that of the four-way valve system about its mid position, the closed 
loop block diagrams, fig. 3.4(a) and (b) (lower pictures) show that 
the. relati ve importance of certain terms is increased when a 
four-way valve is employed, i. e. whereas load damping and the valve 
'daJllping' terms (b ' gl and hI) are unchanged, the leakage terms 
(e I and f I), the pressure feedback terms (j I 'and k I) and the 
velocity'feedback terms are doubled. Thus in a simple system with 
no stabilization or leakage', the characteri sUe equation 
'a 1D3 + (b l + gl )D2+ (Cl + ~t,)D + d
' 
= 0 
'becomes 
3 "2 
aID + (b l +.g')D + (2c ' + h')D + 2d' = 0 
and, therefore Routh-Hurwi tz Cri terlon shows that the four-way valve 
system is less stable •. Hpwever, the use of any stabilization method 
(le'akage, pressure feedback.or velocity feedback) reverses this 
effect, i.e. the same amount of ·:::tabilization applied to the 'f'our-ywy , 
valve system is more effective., 
_C£) Four~wa~ valve system ~ piston off-centre 
In ol'lier to study the ,effect of piston eccentricity, the 
coefficients in ~qn. 3.68. can be simplified to 
'6 0 
From the Routh-Hurwitz Criter~on, for stability 
8485 [82 + ;;3(1 - x2~ - 8528/1 - x2) - 86 [82 + 83 (1 - x2)r > 0 
3.79 
Remembering that x = 0 for piston mid-position and increases 
with eccentricity, it is clear that stability is improved as the piston 
f 0 t Od 0 to ~ 0 • 0 t . th BurroHrsl(1l-5) moves .away rem 1 s mJ. pan. lone TulS lS 1n agreemen \u " 
prediction for a system without friction and leakage. 
hl Load,ed actuator alone 
In section 3.3.1 (e) it was noted, for the differential 
actuator. that a change of chmnber volume which destabilizes the closed 
loop system, increases the damping of free vibrations 0,1' the loaded 
'actuator alone. Exactly the same effect is observed for a balanced 
actuator, i.e. if the actuator supply pipes in fig. 3.3 arc sealed, 
oscillations of the load fol'lowing a disturbance from ,i ts l'8st 
posi tion, are most damped .about the piston mid-'PQsi tion., 
3eq- Sta~,il:i.t,y. of Pneumatic Servomechani sms 
In a welldesign~d fluid-powered servo ;" fri'ction is 'minimised 
'".-) 
'in order to" decrease the errors associated with the stiction and 
Coulomb components. 'Thus if fast response is desired and large- lqais 
are tQ be moved, there is likely to be insuf'ficient damping and, 
therefore instability • This problem is familiar to designer3 of 
hydraulic cylinder-driven systems and a number of methods have been 
. '.' adopted to counter it. Some of these methoc1s are briefl:',T di scussea. 
here and their relevance to pneumatic systems assessed. 
/ 
/ 
Leakage flow can be introduced deliberately into a fluid serve 
8.J.ld since thi's results in energy dissipation, it can have a stabilizing 
effect. Leakage can occur either in the actuato:::' or in the valve. 
Leakage past the' piston seals or through holes drilled in the 
piston or through by-pass passages between the two actuator chambers 
increases the open loop damping ratio. In this case flow occurs when 
there is a pressure difference across the piston, i,e. duYing transients 
and in the presence of a load force. (This was the case for the 
experimental servo described in Chapter 2 but for a differential area 
r:.~ (~) 
tJl 1;) 
actuator there i3 a pressure difference between chambers at all 
times and leakage is therefore' always into' the controlled chamber. 
The magnitude of this leakage is however still a function of the 
pressure difference across the piston and a similar damping effect 
results. If a differential area actuator is used there is 
continuous fluid loss, even at rest and in the absence of load 
forcesJ The resultant energy wastage limits the usefulness of 
this method and Guillon (47) 'quotes 0.3 as the maximum additional 
open loop damping ratio which can be expected for a hydraulic 
system. In the hydraulic system described by Lambert aId ])avies' (4.8) 
damping due to inherent piston! leakage 'was about 25Jb. of that due 
to 'viscous load friction. 
Underlap in a four-way control valve introduces a similar 
·damping effect for small perturbations about the null position. In . 
this case, however, a permanent, null lealcage floVl is introduced, 
direct from supply to exhaus,t, with 'consequent loss of efficiency. 
A similar effect would occur in an under-lapped three-way valve (lEd 
a valve leakage tel~ could simply be added to the right hand side of 
eqn. 3.12. If laminar valve leakage is assumed, this is clearly 
/ 
seen to be analagous to laminar piston leakage. 
While both piston leakage and valve leakage increase damping, 
a steady-state error results in each case, when a constant load 
force is applied. In the four-way valve/balanced actuator syr,tem, 
accordine to linea~ized theo~'(47), this error increases as the 
damping effect increases. The same is true for a three-way valve 
system. Of the two, piston lea.kage is to be preferred for either 
a hydraulic or pneumatic servo, due to its lower power wastage. 
3.4 .• 2 Feedback Compensation 
Addi t:i.onal feedback loops are employed in hydraulic systems 
i 
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to obtain controlled damping an~ the u.se of' pressure, acceleration 
and velocity f'eedback has been stuQied by Bell and de Pennington (49) 
~le effect of negative pressure feedback is identical to 
that of laminar leakage. This is well illustr'ated by refererlCe to 
the linearized equation for the author's experimental servo, eqn. 3.41, 
,where it is seen that the leakage and negative pressure feedback t,erms 
are always added together. Pressure feedback can be a,~hieved using 
mechanical arrangements of' dashpots.· springs and res'crictors, or, 
if an electrically signalled' valve is--.employed, . using pressure 
transducer(s). The major d':Lsadvantage of pressure feedback is that 
it again results in reduced output stiffness. 
In the co~plete absence of friction, prefisure is pMpol'tional 
to piston acceleration (e.g. eqn. 3.21). Tnus in a practical system 
acceleration .feedback can be expected to have a somewhat similar 
damping eff~ct to pressure feedback, with the important ad'rant.age 
'that no position error is caused by applied-load forces. Acceleration 
measurement is, however; less easily achieved. 
The effect of' veloci ty feedbaclc is less clear. AI'.. electro-
hydraulic system was studied by Bell and .de Pennington (49)- In 
, 
this system, the valve dynamics coulrl nnt' be negJ.ected, ~ni:.l therefore 
an addi t.ional time constant was. included 'in th,e transfer function • 
. Thus the transfer function was fourth order arid negative velcci ty 
feedback was &'1o\'ln to destabilize while the added damping from posi ti ve 
veloci ty feedback Vlas only small. (1'he effect c'... .. negative velocity 
feedback in this case is confirmed in section 3.4.4(e).) On the 
(25,) 
other hand, Burrows found' negative velocity feedback to have a 
stabilizine effect, both in theory and practice, for his oIl/off. 
pneumatic servo, for which a third ord.er equation was used o A 
combination of negative velocity feedback and negative qU9.si-
acceleration foedback (derived. from the velocity signal) '7as used by 
"'1' ' 
Botting et 0.1 (10) in their higL'1 pressure pneumatic servomechanism. 
--The individual coefficients were not varied, so that the effect of 
the separate tenns could not be judged in this case. Velocity 
feedback does not reduce output stiffness and velocity is fairly 
easily sensed: ele'ctrically but negative velocity feedback increases-
the velocity error, which may be important. 
Certain aircraft and ind.ustria1 hydraulic systems, using 
the type of valve which was used in the experimental system 
described in Chapter 2, utilise feedback of valve position. Since 
valve position controls flow and since in the steady-state piston 
ve1Qci ty is propol~tional to flow, this feedback has 811 effect aJdn 
to velocity feedback. G-uillon (47) has shown that, according to 
1inear- analysis, this is not an effective way of introducing clamping! 
but in practice it'is said to have a useful stabilizing effect ( 50t ~ 
Valve current feedback is also used in a similar way, since- -for 
f)~equencies below the valve natural frequency, the current is 
_proportional to the valve position. 
In orG.er to eliminate the static errors introduced by the 
j 
most effective stabilizing techniques described/above, a high-pass 
filter is employed •. (The filter corner-point is selected so that 
incoming transient oscillations are not significantly modified.) 
This is achieved, either using hydromechanical networks or using_ passi ve 
electrical componeDts. Hydromecbanical netvlOrks to achieve dynamic 
piston leakage or dynamic press\;re feedback are described in 
reference 1+-7. A neat method is employed in certain commercially 
available electro-hydrau1ic valves in which a restrained piston and 
rcstrictor are incorporated in the valve body to achieve dynamic 
pressure. feed.back (51, 52). Such solutions are viable for a 
manufactul'er producing large nUlnbers of components, but fo r 
eXp'eriment~l systems electrical networks are more suitable and 
equally effective. 
Bell and de Pennington (49). found neg[~tive transient Q.cce{eco.bon. 
feedback very effective for stabilizinG their hydraulic servo, i.~. a 
high-pass filter Vias used, even though in this case it was unnecessary 
for the purpose of increasing output stiffness. In their system, in 
which the effective valve corner frequenGY was either equal to or lower 
. than that of the load, accele:.~ation feedback was much less effective. 
A..Ylalysis showed that acceleration feedbacl:: would be the more useful 
technique for systems in which the valve response vms reasonably fast 
compared with that of the r0I:1aind€!' of the system. This is likely to 
apply for a low-:pressure electro-pneumatic servo, though the use· of a 
pneumatically signo.lled valve may make the inclusion of a high-pa.ss . 
filter in an acceleration f€sdback path desirable. 
The addition of a th.11k, connectc<l via a restrictor to ·each 
of the co·ntrolled chambers (just one if a different·Lal actuator is 
employed) has been proposed fO~ aircraft hydraU1i; systems (47) .. 
This method, which has an equivalent effect to transient pressure 
feedback, has been shown to be effe~tive for a high pressure pneumatic 
(4) (25,"53) 
servo and for low-pressu}.'e on/off servos However, the 
additional bulk anc. weigh+' uf the tanks· together wi th the resul ta.1'lt 
power wastage will often prohibit the use of this method.' 
Lord and C:hitty (5h) examined sevE:ral methods usecl to 
stabilize pneumatic prosthetic systems and concluded that transient 
pressure feedback off(~red the best pr()sp(~(;ts in this case. A bellows/ 
re strictOI' network for use with a mechanically signalled valve was 
proposea.. This design Vias briefly tested and an unstable artificial 
arm was c-tabilized using the device. 
From the foregoing it can be seen that the methods developed 
for sh.biH 7.:lil:?; h:ydraulic systems. can be (and in some co.ses have been) 
, .,j 
applied to pnerunatic systems. It is also clear that the use of 
a three-way valve/differential actuator system does not invalidate 
any of these techniques. It was therefore concluded that velocity 
and pressure feedback were most likely to be useful in stabilizing 
the author's experimental servo and accordingly velocity and' 
pressure sensors were incorporated in the design. 
3.4.4 Root Locus Study of Feedback Compensat~on 
In order to study the effects of stabilizing feedback on 
the experimental servo, the linearized system is represented as in 
fig. 3. 6(a). '(The Laplace variable (s) replaces the differential 
operator D in order that the Root Locus Method can be used.) In 
this case the uncompensated closed loop servo forms the forl/ard 
path, while additional stabilization is shown as a negative feedback 
loop. ,If, fo r example, negative pressure feedback is used, the 
appropriate block diagram is fig. 3. 6(b). This represen'tation is 
equivalent to that in the lower picture in fig. 3.4(a), but is to 
be preferred in this case, since. it isolates the effects of 
stabilizing feedback. This is a slightly different approach to that 
adopted in referenee:: -'. 49, where the sta,bili ty of "minor" 
(stabilizing) loops was considered in isolation. The root locus 
method V/a.S also uS3d in reference 55, to examine the effect of 
various parameter changes on the open loop poles of pneumatic servo-
motors, when f'j tted with auxiliary stabilizing tanks. 
The transient behaviour of the servo in the absence of 
stabilizing feedback is either:-
(a) overdamped, i.e. three real negative poles, 
(0) stable, underdamped, i.e. onc negative real pole and two 
complex poles with negative real parts, or 
(c) unstable, i. e. one negative real pole and two complex poles 
wi th J)ositi ve real parts. 
: 
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Fig __ " 3"~ ,Block Diagrams used for Root Locus study of Stabil~zati~ 
(Although at first sight it would seem unlikely that stabilizing 
feedback would be considered in case (a), it must bG remembered 
that stabilization will be designed for the worst case and very 
large changes of parameters (i.e. load, piston position, etc.) are 
then possible, giving rise to widely different ser~o pole positions.) 
The effect of various stabilization techniques will therefore 
be considered for each of these cases. 
La) Ne~ti ve velocity feedback 
" ' 
The feedback transfer function in fig. 3.6(~) is simply 
F(s) = K s, and the, alternative root locus diagrams are sketched 
v 
in fig. 3.7. The Routh-Hurwi tz Criterion can be used to confirm 
that the high gain asymptote is always to the left of the imagi!lary 
axi s, even in case (c'). 
It is seen that negative velocity feedback stabilizes an 
already unstable servo (c) and n~ver causes a stable servo,(~) and 
(b),to become unstable. On the other hand, the closed loop damping 
ratio of the complex poles dec~eases and the negative real pole 
approaches the origin as the velocity feedback is increased. This 
real pole may correspond to an excessively long time constant in 
the closed loop response. 
~) Negative acceleration feedback 
In this case F(s) = K 52, and the root loci are sketched 
. ac 
in fig. 3.8. Again the Routh-Hurwi tz Cri tedon confirms that in 
(a) and (b) all poles remain in the left hand half of the s-plane 
for all values of Kac and that in case (c) the system is stabilized 
at high values of K • The negative real pole moves to the left and 
ac 
therefore becomes less significant as acceleration feedback increases. 
It is noticeable in cases (b) and (c) that, even with very high 
feedback" gains, the transient response can ne""ler be overdampecl, due 
to the double pole at the origin. Also in figs. 3.7(a) and 3 0 8(a) 
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it is seen that negative velocity or acceleration feedback can 
produce oscillatory behaviour even in a system for which the 
uncompensated response is overdamped. These osciilatory components 
pro bably constitute only a small part, which it may not even be 
, possible to detect, of the closed loop response. 
(c) Ne~ative~essure feedback 
Examination of fig. 3.6(b) shows the pressure feedback is 
equivalent to the simultaneous feedback of velocity (k') and 
acceleration (j'). (The coefficient of the velocity portion 
contains the viscous friction coefficient (b) and is sometimes 
equated to zero for the purposes of analysis in systems wi th little 
inherent damping (e.g. in reference 49).) 
Here F(s) k' ., = F (1 + ~, s) s 
The root loci for this case are shown in fig. 3.9. 
Negative pressure feedback is seen to have a stabilizing 
influence and if the feedback gain is sufficiently high the response 
can be 'made heavily damped and even overdamped. 
(d) Negative transient pressure feedback 
Negative feedback of' the first derivative of acceleration 
(known by environmental engineers as 11 jerk") is a destabilizing 
fnfluence on the system of fig •. 3.6( a). This is readily seen by 
reference to eqn. 3.77. While velocity feedback (~) and acceleration 
feedback (jl) increase terms on the left hand side, jerk feedback 
increases the term al. Using ~he same reasoning as for pressure 
feedback above, first derivative of pressure feedback is predominantly 
jerk feedback for systems with low inherent damping, and is the refore 
also destabilizir~. This point is str0ssed as confusion exists over 
the parallel between transient pressure feedback and first derivative 
of pressure feedback. Reference 56 appears to advocate the latter 
while intending the former, and in reference 45 the substitution of 
first deri vati ve of pressUl",:! for transient pressure feedback, in 
onler to simplify analysis, has the side-effect of reversing the 
stabilizing effect. 
Transient pressure feedback is achieved by the use of a 
high-pass filter in series with pressure feedback, giving the 
transfer function 
F(s) = 
'"'Cs p 
1 + L s p 
k" j' 
, d' (1 + k' s) s 
If the time constant~p is ve~ small)the filter acts as 
a differentiator gi ring the destabilizing effect of first deri vati ve 
of pressure feedback discussed above. On the other hand, if "C is p 
ve~ large, the recove~ after application of a steady load force 
" 
(the reason for the insertion of the filter) takes an excessive time. 
Thus there is need for a compromise value of Ir , such that the p 
corner frequency of the filter (1~ ) is less than the,frequencies 
p 
of pressure fluctuations to be encountered,or at least close enough 
to those frequencies to make the pressure feedback effective unde~ 
dynamic conditions. 
The root loci for such a system are shown in fig. 3.10. In 
addition to modifying the position of the existing poles, an 
additional negative real pole is introduced in this case. 
The usefulness of these root loci for the prediction of 
system behaviour is discussed in Chapter 5, after e~~erimental 
results have been presented. 
, " 
(e) Negative velocity feedback for system with an additi~nal time con~~ant 
In section 3.4.2, such feedback was said to have a destabilizing 
effect (49) This is most easily illustrated with the root locus 
technique used above. If a fourth pole is added to fig. 3.7, the root 
loci shown in fig. 3.11 result and clearly velocity feedback in this 
case is destabilizing. (Case (b) from fig. 3.7 is used as an example 
'but (a) and (c) show the same effect.) 
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CHAPTER 4 
TilE ELECTRO-PNEUMATIC SERVO 
------
Extensive tests were conducted on the components of the 
experimental system, particularly the actuator. 
The purpose of the tests described in this Chapter were 
to: 
(a) investigate the validity of proposed equations 
(b) obtain accurate data on the many parameters of the components, 
for use in the computer simulations (Chapter 6) 
(c) enable judgements to be made on the relative importance of 
system features,to assist in the design of future systems. 
4.1_ The Loaded Actuator 
p~ important part of the experimental work on the loaded 
actuator consisted of a series of "Impulse tl Tests, conducted with 
the supply pipe to chamber 2 sealed (fig. 2.1). In these tests the 
load carriage was given a sharp thump (by hand) and the ensuing 
oscillations were observed and recorded. 'l'he test was repeated for 
a wide range of loads and piston positions. Tne results were used 
to explain the nature of the expansion and compression process in 
the actuator (section 4.1.4) and also as a contribution to under-
\',:< 
standing the effects of piston leakage and load friction (section 4.1.5). 
Other tests to examine actuator friction were also conducted 
, 
(sections 4.1.6 and Appendix 3). 'l'he nature of the inherent piston 
leakage and the effect of deliberately increased inter-chamber 
leakage were examined (sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.5). A study of the 
(nominally constant) pressure in chamber 1 is described in 
Appendix 6. 
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!:r.i.1 Inter-Chamber Le~kage 
_ii) Inlu~ren!...Elston leakage 
There was considerable leakage past the piston and this 
was measured using the arrangement shown in fig. A5.i. Full details 
of the tests conducted and results are given in Appendix 5. In 
these tests the static lea..".:age flow was measured for various values 
of pressure difference and it was shown that a constant laminar 
lea..".:age coefficient (Lb ) could reasonably be used. The value 
calculated was 
= 
. 2 (Air volume measured at 64.7 Ibf/in ) 
The relevance of this static figure to the dynamic case is discussed 
in section 403.4. 
Tne leakage from chamber 1 past the piston rod bearing was 
always less than 10% of the corresponding piston leakage •. (This 
leakage does not affect the analysis of the system in any way, since 
chamber 1 was held at constant pressure.) 
(b) Additional lea~a~ 
Some tests were conducted in the presence of additional 
inter-chamber leakage. In this case a needle-type by-pass valve 
was used. The calibration of this valve is also described in 
Appendix 5, where it is shown that a reasonable, laminar 
approximation can be made for this additional flow. The maximum 
additional laminar leakage is about 6t times the inherent 'piston 
leakage. 
~. 
~.1.2 Impulse Test Results 
As explained in the introduction to section 4.1, a number 
of transient decay s were recorded for different inertial loads and 
piston positions. In each case the load displacement and velocity 
and the pressures in chambers 1 and 2 were recorded using an 
ul tra-violet recorder. The natural frequency of t.he system was 
varied between 2.5 and 10 I-Iz during the course of these experiments. 
The maximum piston speed was about 60 ft/min. 
In Chapter 3, linearization led to the development of a 
second order differential equation (eqn. 3.25) to describe these 
free vibrations. The results shown in table 4.1 v.ere obtained, 
assuming the se equations to apply, as follo\'ls: 
~) Measurement of undamped natural time period: (Lnp) 
1be damped natural time period was measured from each 
experimental record, and in all cases it was possible to check 
this time period for several successive oscillations. The several 
values obtained from a given record were found to agree, mostly 
within about 3% and in the worst cases within 510. No tendency 
was observed for the time period either to increase or decree_se 
as the oscillation decayed. 
-y 
= 
np 
This value of r dp ldPK 
was then used to calculate T 
np from 
(b) }:!easurement of damping ratio (S ) p 
~1e damping ratio was measured from the velocity and 
di splacement records using a standard curve to obtain S from p 
two successive peaks of the decaying curve. Again, this was 
repeated, for each record, -for as many oscillations as possible. 
The accuracy of the values for S obtained was considerably p 
less than that for the time period measurement, discussed above. 
The values of S obtained from 'different parts of the same decay, p 
curve agreed within ± 10% of -the average value in many cases 
(average value is shown in table of results). In some cases, 
hOVlever, the spread was as much as _ ± 2Of~. It was noticed that 
again there vias no tendency for the measured damping ratio to 
incren.se or decrease as an oscillation decayed. 
A sample trace I'rom the u-v record.er is shown in fig. 4.1. 
An oscillation is treated as a transient relaxation froP.l an 
initial position I. 
Additional information 
(a) f,;ayJ.lllum piston displacement 
from initial po si tion, during 
transient, I'or fig. 4.2 (i.e. displace-
ment ~ in fig. h.1) 
om 
(b) Maximum piston di splacement, • Go ................ . 
fron initial position, during 
transient, for fig. 4.3 
(c) Fluctuation of pressure . ., ..................... . 
(nominally constant) in 
ch2.ffiber 1 (p1 ) (see Appendix 6) 
Between 0.15 in. 
and O.~. in. 
Betwee!l 0.2 in • 
and 0.4 in. 
Less than ± l~'o in 
P1' Between 1% and 5f~ 
of the corresponding 
fluctuation in P2' 
(d) Fluctuation of pressure (p2 ) •••••••.••..••••• Between: 4 and ± 20 
in chamber 2 
( e) MayJ.mum change in V 2 during •••••••.•••••••••• + 2or(-12% 
-a transient 
(f) Values of S marked"" in table 4.1 are not plotted in fig. l~.3. 
p 
In these cases the damping ratio could not be accurately obtained, 
due to the small amplitude of the experimental traces. Therefore 
an approximate ~ is tabulated. This Yias only used in the p 
calculation of C
np from Cnd (where an approximate value for 
s: was acceptable). p 
(g) luere was a slow drift; of the piston throughout each test, due 
to the slight diffe:cence in areas or the two sides of the piston 
.-;'\ 
~ = 28.7 Ib 
V2a 2.8 x 10-
3 ft3 
« 3%). An average figure (V2J for the chamber volume is 
tabulated in Table 4.1. l'he magnitude or this drift in volume, 
as a fraction of average volume, obviously depends on the 
position of' the piston at wllich an individual test takes place. 
For vel~ low values of V2a this drift constituted not more than 
5% of V2a , while for very high values of V2a it was less than 17t 
(h) In an independent test in v7hich a spring balance was used to 
y 
pull the unloaded carriage by hand at a low, approximately 
, 
constant, velocity, the spring balance reading fluctuated 
between 1 and 3 lbf. 
4.1.3 Gas Expansion and Compression in the Controlled Chamber 
A number of publications in this and other fields have 
included references to the nature of the gas compression and 
expansion processes during transients. Shearer (4c) developed 
equations to describe the cylinder dynamics for a similar, though 
high pressure "( 800 lbf/in2g.) system for the two extreme cases of 
isothermal and adiabatic changes. Shearer subsequently used the, 
adiabatic case, as a basis for an analogue computer study of a 
system with a closed loop natural frequency of about 4 or 5 Hz, 
saying that the heat transfer rate is negligible in most fast-
" 
.r--
acting systems, but it may be appreciable in slower acting systems. 
Skinner andWagner (57) showed experimentally that for the process 
of charging and discharging constant volume tanks with air, the 
polytropic exponent (n) approached 1.0 (isothermal) for a very 
slow, ch{lrging rate and increased as the charging rate increased. 
Chelomey (6) referred to "experimental investigations" 
which have sho,m that the operation of such pneumatic systems is 
described by "polytropy which is close to the adiabat" (translation). 
No reference was quoted and the experimental results were not given. 
Many subsequent workers, including Vaughan (9) Brann (20) 
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Cutland (23), Burrows (25), Raven (411-) and Botting et al (10) 
have followed Shearer's suggestion, and have assumed an adiabatic 
charging process, and therefore ll.sed n = 1.4. Levenstein 
developed highly simplified equations, assuming consta.nt 
temper~ture conditions (n = 1.0). 
(5) 
In a comprehensive design study which included analogue 
computer simulation, Andersen (21~) also assumed isothermal 
conditions to apply to a double acting piston actuator. The 
closed loop transient frequency, in this case, was about 15 Hz. 
Hirtrei ter (59) in a review paper on the subj ect of air 
springs, in "Thich the air is confined within a rubber and fabric 
container, stated that a polytropic spring rate is most co~mon at 
natural vibration frequencies of 60 cycles per minute or le ss. He 
implied that for higher frequencies a "dynamic or adiabatic 11 rate 
applies. 
TovIill and Came (60) developed a design procedure for 
obtaining a pneumatic cylinder stiffness for any piston position 
provided 'that a polytropic ~ndex (between 1.0 and 1.11-) is assumed. 
./ 
In another, related field, reciprocating air compressor 
cylinders are either water cooled or finned and air cooled, in order-
to increase the heat transfer during compression and reduce the 
polytropic index. Vii th good cooling the value of n is usually 
between 1.2 and 1.3 (61) whereas the compressio~ work is a minimum 
when n = 1.0. For a medium size, air-cooled. single cylinder,-
reciprocating compressor, of the general type which forms the 
ma·jori ty of compressors manufactured' in this country, typical 
figures are: Speed 1500 rev/min, mean piston speed between 600 
and 1000 ft/min, Stroke 4 inch, polytropic index of expansion 1.25 
to 1.29, polytropic index of compression 1.36 to 1.39 (62). The 
low index for expansion indicates the relatively good heat transfer 
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Table 4.1 Impulse Test Results 
Impulse Volume of Load Mass 
Test Chamber 2 
mL(lb) Number V (ft3)* 2a 
_"Z 
x 10 ..J (measured) 
(rr.easured) 
11 0,66 18.7 
12 1. 70 18.7 
13 0.64 38.7 
14 0.74 38.7 
'-
15 0.65 38.7 
16 3.00 38.7 
17 2.98 48.7 
18 0.59 48.7 
19 0.69 68.7 
110 1.49 68.7 
I11 2.99 68.7 
112 0.54 33.7 /---. 
/ " 
I13 1.61 33.7 
, I 
I14 2.96 I 33.7 
115 1.26 33.7 
. 116 2.61 33.7 
117 0.93 '48.7 
118 2.19 48.7 
119 2.59 48.7 
, 
I20 2.94 58.7 
I 
I 
121 1. 79 58.7 
I22 1.04 58.7 
I23 1.01 68.7 
I24 2.39 68.7 
I25 2.02 68.7 
I26 2.06 18.7 
127 1.85 8.7 
* See note (g) in section 4.1.2 
* See note (f) in section 4.1.2 
Damping 
ratio of 
o scilla tion 
Sp 
(meas~red 
from trace) 
0.125 
0.120 
0.14 ~, 
0.100 
0.103. 
0.125 
0.140 
0.11 * 
0.125* 
,O.14~' 
0.147 
0.11 :« 
0.110 
0.140 
0.095 
0.133 
0.10* 
0.100 
0.120 
0.110 
0.085 
0.085 
0.089 
0.085 
0.103 
0.154 
0.18~~ 
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Time period (Natural undamped 
of damped t" . ,)2 
oscillati9n -2me penod 
L dp(s) "(2 np (s2) x 10,-2 
(mea;ured (cal~ulated from 
from trace) Sand Ld ) p p 
0.10 0~98 
0.15 2.20 
0.14 2.04 
0.15 2.23 
0.14 1.94 
0.29 8.30 
0.32 10.00 I 0.15 2.22 
0.19 3.50 I 
0.27 7.15 
0.38 14.20 
0.12 1 • 4-2 
,0.19 3.58 
0.26 6.65 
0.175 3.03 
0.25 6.12 
0.18 3.22 
0.27 7.20 
0.295 8.60 
0.34 11.4.0 
0.27 7.25 
0.21 4.38 
0.225 5.04 
0.34 11.50 
0.31 9.53 
0.165 2.66 
0.11 1.18 
which occurs as the very small volume of air trapped in the clearance 
space, is rapidly expanded, prior to the induction of fresh air. 
While these observations on air compressors are not directly relevant 
to the present study, they must be considered since in both cases 
expansion and compression processes occur, which can be represented 
by the expression 
= constant. 
The main purpose of the Impulse tests descrIbed in 
section 4.1.2 was to establish the appropriate value of n for the 
particular circumstances of the present experimental system. 
4.1.4 Evaluation of the Pollt~~ic E~nent 
A value for n, the polytropic exponent) can be obtained from 
the Impulse Te st re suI ts as folloVls: 
i.e. 
. slope 
Eqn. 3.29 can be rewritten 
y 2 
np = 
a graph of L 
2 • 
nP2a A 
np 
2 
(27C)2 
2 
nP2a A 
vS(V2a~) will be a straight line with 
This graph is shown in fig. 4.2. 
/ 
A straight line has been dral'm through these points, yielding 
a value for n, as follows: 
Measured gradi ent 
Gradient 
n 
i.e. n 
= 
= 
= 
28.0 
21.8 
= 1.28 
In addition, for reference, the st~aight lines corresponding 
to an adiabatic (n = 1.4) and an isotherwal (n = 1.0) process are 
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ImDulse Tests 
Showing the variation of' IIndamped Natural Time Period with 
Chamber Volume and Load Mass 
shown in fig. 4.2. 
1'his figure and its derivation are further discussed in 
section 4.3.2. 
4.1.5 Actuator and Load Friction - Im~ulse Tests 
As explained earlier, a low-friction actuator and low 
friction load bearings were used for the experimental system, but 
of course a small friction force remained. It is quite easy to 
gather data relating to friction, for a practical pneumatic system, 
on the other hand it is very diff'icul t to express this data in a 
-suitable form for the purpose, say, of a computer simulation. This 
is because the frictio~ is not only non-linear but also a function 
of mor-e than one variaole. 'l'he l'esults of a numoer of tests on the 
experimental system are presented below and in Appendix 3, and 
their significance is discussed in section 4.3.3. 
(a) Eqn. 3.30, which rests on the assumption that the damping 
for the Impulse Tests was due solely to viscous friction and 
leakage, can be written in the form 
b 
where C1 = 2A[nP;; S C t 2a + c2}: = LjnP2a p 1 mL C2 = 2a --_.-2A 
If Sp is plotted against J ~a ,the resulhnt curve is the 
sum of two components:-
I) a straight line due -to viscous friction, and 
11) part of a rectangular hyperbola due to piston leakage. 
The experimental results are plotted in this form in 
fig. 4.3. The inherent piston leakage coefficient 1b applies here 
and is known from section 401.1: 
Lb'= 1.3 x 10-7 (ft3/S)/(lbf/ft2) 
and so C2 was calculated and part 11 of the above-mentioned curve 
8o 1'01 
2 --1-ft's lbf ,2 
Il'!:!E..~lse Test_~ 
Showing the variation of dampin~ ratio with Chamber Volume 
and Load Mass 
drawn in fig. 4.3. 
By trial and error a sui table value of C1 was selected to 
give the-best "fit" with experimental points in fig. 4.3. Using 
this value of C1 , a value for the load viscous friction coefficient 
Cb) could be calculated. , 
Gradient of line I in fig. 4.3 is 
C1 = 
And from eqn. 3.30 
b 
= 
2Ajlli'2a = 
Giving, b = 6.7 lbf/(ft/ s) 
(b) The Impulse Tests were repeated with a piston by-pass needle 
valve* in position, for various amounts of leakage. 1bus the effect 
of varying the leakage coefficient (L), on the behaviour of the system 
was demonstrated. The results are shown in table 4.2. For these 
tests) constant values of V 2a and ~ were maintained. Assuming that 
the friction is wholly viscous, eqn. 3.30 becomes 
.~, 
,2; 
= C3b + C4L 4.1 p 
1 Fifi ) constants for where C3 = j 2A nP2amL this series of 
and C4 
= _1 JnP2a~ ~ dynamic leakage 2A V2a ) tests 
Now if impulse tests are carried out for various values of 
L, then ~ and ~d can be determined from the individual transient pp. 
decay records as before. 
These results can be considered as follows:-
Ca) If S is plotted against L, a straight line will result, p 
(b) 
with slope C
4 
and intercept C3b. 
The undamped natural frequency (W ) is a function of 
np 
the piston leakage (eqn. 3.27). If this dependence is 
* For calibration see Appendix 5 
-- ~l Test Bypass valve Net leakage Measured I Sp Number setting Coefficient time period 
(rotations) (from Appendix 5) L dp 
(measured) 
I28 7 Lb 
-7 0.13 =,1.3 x 10 constant 
, (ft3/s)/ 
-, (lbf/ft2) throughout 
I29 5 , 2.1, Lb i. e. all 0.155 
I30 6 .. 4 Lb results 0.125 
I31 5 .. 84 -1.25 Lb 0.14 
132 5~6 1.45 Lb between 0.27s 0.135 
133 503 1. 7 Lb . and 0.28s with 0.145 
I34 4.4 3.2 Lb no discernible 0.16 
135 4 '+.4 Lb " 0.165 
136 3 7.6 Lb 
pattern 0.225 
I37 3.4 5,,9 Lb 0.20 
L 
. -
Table 4.2 Impulse Tests with Additional Leakage - Results 
= 2.25 x 10-3 ft3 see Note 1 below, m = L \ 
Notes on table 4.2 and fig- 1 ... 4 
(1) The volume of the left-hand chamber increased slightly during each 
. Impulse Test, due to the drift caused by inter-chamber leakage. This 
effect was also observed during the main Impulse Tests. The average 
value (v2a) was used for all calculations. The drift in volume varied 
from < ± 1% for no additional leakage to ± 4% for maximum leakage. 
(2) Accurate interpretati~n of the trace from test 1:-37 
was difficult due to the rapid transient decay, An estimate of the 
likely range of possible error in this result is shown in fig. 4.4. 
Despite this wide tolerance it has been included, for reference. The 
range of error associated with a more typical result, test I?5 
(L = 4.4 L ) has also been shown, for comparison. 
a 
(3) The maximum pressure difference across the piston during these tests 
never exceeded the "linear leakage" range illustrated in fig. A5. 6 and in 
all cases Vias between 4 and 10 Ibf/in2• 
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slight, i.e. A2 ~ Lb, W will be constant // np 
thn:l'I.:lghout these tests. 
The measured values of the damping ratio (S; ) are plotted p 
against leakage coefficient (L) in fig. 4.4. According to eqn. 4.1 
these __ point s falll on a straight line and such a line has been 
drawn. The sl0ge of this line can be predicted from eqn 4.1 as 
= 
= 
1 
2: xi. 23 x 10-2 • 
1.28 x 9300 xi. 51 
0- '2. 25 x 1 0 -3 
and the slope of the line measured from fig. 4.4 is 
= 
:Also, ["rom the intercept on the vertical axi s, S = 0.115 p , 
a value for b can be calculated, in this case b = 8.0 Ibf!(~!Lil 
4.1..6 Drift Te st 
In this case,' the system of fig. 3.1 was observed in the 
absence of any disturbances and after the decay of any transients. 
Under these conditions, a slow, constant velocity drift of the 
piston, from left to right,- occurred. This drift velocity was 
measured, using the displacement transducer and ultra-violet recorder:-
(i) wi ID inherent pi ston lea.1(age only, 
(ii) with a calibrated by-pass valve, connecting chambers 
1 and 2( see Appendix 5). 
. The analysis in section 3.1.6 shows how the re suI ts of these 
drift tests can be used to evaluate the friction force at the 
actuator and load. The load mass was . 4.8.7 Ib in each case 
and the results are shown in table 4.3. 
Specimen calculation for test D1 
Assuming, b = 6.7 Ibf!(ft!s) (determined in section 4.1.5), 
and Pig = 50 Ibf!in2 = 7200 Ibf!ft3, 
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'--'--1 Test Measured By-pass 
Number IDrift Velocity valve 
(ft/s) I setting (rotations) 
D1 6.15 x 10-4 
-
-
D2 6.8 x 10-3 4 
D3 12.2 x 10-3 3 
! , 
Net leakage 
Coefficient 
(from Appendix 5) 
Lb = 1.3 x 10 -7 
(ft3/ S/(lbf/ft2) 
4.4 Lb 
7.6 L b 
---. ' 
l!' F (lbf) 
(derived) 
1. 79 
0.70 
0.6J+ I 
I 
I 
°8' u' 
eqn. 3.33 becomes 
6P = 1.23 
-2 
xlO x6.15 
1.3 x 10--; 
= 58.1 lbf/ft
2 
and substituting this in eqn. 3.3ll-
(7200 x 0.05) 
- (1.23 . -2 x 58.1) x 10 = FF 1~ 
2.5 - 0.715 = FF. 
i.e. = 1.79 lbf 
Interpretation of results 
Only three results were obtained but these are plotted 
in fig. 4.5 as some indication is given of the nature of friction 
at these low velocities. 
Measurement of friction forces at very low velocities is 
v,ery difficult and this Drift test, using controlled leakag~ offers 
a possible solution. The idea has since been pursued by Rashid (63) 
and is further discussed in Appendix 3. 
The curve through the three results obtained is extrapolated 
in fig. 4.5 to show a possible interpretation, using the value for. 
viscous friction co~fficient established in section 4~1.5. 
These results are fully.discussed later in section'4.3.3 
but it is apparent from fig. 4.5 that the Coulomb friction force 
is below ~ lbf. 
4.1.7 Analogue Computer Tests 
A brief analogue computer study was conducted to examine 
the effect Ylhich Coulomb friction would have on the traces obtained 
in the Impulse Tests. It was noted in section 4.1.3 that the decay 
curves showed a characteristic viscous damped shape (i.e. approrimately 
constant ratio of any two successive peaks) and the limited results 
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from section 4.1.6 suggest that Coulomb friction was less than 
1 Ibf. Therefore, the pre sent test was conducted Id th a small 
Coulomb friction force in order to estimate the maximum amount of 
Coulomb friction which could pass unnoticed in the Impulse Test 
re suI ts o 
The computer was connected to solve the second order 
differential equation for a mass-spring system 
+ 
bd ({ 
o 
dt + 
d/S' 
F (sgn _-2) 
c dt + = o 
Three separate decay curves were recorded, for relaxation 
from an initial displacement for, 
(i) vi scous friction only, (F = 0) c 
(ii ) Coulomb friction only, (b = 0) 
(iii) viscous and Coulomb friction, with magnitudes as used in 
(i) and (ii). 
'\ 
For case (U. 'the circuit shown in fig. 4.6 was arranged 
with approximately the potentiometer setting shown in that figure. 
The actual values of Sand Wd were measured from the resulting 
trace (fig. 4.7) using the same technique as had been used on the 
traces from the loaded actuator. 
For case (bU, potentiometers were set to give a small amount 
of Coulomb friction and zero viscous friction. Again, actual values 
were establi shed by making measurements from the re suI ting decay 
curve (fig. 4.8). 
For case (iii), the values for band F established in 
c 
case (i) and (ii) above were used together and from the transient 
decay curve (fig. 4.9 ) the "magnitudes of peal( amplitude measured. 
Resul ts 
Initial displacement = 0.2 in. 
b = 6.7lbf/(ft/s) 
~ ) 
Initially specified, to 
correspond approximately 
wi th ac tual experiillental 
resul ts. 
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./ 
+ I M.V. 
~ 
Cl 0----10 Cl 4> 
-I M.U. 
F=c:. Y S9f\· 0 0 
rYl ... 
s 
m&.-
~----------------------------------------~2.~----~ 
Potentiometer Case (i) Case (ii) Case (iii) 
1 0.05 0 0.05 
2 0.3 0.3 0.3 
3 0 0.2 0.2 
, .. 
4 0 0.2 0.2 
'5 0 0.1 0.1 
r--. 
.. -
Analogu~ ComE..ut~E ..... Te~ts 
Case (i) Viscous friction only 
C' ~1} ~2> 
Peak to pea.k:: Peak to peak 
Amplitude I Peak to peak amplitude f..mpli tude B.llpli tude amplitude I Ampli tude 
measured Ratio measured Ratio measured Ratio 
from fig. 4-. 7 from fig. 4-. 8 from fig. 4-.9 
5.20 5.70 . 5.30 
3.96 1.65 5.4-0 1.12 4'10~1.69 
3.15 1.63 5.10 1.12 3.111- 1.75 
2.4-3 1.66 4-.80 1.13 2.35 1.85 
1.13 1.70?2.04 
1.14- 1.15 2.511-
4-.00- 1.15 0.67. 3.84-
3.72 1.16 0.30 
3.4-4-
l"i~=-~. 9 Analog~~_ C0r:2E~~~!: 'l'~~~~ 
Case (iii) Viscous and Coulomb 
Peak amplitudes and the ratios of successive peaks are 
notedf'or the 3 d,ecay curves, :below fig. ~-o9. 
Case (i) 
By measurement from fig. 4.7 and using a standard. curve, 
so 
0.08 and W -"- W d- n 
that S 522 and = ~ 
= 52 rad/s 
~!l. 
= 2~ 
Hence mL = 00805 Ibf s2/ft and 
Case (ii) 
; 
0.08 
S = 2180 lbf/ft. 
By measurement from fig. 4.8 the amplitude decrease in 
ll- cycles 
i. e. 4 
0.07 
4F 
c 
x -3 = 2.:.. 07 12 
and if S = 2180 lbf/ft from (i) above, 
then F = 0,8 lbf 
c 
As expected, for the viscous plus Coulomb friction case, (fig. 4.'9") 
the ratio of successive peaks increased as the oscillations decayed. 
Another effect of Couloob friction is the existence of a 
"dead zone" within which the load may finally settle. This was 
calculated, as an example, for test 12.' For a Coulomb friction force 
of 1 Ibf the dead zone would be 0.011 in., which woul:1 be represented 
by 0.6 mm. on the u-v record used for these tests. 
The significance of this and of the analogue computer results 
are discussed in section 403.3. 
~.!he Servo Valve 
. 4.2.1 _,(a1 ve Ca1i b:r:c:~~~ 
Vfuen supplied, the valve had been adjusted oy the 
manufacturers using high pressure oil, to have slight overlap when 
no dither signal was applied. This meant that when a dither signal 
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was applied there was overlap, (i. e. simultaneous flow from the 
supply port to the control port and from the latter to the exhaust 
port) Vii th no d. c. actuating signal present. '1'he lap was therefo re 
adjusted by trial and error to give approximately zero overlap in 
the pre sence of' a sinusoidal dither signal of ± -110 mA (peak) at 
200 Hz (see section 4.2.2 for details of the selection of this 
dither signal). With this new setting of valve lap, full static 
calibration curves were obtained. 
(a) Exhaust flow 
Using the arrangement of fig. '+.10 . the points shown in 
fig. 4.12 were obtained. In this case the valve supply pressure and 
the dither signal were maintained constant while the d.c. valve 
actuating signal was varied. This was repeated for various control port 
pressures. 'l'hese curves are replotted in fig. l~.14 • 
. <El Su]?ply flow 
In thi s case the arrangement of fig. 4.11 was used. For 
these tests the valve dither and d.c. signal were kept constant 
while the control port pressure vIas varied. This was repeated for 
various values of the d.c. input. These results are shown in 
figs. 4.13 and 4.14. 
These eali bration curves applied for all the closed +oop tests 
described in Chapter 5 and were simulated in the analogue computer 
tests (Chapter 6). 
Cc) \Calve lap 
One effect of valve dither was to make the exhaust noisy. 
A 200 Hz whine could be heard for any ex,"J.aust flow below the maximum. 
A slight exhaust noise could be heard when the d.c. valve current was 
between -2OmA and OmA. This exhaust flow was not measured but this 
indicates that, although the valve had nominally zero lap with no 
flow in either direction at I = -20rnA, there was in fact underlap 
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of about ± 20wA about this point. 
~202 Dithe~timization 
In the absence of dither on the servo valve input signal, 
hysteresis of as much as 2o;c; of maximum current was observed. 
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Tnis was considerably more than the figure quoted by the manufacturer, for 
use with hydraulic fluid, but was not unexpected in view of the reduced 
spool lubrication. Dither is commonly used to reduce hysteresis in this 
and other hydraulic valves. A dither frequency of 200 Hz was selected 
since this is well above the natural frequency of the jack/load 
combination, well within the frequency range of the operational 
amplifier and quite close to the natural frequency of the valve itself. 
The maximum flow was not affected by dither since in all cases, with a 
sufficiently large d.c. input signal level, the valve opening Vias 
saturated. In the presence of dither, "buzzingll at 200 Hz could be 
heard, as the valve spool hrumnered against the end stops, for valve 
positions approaching fully open in either direction. 
A dither signal in excess of 70mA (peak) was found to be 
required to reduce the hysteresis to acceptable proportions and 
110mA (pe~~) was selected fer norillal servo operation. In this case 
the maximum hysteresis was about 3% of full flow. 
4.2.3"Valve Dynamic ~~onse 
The manufacturer's data showed that the valve response had a 
slight resonance at about 250 Hz. Observation of the a'-c. output 
signal from the integrally mounted valve position transducer confirmed 
this to be correct. In addition, the accuracy of valve current 
measurement as an indication of valve position was checked. In this 
case the valve current response was flat to about 700 Hz (at which 
frequency the valve position transducer output and the valve movement 
were negligible) •. It can therefore be concluded that the spool 
amplitude is reasonably represented by the valve curr~nt signal for 
frequencies up to about 200 Hz though there is some phase shift 
(e. g. about 900 at resonance). 
403 Discussion of ChaEter 4 
4.3.1 Impulse Tests 
The linearized second order equation (eqn. 3.25) proposed 
in Chapter 3 has been shown to describe the behaviour of the loaded 
actuator for a wide range of parameters. The justification for this 
statement is that for the large number of experimental transient 
response recordings examined, the characteristic behaviour of a 
damped second order system was observed. For each separate 
response:-
(a) The damped natu'ral frequency was constant 
throughout the decaying oscillation, and 
Cb) The damping ratio, as measured from the ratio of 
successive oscillation arnpli tudes. was approximately 
~onstant throughout the decaying transient. 
The maximum values of pressure and displacement fluctuations 
during the tests were limited by the force which could comfortably 
be administered manually to the load. The controlled pressure (P2) 
. and the chamber volume CV2) varied by up to 4~~ and 2~10 respectively 
of their mean values. These quantities are represented by constants 
P2a and V2a in the theoretical equations, a linearization which is 
justified for these and probably larger variations, since the 
fluctuation of the actual values about these mean values constitutes 
an averaging effect over one complete oscillation. 
The Impulse Test establishes important parameters for a 
loaded actuator and is easily conducted for a low-pressure pneumatic 
systemo 
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It can be seen that in fig. 4 .• 2 a reasonable straight line 
can be drawn through the experimental points. This line does not 
pass through the origin, implying a small error in the measurement 
of t.he volume of chamber 2. These points span a very wide range of 
piston position and inertia load values and therefore a wide range 
of natural frequencies and piston speeds. 
The polytropic index 1n l will vary with the speed of the 
process. Points close to the origin, representing high natural 
frequencies can be expected to approach the n = 1.1+, adiabatic, 
case. At low speeds, however, n will approach 1.0, isothermal. 
There is no evidence of this trend over the frequency range of 
these tests, i.e. 2t to 10 Hz. 
During a decaying, constant frequency, vibration, the actual 
piston veloci~ falls. The maximum piston velocity in ~hese tests 
was about 60 ft/min. The points in fig. 4.2, resulting from tests 
in which the transient amplitude was comparatively large', were 
examined. These points represent relatively high piston speeds. 
There was no tendency for these points to be closer to the 
n = 1.4 curve than other points at about the same frequency. 
A value for n has been determined (n = 1.28) ,which describes 
the behaviour of the actuator over a wide range of frequencies and 
piston speeds. 
In section 4.1.3 values for polytropic indice's are quoted 
for reciprocating compressors. These relate to totally different 
conditions from the present case. In particular in that case, the 
piston speeds are very much greater, ,cylinder heat exchange is 
deliberately encouraged and a "steady state" cycling rather than a 
transient oscillation occurs. In view, particularly, of the relative 
piston speeds, a lower value for n might be expected for the present 
system than for such compressors. 
4·.3.3 Actuator and Load Friction 
One of the most severe problems in obtaining satisfactory 
models of hydraulic and pneumatic control systems is the absence of 
a good theoretical representation of the friction forces at the 
actuator and load. In specific cases a number of solutions have 
been found varying from the substitution of "egui valent I1 viscous 
damping for the Coulomb component (48) to the simulation of stiction 
plus Coulomb plus viscous friction by digital (10) or analogue 
computer (64). 
The difficulty arises from the dependence of frtction, 
usually in a non-linear fashion, upon such varied factors as position, 
veloci~J, load magnitude, time, temperature and quality of lubrication. 
( 2" ) The most difficult problem encountered by Cutland ) was to account 
" 
for friction in his low-pressure pneumatic servo-mechanism and 
Parnaby, who has made an extensive study of non-linear effects in 
control systems, has observed that scatter in readings is typical 
of experimental work on systems with friction (65). 
Not only is friction difficult to analyse and to observe 
experimentally but it also presents problems in practical systems 
as it results in inaccuracy, povler wasta~e and sometimes instability. 
In systems where a lit tle gas leakage can be tolerated it may be 
desirable to reduce friction in the actuator in the same way as was 
done in the one used for these tests. Surprisingly little work has 
been done on the design of loVl friction linear actuators. As far as 
COlTh1!ercial organizations are concerned, this is mainly because of the 
1 d d f h d · (66a) very ow eman or suc eVlces • As mentioned in Appendix 3, 
the author is currently constructing a seri es of e),,--P8rimental 
pneumatic actuators, using com~osite P.T.F.E. and rubber seals, of the 
1 J L.:l 
type used fairly corr~only in hydraulic actuators. The design of 
low-friction loaG. bearin~s presents further problems, but in some 
cases gas bearings present a possible solution, again the cost 
being a certain amount of gas leakage. 
No analytical expression is proposed to represent the 
experimental results obtained in'sections 4.1.5 to 4.1.7 and 
Appendix 3. However, it can be said that friction forces were small 
compared to the available driving force and certaiQly compared with 
the friction forces for any currently available actuators involving 
sliding rubber or plastic. A number of points can be made from 
the experimental results:-
(a) Inspection of the Impulse Test traces showed that the damping was 
predominaQtly viscous. Tnis observation is based upon the fact that 
the envelope of the decaying oscillations was always closely 
exponential. On the other hand, in the case of pure Coulo~b damping 
this envelope is a straight line. Referring to fig. 4.1" for pure 
Y1 <Y2 
while for pure Coulomb damping - -.-
Y2 Y3 
i.e. the presence of any appreciable Coulomb friction in addition to 
viscous friction and leakage will make the ratio of successive later 
).'.e. Y2 > Y1 peaks greater than earlier ones, 
Y3 Y2 
etc. No such trend 
was observed in the 20 decay curves used for fig. 4.3 or the 10 in 
table 4.2. The results of the analogue computer study of section li-o 107 
demonstrate that the effect of a Coulomb friction force greater than 
0.8 Ibf, as in fig. 4. 9 , would certainly have been observed in the 
test traces. However, anything much less than this woul~ probably 
not have been detected, bearing in mind the relatively small size of 
the u-v traces usecl. In section 4.1.7 a specimen calculation was 
made of the dead zone which would re suI t from a small amount of 
Coulomb friction being present during the Impulse Tests. This value 
(0.6 IT~ on the u-v record) is too small to be of any use in 
estimating the actual Coulomb friction force. The figure for the 
viscous friction coefficient (b = 6.7 lbf/(ft/s» was derived from 
a scattered set of points, but taken in con,junction with other results 
is ameful guide. 
(b) The Drift Tests described in section 4.1.6 and in Appendix 3 give 
a valuable indication of the friction characteristic at low velocities. 
As expected from the simple design of the actuator, the static friction 
force was lOW, less than 2 lbf for the actuator alone and about 2 lbf 
for the actuator plus load carriage. Similarly, low Coulomb friction 
forces are evident. Referring to the Drift Test curves (figs. A3.1 
&.4.5), if the Coulomb force is taken as the intercept of the 
strai&~t line (high velocity) portion and the vertical axis, figures 
of less than ~ lbf and less than ~ lbf are obtained for the two 
cases. The usefulness of the "Drift Test" is further discussed in 
Appendix 3. 
(c) ~ne simple picture of the actuator friction presented by figs. A3.1 
and A3.2 is complicated by the results of the saturation velocity tests 
shown in fig. A3.3. In this case the friction at relatively high 
velocities was shown to increase with load mass. On the other hand, 
there is no trend in fig. 4.3 for the experimental points corresponding 
to high load masses to fall above the remainder, as would be expected 
if this assul"!1ption were true. 
Cd) The assumptions implicit indrawing the straight line in fig. 4.4 
were laminar leakage and viscous friction. 1'he former is discussed· 
in section 4.3.4 and the latter provided an independent figure for b 
for comparison with that obtained from the ImpuJ. se Tests. In this 
case a figure of b = 8.0 lbf/(ft/s) emerged. Again, it must be said 
that the points are somewhat scattered, but this result together with 
point (c) above sugGests that a reasonable approximation for the 
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friction at higher velocities might be to assume a linear dependence 
on velocity but vii th the coeffici ent increasing with 10a(1 mass. 
(e) Al though <:i number of indepemlent te st shave contributed data on 
friction in the experimental system; the picture is still incomplete. 
Further work on the nature of friction in actuators would clearly be 
of value. 
4.3.4 Inter Chrxmber Leakag~ 
static Leakage 'J.'ests have been described in section h-.1.1 
ani Appendix 5.. Tne further Impulse Tests described in section 4.1.5, 
in which additional leakage was introduced through a by-pass valve, 
yield information on the relevance of the static figures to the 
dynamic situation. The theoretical prediction of the slope of' the 
straig.~t line in fig. 4.4 assumes that the horizontal axis is 
calibrated in terms of actual leakage, measured under dynamic 
condi tions. In fact, the calibration is in terms of leakage measured 
under static conditions. 'l'he veF.f close agreement between' predicted 
a.'1d measured slope (wi thin 2j'~) sho';'/s that the static leakae;e coefficient 
ca.n be used unaer dynamic conditions. 
From the same test results (table 4.2) it can be seen that 
piston leakag~ variation had no measurable effect on the frequency 
of free vibrations (Wd ) of the actuator/load combination. In that 
- p 
case the inter-chamber leakage was increased to over seven times the 
inherent leakage and since = -L.J ~ and S varied only nPJ I - ~p P 
slightly, it can be concluded that W was also constant. This is 
np 
further confirmation that piston leakage can be neglected in 
equation 3.27. (A simple calculation, using the value for b obtained 
fror.l fig. Lt-. 3 ~ shows that A2 > 150 L.b) -
~ ) 
Leakage has been shovm to have a small but SOLletimes important 
damping effect on - the free vibration of the loaded actuator. 'I'his is 
illustrated in fig. 4.3 v/here the contribution of piston leakage to 
.;1 .., ("> 
1 ,·: :;) 'J' 
system dalTlping is :,hown. For the range of load mass (m
L
) and charnber 
volume (V2 ) used in these tests~ leakage contributed between 7% and 
30% of the total damping. Leakage becomes important for very large 
inertial loads and small volumes. 
4-.3.5 Pressure in Chamber 1 
In norrral closed loop operation the pressure in chamber 1 (Pi) 
is maintained nominally constant and equal to half the pressure of the 
valve air supply. In these tests, chamber 1 was connected to a 
reservoir, which was supplied from a pressure regulator at 50 lbf/in2g. 
In practice, if there is any movement of the piston, fluctuation in 
pressure in chamber 1 must result. The magnitude of this fluctuation, 
fo r a given pi ston di splacement, will depend.=upon the nature of the 
connection between actuator and reservoir and the size of the reservoir. 
For the particular arrangement used for these tests, 
fluctuations in Pi were always small in magnitude. (Details appear 
in Appendix 6.) 
The importance of these already small pressure fluctuations 
will be reduced if they are 900 out of phase with tne displacement 
(and therefore with the pressure in chamber 2). FroE the information 
available) it appears that such a 900 phase difference occurred at the 
frequencies used in these tests. This behaviour can be explained using 
the simple transfer operator developed i~ Appendix 6. 
4.3.6 Tae Servo Valve 
-- Gas floVI through an orifice is either choked, when the 
pressure ratio across the orifice is low, or unchoked for higher 
pressure ratios. If isentropic conditions -are assumed, the well 
knovm flolr/pressure ratio curve shown in fig. It-.i5 (upper line) 
results. This shows the variation of the flow through the orifice, 
re suI ting from downstream pressure changes, while the upstream pressure 
1 -, l"j U l 
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is held constant. In this case the flow regime is seen to change 
at the cri Hcal pressure ratio, which for air is 0.528. This isentropic 
curve is known to be a good representation of the flow through such' , 
orifices as smoothly contoured nozzles. 
Also shown in fig. 4.15 are some experimental points for the 
serve valve, replotted from fig. 1 ... 14. These points do not fall very 
close to the isentropic curve. The departure of eXperimental re'suI ts 
from the isentropic curve is probably explained by reference to the 
sectioned draYling of the valve (fig. 1>.4.:1). This shows that the 
flow path was actually quite tortuous, involving four right angle 
I 
turns, the sharp metering orifice and other discontinuities. Valve 
di ther further di sturbed the flow, though once the valve was fully 
open, in either di rection (e. g. I = 41+0mA), the dither signal was 
ineffecti ve. 
In fig. 1+.15 the points for I = 440mA and I = 220mA lie 
close to a co~~on curve suggesting that valve spool dither, which 
only operated in the latter case, did not seriously affect the nature 
of the flow. The I = 100mA points lie above the others but great 
importance is not attached to this as it is possible that the floVl 
measurements' were slightly inaccurate in this case. (A float type 
meter was used, tov/ards the bottom of its range.) 
The ports of the servo valve were annular orifices and the 
relationship between spool movement and flow area was linear. When 
di ther was introduced this relationship ceased to be linear, the 
effects being to reduce the gain of the valve at low input signal 
levels, and to make the saturation of the flow gradual rather than 
sudden. These effects, seen in figs. 4.12 and l ... 13 , could be 
counteracted if required, by reshaping the valve ports, for a 
specific amount of dither. 1'he nature of the non-linearity is further 
discussed in Chapter 6, where an analytical expression is derived for 
the purpose of simulating the valve characteristics. 
CHAPTER 5 TESTS OH THE ELECTRO-PI'rEill:INL'IC SERVO 
In Chapter 2 the construction of an e}:perimental electro·· 
pneumatic servo is described and tests on the individual components 
of the servo are described in Chapter L~. A large number of tests 
were conducted on the closed-loop system and these are described 
below. Except where it is stated to the contrary, the servo-val ve 
air supply pressure was 100 lbf/in2g 'and the constant pressure in 
- 2 
chamber 1 was 50 lbf/in g. other constants for the system appear 
in Appendix 2~ 
Command signals for the system were obtained from a low 
frequency signal generator, fed to one input of -the operational 
amplifier shown in fig. 2.5. 
5.1 Step Response Tests 
A series of 34 tests was conducted for widely differing 
values of the following parameters: 
step Size 
step Direction 
Final Load Position 
Loop Gain 
Transient Pressure Feedback Coefficient 
The data for these tests appears in table 5.1. During the 
tests the command signal, ( '6.), the actual load displacement, ('6 ), 
1 0 
the pressure in chamber 2, (p2 ), and the valve current (i) were 
recorded using an ultra violet recorder, and specimen traces are 
shovm in figs. 5.1 and 5.2. 
Almo st all of these tests were used for simulation studies 
(sec Chapter 6) as incicated in table 5.2. In these case8 the 
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1'able 5.1 Exnerimental Servo Step Response Data 
----
I 
- - I Load Carriage Transient Pressure Step Position (Scale Feedback 
Test Load Mass shovin in fig. 3.1 ) Feedback 
No. (lb) Potentiorneter! Coefficient 1 Time 
Ini tial Final Gain (Kur rnA Constant 
(in) (in) (K V ft -1 ) ft 21bf-1x 10-2) (Yp s) 
p 
-. 
ESO 93.7 1.50 0.50 7.30 3.47 1.69 
ES1 93.7 I 0.50 1.50 7.30 3.4-7 1.69 
ES2 93.7 , 2.50 1.50 7.30 3.47 1.69 
ES3 93.7 1.50 2.50 7.30 3.47 1.69 
ESi+- 93.7 0.50 1.50 7.30 18.75 0.293 
ES5 93.7 2.50 1.50 7.30 18.75 0.293 
Es6 93.7 2.50 1.50 12.2 7.30 0.750 
ES7 93.7 0.50 ,1.50 12.2 7.30 0.750 
Es8 i 93.7 2.50 1.50 12.2 18.75 0.293-
ES9 93.7 0.50 1.50 12.2 18.75 0.293 
ES10 93.7 2.90 0.90 5.70 3.47 1.69 
ES11 I 93.7 2.90 0.90 5.70 18.75 0.293 ES12 
I 
93.7 0.10 2.10 5.70 3.47 1.69 
ES13 93.7 0.10 2.10 5.70 18.75 I 0.293 I 
ES14 I 48.7 2.90 . 0.90 5.70 3.4-7 I 1.69 I I ES15 I 48.7 2.90 0.90 5.70 18.75 0.293 
. 
ES16 i M3.7 2.50 1.50 '5'.70 3.47 1.69 I 
ES17 ! 1+-8.7 1.50 2.50 5.70 3.47 1.69 , 
ES18 I 4B.7 0.50 1.50 5.70 3.47 1.69 I ES19 48.7 1.50 0.50 5.70 3.47 1.69 I 
ES20 i 4B.7 2.50 1.50 5.70 18.75 0.293 
ES21 I 48.7 0.50 1.50 5.70 18.75 0.2-93 
·1 ES22 j '48.7- 2.00 1.50 
I 
5.70 0 -
ES23 i 11-8.7 1.00 1.50 5.70 0 -j 
I ES24 j 8.7 2.00 1.50 6.00 10.6 0.550 
ES25 i 8.7 1.00 1.50 6.00 10.6 0.550 
I ES26 8.7 1.25 1.00 8.20 0 --
I ES27 8.7 1.00 1.25 8.20 0 -
" 
ES28 8.7 1.25 1.00 2.85 0 -
ES29 8.7 1.00 1.25 2.85 0 -
ES30 8.7 2.25 2.00 8.20 0 -
ES31 8.7 2.00 I 2.25 8.20 0 -I 
ES32 13.7 I 2.25 2.00 8.20 0 J ES33 I 13.7 I 2.00 2.25 8.20 0 
! . ---,--~~~ -- I \ I I step Full 
l Test Simulation No. Test No. 
I ESO -
ES1 FS1 
ES2 FS2 
I ES3 -
I ES4 FS4 
I E85 FS5 
Es6 Fs6 
ES7 FS7 
I ES8 Fs8 
I 
I ES9 F89 
I ES10 FS10 I E811 FS11 
E812 F812 . 
ES13 FS13 
j E814 J!'S14 
I E815 FS15 
! :2;816 FS16 I 
I E817 -I ES18 I FS18 , ES19 -I ES20 F320 I 
I ES21 
I 
FS21 
ES22 F822 
I 
, 
E823 F823 
, 
ES24 FS24 
ES25 FS25 
ES26 FS26 
ES27 ]'S27 
ES28 FS28 
ES29 FS29 
... 
ES30 FS30 
ES31 FS31 
ES32 -
ES33 -
-
Simple 
Simulation 
'l'est No. 
-
-
SS1 
SS2 
-
SS4 
8S5 
ss6 
SS7 
SS8 
SS9 
SS10 
8S11 
SS12 
8S13 
-
-
8816 
-
S818 
-
SS20 
SS21 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
Test 
Record 
Location 
I!'ig. 5.1 
Fig. 7.1 
Fig. 7.1 
(Unstable. No 
record made) 
Fig. 7.2 
Fig. 7.2 
Fig. 7.3 
."" 
.L'lg. 7.3 
B'ig. 7.4 
Fig. 7.4 
Fig. 7.5 
~ 
.Fig. 7.5 
Fig. 7.6 
Fig. 7.6 
Fig. 7.7 
Fig. 7.7 
Figs. 7.8/5.2 
Fig. 5.2 
Figs. 7.8/5.2 
Hig. 5.2 
Fig. 709 
Fig. 7.9 
Fig. 7.10 
l"ig. 7.10 
Fig. 7.11 
J!'ig. 7.11 
Fig. 7.12 
Fig. 7.12 
Fig. 7.13 
Fig. 7.13 
Fig. 7014 
Fig. 7.14 
Fig. 5 .. 1 
Fig. 5.1 
1 ' ~ 1 ~: 
displacement an<l pressure traces are presented in Chapter 7 to 
facilitate comparison with computer results. The location of 
these and other test records is shown in table 5.2. An arbitrary 
3 inch scale is used in table 5.1 to indicate the position of the 
load carriage along its scroke. This scale is sflOvm in fig. 3.1. 
In all the step response test recordings) the phase 
difference between the displac'ement ( 0' ) and pressure (p ) traces 
o 2 
was almost exactly 1800 • This supports earlier evidence of very 
low friction forces. This can clearly be seen in the specimen 
traces, figs. 5.1 and 5.2. 
Large variation in system paralJ!eters occurred during the 
step response tests. The maximum pressure recorded save almost 8OJ~ 
of stall force, i. e. the absolute pressure (p 2) in the cont:t:'olled 
charnber QFpro~chtJ9~ of supply pressure (e.g. test ES10). The 
val ve drive clH'rent exceeded the saturation value during many of 
the tests (nos. ES6-15) and the lower traces in figs. 5.1 and. 5.2 
show the drive current and the dither signal. 
Observations on the pressure in chamber 1 are included in 
Appendix 6. 
'l'he' behaviour of the servo in response to sinusoidal command 
signals of constant amplitude was observed for a number of different 
values of: 
Load 11ass 
Corr~and PJilplitude 
100F Gain 
Transient Pressure Feedback Coefficient 
The Lissajou figure method, using a variable phase oscillator 
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Table 5.3 Closed Loop Harm(:mic Response 'l'est Data 
r'l'est --] --1-------------,-- --_.,--Command Feedback Transient I Corresponding 
No. Load ivlass Signal Potentiometer Pressure step Response 
I1J, lb.) Amplitude, Gain_1 Feedback Tests (in.) " (K V ft) Coefficien~ I p (Kpr mA f't 
Ibf-1) x 10-2 
EIf1 93.7 + 0.50 7.30 18.7 ES4 and ES5 -
EH2 93.7 + 0.25 7.30 18.7 ES4 and ES5 -
EH3 48.7 + 1.00 5.70 18.7 ES20 and ES21 -
EH4 48.7 + 0.50 5.70 18.7 ES20 and ES21 -
En5 48.7 + 0.50 5.70 3.47 ES16 ar.d ES18 -
Efl 6 8.7 + - 1.00 6.00 10.6 ES24 and ES25 
EH7 8.7 1: 0.25 6.00 10.6 ES24 and ES25 
L~_ 
and oscilloscope, was used to measure phase shift. Details of the 
tests appear in table 5.3. All oscillations were centred on the 
piston mid-stroke position. 
The load carriage di splacement was closely sinusoidal at 
frequencies above about 1.0 to 1.5 Hz. Below these frequencies, the 
waveform peaks flattened somewhat. There was also a tendency at low 
frequencie s for the left to right movement to follow a sinusoidal 
pattern while the right to left displacement approached a ramp form. 
At low frequencies, therefore, the phase had to be measured, by, 
judging the best null Lissajou pattern by eye. 
Bode plots of the experimental results appear in Chapter 7 
while fig. 5.3 shows two sample recordings of the command signal (/Si), 
the load displacement (0 0 ), the controlled pressure (p 2) arid the 
val ve current (i). 
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5.2.2 Open Loop Harmonic Respon~ 
Due to the integrating action of the valve and actuator, 
open loop harmonic response testing was impossible (due to the slow 
drift which is corr..mon for such systems in these circumstances). The 
closed loop results were therefore replotted onto a Nichol's Chart 
in order to obtain some indication of open loop behaviour. No great 
significance should be attached to a single open-loop Bode diagram, 
obtained in thi sway, fo r a system with amplitude dependent non-
linearities. This is because the input amplitude to the open-loop 
is not constant during a closed loop test, as it would be during a 
true open-loop test. However, in this case the Bode plots were 'used 
for compari son with those obtained in a similar way from computer 
simulations and to assess the merit of such simulations under va~Jing 
circumstances. The resulting open-loop Bode diagrams are s..~own in 
figs. 7.22 to 7028 in Chapter 7. 
503 Additional Tests 
The results of a number of additional tests are included 
here. For these tests the component values for the high pass filter, 
when it was used, were not as shown in fig. 2.5. The appropriate 
time constant (Yp) for the network is stated for the individual 
tests below. 
5.3.1 Velocity Feedback 
Negative velocity feedback using the moving-magnet velocity 
transducer, described in Chapter 2, was briefly investigated. 
It was possible to stabilize the othe~vise unstable servo in 
this way but at the cost of introducing a long time constant into the 
closed loop step response. Fig. 5 0 ll- shows the system in a stable 
mode (a) and compares velocity (b) and tran&ient pressure (c) feedback. 
When the velocity and transient pressure feedback used in (b) and (c) 
(c) Negative transient 
pressure feedback 
Right 
to left 
(fig.2.1 ) 
0.13 
'1I1Ill~1 I ! I i ; I 
-I-! ! I i i . 
I -r--r-I ---r I 
: ! I I I ! Right to left 
movement 
Fie. 5.h 
VcJ.~EL~ 
Feedback 
- 8~7 Ib 
-- 59Ornp/V 
-
8.2 V/ft 
= 0.06s 
-t---!- -~~i--~-I~t--I 
tti i f~ "r-l ( f'i g. 2.1) 
• , J J : -l... J.---J 
(d) Si mul taneou s veloci ty and 
transient pressure feedback 
as in (b) ~nd (c) (~lightly 
smaller step size) 
Fig. 5.5 
Pressure 
-----Feed back 
~ = 53.7 Ib 
K = 59OmA/V A 
K = 8.2 V/ft p 
= 0.1133 
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Lp 
K = 5.55m}\.ft2/1bf pr 
Final load 
posi tion = 1in. (fig.3.1) 
were applied simultaneously, the step response shown in (d) resulted. 
5.~.2 Pressure Feedback 
,Fig. 5.5 compares the step response of the servo for (a) 
transient pressure and (b) simple pressure feedback, i. e. the only 
change between (a) and (b) is the removal of t~e high pass filter. 
In this case the frequency of transient oscillations was about ~. Hz 
and therefore well above the corner point of the high pass filter 
network (1.~. HZ). The removal of the filter is seen to have very 
little effect on the transient response. 
5.3.3 Output stiffness 
While the use of a correctly designed high pass filter has 
little or no effect on response to a step command signal, its effects on 
the behaviour of the closed loop servo, in the presence of load forces, 
is demonstrated in fig. 5.6. In this case a horizontal force was 
suddenly applied to the load carriage, by leaning heavily upon it. 
Tne load displacement and the left hand chamber pressure (p2) were 
re co rded Vii th : -
(a) no pressure feedback 
(b) transient pressure feedback 
(c) simple pressure feedback (exactly as in (b) but with the 
high pass filter capacitor shorted). 
The pressure traces in fig. 5.6 show that a constant applied 
force was not quite achieved, but approximate values for the forces 
and load deflections were calculated from the traces and figures for 
the output stiffness found. These figures, shown on fig. 5.6, show 
the serious loss of output stiffness which occurred, in the absence 
of the high pass filter. 
5.3.[1- Transient Response in the Presence of Ste<;ldy Load ~2~ 
The constant pressure (P1) in chamber 1 was set at values 
other than the normal pressure (50.1bf/in2g.) to simulate the effect 
120 
lbf/in~ 
in. 
in. 
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Output SUf'f'ncss 
-_._---------
(a) 1',To n1'e ~j~;urc: fe8dback 
--------~- .... ---------
stead.y s ta te den ec tion J\.. O •. \ 2in. 
, ') 
Pressure .1\.. 35 Ibi'jin<' 
Anplieu. force ..r... ]~3 1 -77' 2 1-.... X • lIlll 
J\.. 58 lbf 
stiffness :: 58 
0.12 
o -1 O.2~ 
I
r
-\-: ---T----i---··-;-~ ~--r 
\ l i -:--~.__t 
0.2 r-J\';--r: .--+--.---.-: -,-1 (displacement, 
• ,! -
j ! : : I rifd:t to left 
I • : ,j ::,) " 0.4 I . I ; , I 1'" ") 1) r--V---H--.. --t.-----+----.l 19. • 
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(b) !.1'ansient pressure feedback 
Stiff'ness ~ §L 0.11+ 
(c) Simple pressure feedback 
Stiffness ~ }+9 
1 .11 
~ 44 Ibf!in 
Par~meters for (a) (b) and (c) 
1nL = 8.7 lb 
K = 5907" IV 
.A. 1.tty 
K = 8.2 V/ft 
P 
"'e = 0.06s p 
(a) :-)1= 20 Ibf/i!1.2g 
F1 -"- -52 lbf 
(pusbiqo; load 
carriage to the 
righ t in 
fig. 3.1) 
( b) P - t:;0 ·'b+,l· 2 ~ 1- --' .L ~I In g 
F :: 0 . 
1 
(d) Pi = 91,. J.bf/in2 
Tt' == -/6 Ibf L 
(pushing load 
ce.rriage to the 
left) 
Transient ReSI)on~e i.n the Presence o-r Steady 15;(.id Force.E. 
m~ :: 8.7 Ib, K - 8 2 V/ft L A . . 
K = 590mf/V, K = 0 p pr 
of a steady load. The step responses for pressUi:'es of 2c), 50, 80 
2.nd l)~ Ibf/:ln2t~ were recorded and are shown in fiG' 5.7, Adjustir1g 
P hO-d the ::;Dl!l.8 effect as applying a steady force, except that in 
1 
the former ease there was no piston leakaGe v;hen the piston Vias at 
rest, as there \'Iould have been in the presence of a differential 
pressure across the pi'ston. This small leakage wouirl result in a 
steady state position error but ,'/ould have negligible effect on 
tran3ient behaviour. Trace (a) in fig. 5.7 illustrates the 
destabilizing effect of a steady load force, v/hose direction is such· 
as to reduce the quiescent pressure in the controlled ch2L':ber.. It 
is noticeable that steps in one direction (left to right in fig. 3.1) 
are very much affected by load forces, \'Inile in the other direction 
load forces have very little effect. 
,".; 
: .. 
Por these tests, the supply pressure (p ) was reduced ana 
3 
the pressure (Pi) in chambeX' 1 was always ~ ep + P ). 
s e 
1'he servo was operated initially at 100 and 50 Ibf/in2g. 
(p s and Pi respectively) with parameters adjusted so that the step 
response was just stable. 1'he operating pressures were then reduced' 
successively to 80 and 40 lbf/in2g., 50 ana. 25 Ibf/in2g. and 30 
d .. It:: ~'.DI" 2 an I..} .to": J.rl g. In each of these three C8.388 the Se2~VO was unstable. 
5.4 Discussion of ~~aE!er 2 
7he eff{;!cts of variations in a number' of para:neters on the 
behaviour of the closed loop systCJ!l are discussed. individually belo\v. 
In th8 above paj.rs of step response test::;, only the final 
equilibrirun position differed. The most obvious difference in each 
("\ 
of these cases is the increase in the\frequency of the transient 
oscillations ';7hich occurred as the controlled chalnber volume (V 2) 
was decreased. It is possible to predict that the open-~o~E 
undampeq. natural frequency ( W
no
) changes in this way, from the 
linearised equation (eqn. 3.46), where,if all other parameters are 
1 
constant, W
no 
<X. (V2a)2 
The ratio of the oscillation frequencies for each of the 
above six pairs of results was measured and found. to vary in ,just 
this way (wi thin 67~)' Thus it is possible to predict the variation 
in closed-loDE frequency, due to piston position change, from a 
ca."lculation of the open-l?o12 natural frequencies. 
In section 3.3.1 it was predicted that stability would 
deteriorate vii th volume increase, particularly in the presence of 
pressure feedback. This effect is noticeable in the first four of 
the above-named pairs of traces but in the last two, where no pressure 
feedback was employed, no change in damping is discernible. 
5.L~.2 Loar! Mass (Tests ES10/14, ES11/15, ES30/32, ES31/33) 
In these cases, only the load mass differed between each test 
in a pair. Here the transient frequency decreased with load increase. 
In eqn. 3.46, if all parameters are constant except load mass, 
1 
w d. (m... )2. 
no .L 
In this case the ratio of measured oscillation frequencies 
for each pair of tests agreed with this 2Een lo~ relationship within 
about 15%. 
In the last two pairs of the above-listed tests the pressure 
feedback was zero and in these circumstances a worsening of stability 
with mass increase \'las forecast in section 3.3.1. This is evident as 
a decrease in the damping in those cases. 
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5.11-.3 Transient Pressure Feeo.back (Tests ESi/L1., ES2/5, ES6/8, 
'~'''110/''11 T,'S~2/13 'cQ l)'/1 h 
.w.) 'I ,J.,;,I L I , .O.J.,;I ?, 
ES1 8/21, Ei{5/ G and ~o 5/ G) 
ES7/9, 
ES16/20, 
In the above cases) the 3econd named test represents an 
increase in negative transient pressure feedback over the first. 
In all cases the effec~ is quite clearly to reduce oscillations and 
also to reduce the frequency of oscillations. The root loci of 
fig. 3.10(b) and reference to fig. 3.10(d) indicate that a reduction 
in transient frequency is predicted by the linear theory. The root 
loci are sketches only and the observed increase of damping ,in the 
experimental traces suggests·that the complex branches are of the 
general shape drawn in fig. 3.1 O(b) (i.e. allowing an increase of 
the angle 8 with gain). 
~1e increased damping is also obvious on the closed-loop 
I 
Bode diagrams and the improved stability is indicated by the gain 
margin increase from 6 dB to 16dB in the open-loop Bode diagrams. 
).4.4 Open Loop Gain (Tests ESIV9; ES5/8, ES28/26, ES29/27) 
In all cases gain increase is seen to reduce closed loop 
d~~ping though in the case of tests ES28/26 and ES29/27 the 
predominant effect is to reduce 
time constant (L" in eqn. 3.44) 
c 
the importance of the first order 
no /o"'5e. r 
so that itAdominates the step response. 
5.4. L~~~ Directi£!! (Tests ESi/2, ES1+/5, ES6/7, ES8/9, ES16/18, ES20/21, 
ES22/23, ES24/25) 
In the above ~ests only the direction of approach to the final 
equilibrium position varied. In all cases the damping for left to 
right steps (fig. 2.1) is sligl~tly greater than that for right to left 
. ) 
steps. There is also evidence of a longer first order lag (in addition 
to the oscillatory portion) for certain of the left to right responses 
(tests ES18, 21, 23). These observations run counter to what might 
,be expected, 3inc~ left to right motion was initiated by flow from the 
supply to the actuator, and the valve characteristic was steeper for 
supply flow than for e:x:h&ust flow. On thi s basis more rapid, rather 
than more sluggish, response would be expected. 1'he transient 
frequencies in the two directions were always wi thin 5;;~ of each other. 
~4.§.._~<?~and S~!1a~~~itu~le (Tests EH1/2, EH3/4, EH6/7 and EQ1/2, 
E0'3/l~, Eo6/7) 
Inspection of the open-loop Bode plots show3 that when the 
hannonic input amplitude is reduced, ther~ is a reduction in gain 
(i.e. the modulus curve drops) while the phase angle remains almost 
constant. 'lhis effect is more noticeable for £02 and ECi7, for which 
the command amplitude is very small (! 0.25 in.), than for E-al+, where 
the amplitude is larger et 0.5 in.) An al ternati ve way of expressing 
this point is that the servo has a larger gain margin, and is 
therefore more stable, for small amplitudes. 
5.4.7 Velocit~ Feedback (Section 5.3.1) 
Tne long time constant in the step response shown in 
can be explained on the basis of linear theory, by 
reference to fig. 3.7. In these root locus plots, while the damping 
of complex poles may be increased by velocity feedback, and indeed 
an unstable system is always stabilized, the real pole is seen to . 
approach the origin. Thus a fairly large time CO!lstant forms part 
I' of the transient response and clearly the coefficient of this term 
was large in this case. By contrast the real poles in fig. 3.10 for 
transient pressure feedback do not constitute a significant part of 
the response, vlhich is demonstrated in fig. 5.4(c). 
A similar effect can also be seen in reference 37, figs. 2 
and 3, showing step responses for a low pressure on/off pneumatic 
servo. Tile increasing donlinance of a fi rst 0 Dier lag, as velocity 
feedback Vlas progressively increased, was not discussed by the 
authors for whom the main point of interest in those figures was the 
validi ty of a computer simulation. 
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~L.t.JLsteady 19l1-_d Forces (Section 5.3.l~) 
Linear theory Vias used in section 3.3.1 (f) to predict that 
the stabilizing and destabilizing effects of steady loads ,yould be 
as observed for the left to right commands in fig. 5.7. It was 
also shown that mutually opposing effects «i) and (ii) in table 3.2) 
operated fa r right to left commands, making prediction of behaviour 
difficult. l~e results in fig. 5.7(a) to (d) for right to left commands' 
show that the destabili zing effect of the reduced quiescent pressure 
in cha'llber 2 (effect (i)) was approximately compensated by the 
decrease in '~he valve coefficient c1 for e~laust flow (effect (ii)). 
This resulted in: similar transient responses for all right to left 
steps. 
Brann (20) examined the theoretical effects of load forces on 
stability for such a system but as he considered only effect (i) and 
dj d. not allow for the changes in the valve coefficients, c1 and c2 ' 
he was unable to foresee the unsymmetrical behaviour described here. 
In hydraulic systems, where the bulk modulus is virtually independent 
of pressure, only effect (ii) is present. This means that, when a load 
force is applied, the response to steps in the s~e direction as the 
force become less damped and even unstable while if the force opposes 
the motion the response is more damped. This was observed by 
Davies (67) both in an analogue simulation and in an experimental 
hyd.raulic servo. 
The destabilizing effect of supply pressure reduction noted 
in section 5.3.5 is explained according to the linear theory in 
section 3.3.1. 
" 
CH,APTER 6 SIMULATION OF THE ELE:C1RO-PNEUl.LA.l'IC SERVO 
In order to assess the relevance of' the models proposed in 
Chapter 3, to the results of' tests on the experimental servo described 
in Chapter 5, two series of analogue computer simulations were 
conducted. In the first case a medium-sized computer with a full 
set of non-linear units, the E. A.L. TR 20, was used for a "full" 
simulation, and in the seconi case a very small but accurate machine, 
the Vidac 169, was used for a simple simulation. These are described 
in sections 6.1 and 6.2 respectively. In each case a number of the 
closed loop step and harmonic response tests carried out on the 
experimental servo were also conducted on the computer. 
6.1 Full Simulation 
The non-linear equations 3.15, 3.16, 3.20 and 3.23 developed 
in section 3.1.5 were used as the basis of this model. The realisation 
of' these equations is, discussed below, and the complete computer 
circuit is shown in figs. 6.1 and 6.2. 
6.1.1 Actuator and Load 
No simple expression to describe actuator and load friction 
emerged from the study reported in Chapter 4. Friction forces were, 
however, small and the assumption of viscous friction gave reasonable 
ag'reement Vii th experimental results. Viscous friction was therefore 
used for the computer simulation. 
Eqns. 3.15 and 3.23 rewritten in terms of the ,quantities aI, 
b
' 
etc. introduced in section 3.1.8 become 
= + 6.1 
and 3 m2 b ' I 2 'f' V D '60 = aT - ( : I e -)D 00 - (c : ,- )D Do 6.2 
'l'his SUlJur.ation was performed. by amplifier 3 in fig. 6.1. 
'l'he computation of m2 is described below. 
,...---------------l7l--------, 
+ 1 M.V. 
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Full Simulation Circuit Diagram 
( ] indicates a scalee variable in l!~achine Unt ts (section 6.1.6) 
See Appendix 7, Tablc,A7.1, for potenttometer settings. 
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Fir;._ 6.2 Full Simulation - ~_or:l;."'?:1_::tc Val:.'Lc S:i.:.:~1l~3tiC?.~~~ng Ma,:!l'~~1;'ihton' ~ 
EX)"lrcssion and Jncl.uc.ir:i?-Pi t!'cr 
[ ] indicates a scaled vlH'iable i.n M.U. 
* N.B. P = 115 Ibf/:i.n2a and [p] = 1.1 M.U. 
s s 
The quantities a', b' etc. were constants for any particular 
computer ru.'1..· 
6.1 .2 Val ve Input 
Eqn. 3.20 represents the derivation of the valve input current. 
For the pr2sent tests, no velocity feedback was used (Le. Ky = 0) and 
the dither signal was accounted for separately, as part of the valve 
characteristic (see section 6.1.4 below). Thus eqn. 3.19 simplifies to 
I ~ KAKp ( cri - '60 ) - Kpr [ 1 Cl-cl ] P2 6.3 
This s~~ation was perfol~ed by amplifier 13 in fig. 6.1 and amplifiers 
6, 18 and 19 were used to simulate the high pass filter. 
6.1.3 Valve Characteristics 
In Chapter 4, section 1 .... 3.6, the considerable divergence of 
the actual valve characteristics from the theoretical isentropic curves 
Vias discussed. In a paper on pneumatic servo valve design, 
l\;aCN~ughton (68) gave an empirical expression lor modelling such 
characteristics. filacNaughton's expression gives a continuous curve 
(shovrn in fig. 4.15) wi th no discontinuity between choked and unchoked 
flow. MacNaughton reported satisfactory agreement between experimental 
resul ts and thi s empirical expression for" small orifices", though no 
results were given. Cutland (23c) examined the leakage flow past an 
underlapped four-way spool valve and found that MacNaughton' s equations 
were a better model than the isentropic flow equations. Cutland did 
not attempt to fit any analytical expressions to his valve flow/ 
opening characteristics. Fig. 4.15 shows that in the present case 
MacNaughton's curve is rather clo ser to the experimental points than 
is the isentropic curve. 
MacNaughton stated that at constant temperature, the flow 
through an orifice is prop0rtional 
pre ssure and to the function J 1 -
to the floVl area, to the upstream 
2 
r , where r is the pressure ratio. 
For Cl valve with flow area e , the flow from the supply to 
v 
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the control port is therefore 
rn 2 = C 6 Ps e y Jr-1---[-~-:-l-J ""'2"'--
and the exhaust flow is 
m2 = -C6 P/fy I -[;; r 
which can be written, for supply and exhaust respectively 
and 
p 2 
2 
These equations were used to simulate the servo-val ve 
604 
6.5 
characteristic using the circuit shown in fig. 6.2. (The function 
generator shown in fig. 6.2 was used to allow for the valve dither 
signal and is described in section 6.1.4.) 
The empirical expression was originally developed in order 
to simplify orifice design calculations. It is also considerably 
easier to model on an analogue computer than is the theoretical 
isentropic expression, which requires the function 
F(r) = rJ1 - r':;1 
to be evaluated, in addition to the necessity for a discontinuity 
at r = 0.528. 
The static valve characteristics::' resulting from the use of 
this circuit are shovm in figs. 6.3 and 6.4. (details of scaling 
appear in section 6.1.6)., The method adopted was to adjust potentiometer 
16 to gi v'e exact agreement, between the computer characteristic, and 
the known servo-valve static characteristic (fig. 4.14) at one point. 
* Tne actual· valve characteristic shows nominally zero flow at 
I = -20mA approximately, but for sirnplici ty the computer characteristic 
was zeroed at I == OmA. rihe effect of this was that, for example + 180mA 
in the servo valve corresponded to +200mA in the computer. No allowance 
was made for the slight underlap observed in section 4.2.1. ' 
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This point is indicated in figs. 6.3 and 6.4. 
6.1.4 Valve Dither 
In section 4.2.2 the need was explained for a fairly large, 
high frequency (200 HZ) dither signal to be applied to the sel~O 
val ve. Tnus the valve input current was 
i = r + ID sinWt 
The valve laps v/ere adjusted to give zero flow in either direction 
when a sinusoidal dither signal of 110mA amplitude was applied. 
The valve bega.l1 to open to the supply for any signal current greater 
than the zero flow value (r = -20mA) and opened to exhaust for 
smaller currents. Thus the area for flow changed 200 times a second 
and the average flow area was not linearly related to the applied 
signal current.' Also, from the experimental valve characteristics, 
the valve flow saturated at about +420mA and -460rnA. 
Fig. 6.5(a) shows this diagramatically with the zero flow 
point transposed from I iF -20mA to r = OmA for convenience. The 
area available for flow (shaded) during each cycle can be seen to 
increase from zero for zero signal current (r) to half the maximum 
for'r = :220mA and to maximum for r = :440mA. Referring to fig. 6.5(b), 
the form of the characteristic relating the flow area per cycle and the 
signal current can be calculated. 
To evaluate the area Z1 :-
x 
9 + 32 = Jy dx 
o 
(yX 
= J dx - x cos x 
o 
= i~o s x dx - x co s x 
o 
= sin x - x cos x 
The relationship required is that between y (= cos x) and 
31 and values are tabulated in table 6.1. The last columns in that 
table show the scaling of these figures into computer machine units 
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y - cos x 
x 
( a) 
110< 1<220 
0>I>-110 1=0 0<1<110 
i = I + ID sin W t and In = 110 (All currents in mA) 
~'i;9.;. 6.5 
_ ............. -
Serv~ Valve FlolJll area in the presence of dither 
+550mA 
+330 
Supply Port 
Uncovered 
+110 
OmA 
-110 
EX.l-tE!.UDt Port 
Uncovered 
-330mA 
as. a g 
! 
I 
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Table 6.1 Val ve Dither Characteristic 
:-1---1 -----, I x g (1 -x 1 y = 1 o_egrees rad cos x cos x) 
0 0 1000 
4-0 0.70 0.77 
60 1.05 0.50 
90 1.57 0 
110 1.92 -0.34-
120 2.10 -0.50 
14-0 2.4-0 -0.77 
180 3.14- -1.00 
t -rt-rH t-
Lt-j_~ 
H W-' I t-P"" .l.~i 
I, 1 1 t-t-in li~ 
1 #\ -\i 
= sin x 
- x cos x 
0 
0.10 
0.34-
1.00 
1.59 
1. 92 
2.4-9 
3.14-
! 
Valve Flow 
Area M.U. 
1It-1".,I ~;-If.jT 
1 
I- t-
0 
0.23 
0.50 
1.00 
1.34-
1.50 
1. 77 
2.{)0 
-t-
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r-~$U-b t-t* fEH- 1'[ ~- --t-t 1-+- - ,- -r-l-t- ,t- I-I I ,--L! ..1_1_ ft +- IT t-- I---'--i - -t-' , - t-H-, - ,1 - -h-:- - t-
+-- f-" I, I 1 , I , "I ±: 
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1--
* 
~ - - -- ),-1-1-1-- 1 H-!-- 1- I -
-i- - f-r-~ I ~L -I,:: --
-- I- .-H--~ - t- - -!--l-L iI= -t -1--- r-h-L 
-t$ - t- )t-_L t-t-I-I- I--~·-::t -- - -- _J ~-
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...:il 
--
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-
-
--
I 1- I 1_ -1-- --t- --I- - I-t,Lr-t-
-
Y scaled 
1.----1 
for computer 
(valve current' 
Z1 scaled f~r 
computer (flow 
area) 
M. D.' 
0 
0.05 
0.11 
0.22 
0.29 
0.33 
0.39 
0.44-
-t-
f-- -t- __ 1~ 
I 1 
r-_L 
p.!~ 
Val ~-
i-'- Cur 
ve 
rent 
U. M. 
1--
M.D. 
o 
0.02 
0.05 
0.16 
0.25 
0.31 
0~4-0 I 
~ 
computer 
-c-
-
-f--l. - ~$ . 1 {= :]-j- - '1--1-- -t-I1-IT- .~ -- f- _0 -,-- t--t-- - --r.-9- ~-
·fF-
e-
0-
theory 
(dotted) 
-1- -
-1-1-+ + I+f--.L~I-I I I - +h-- ·H-h -t-t- -h- -
Fig. 6.6 
for use with a variable diode function generator (V.D.P.G.). The 
scaling for valve current (iN.U. ;; 500rnA) is discussed in 
section 6.1.6 and for flow area an arbitrary 1l1l.U. maximum was 
selected. 
Thus one quarter of the valve dither characteristic was 
defined and the remainder vias plotted from the known symmetry of 
the curve. 1'he V.D.F.G. in fig. 6.2 was adjusted by trial and 
error and the calculated and computer curves are shown in fig. 6.6. 
Fig. 6.2 shoVls the complete valve simulation circuit. 
Potentiometer 16 was adjusted to give agreement between experimental 
and computer characteristics at the one point, I = +200mA, 
P2 = 50 lbf/in
2g. The computer characteristics are shown in 
figs. 6.7 and 6.8 with the experimental calibration curves from 
figs. 4.12, 4.13, and 4.14 superimposed, for comparison. 
6.1.6 Scaled Equations 
(a) AmE~itude scaling 
The amplitude scale factors used were: 
0
0 
and O. 0.25 ft 
- 1 M. U. ~ 
d '6
0 5 ft/s - 1 M.U. 
dt 
d2 't 
150 ft/s2 1 M. U. 0 -
dt2 
d3 't 4000 ft/s3 ~ 1 M. U. 0 
dt3 
Pi and P2 15 x 103 lbf/ft2 ~ 1 M. U. 
-2 Ib/s 1 M.U. m2 1.0 x 10 -
I 500mA - 1 M.U. 
Many parameter values are li sted in Appendix 2. 
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val ve character-
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Eqns 6.'i1" 6.2 and 6.3 i~ ~caled form become 
m,r:, 1 50 [D '6 o~ b 5 
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A 15 x 103 150 A 15 x 103 
L~5¥2 ] 6.6 
q~6~ [D: 5~O ] 
(Cl + fl) 5 
t a' ) Ll-OOO 
6 .. 7 
6.8 
The computer solution was slovred by a factor of 10 to enable 
a pen recorder ito be used. To achieve this the integrator gains Vlere 
rec.uced and fig. 6.1 shows the time and amplitude scaled ci rcui t. All 
computer traces are n:arked in real time, for direct comparison with 
results from the servo. 
6.~7 3t~ Res~onse Tests 
The step response tests carried out as part of the full 
sirr:.ulation are as listed for the servo step response tests in 
tables 5.1 anc15.2. 11J:le value used for V2a in almost all cases was 
the final value of V 2' thi s being the ll:ean value of the volume 
during the decaying transient osciJ.lations (where such oscillations 
occurred). 1ne exceptio.ns were tests 326 to 33. Iri these cases,. 
where sffiall step cOJIl.mands vrere used, the mean value betvleen initial 
and final piston positions was used (e.g. for tests 326 to 29 the 
po si tion 1.125 in. was used to calculate V 2a)' A value for the 
vi scous friction coefficient (b) was decicled on the basis of initial 
runs on tests FS1 and FS2. The value b = 6.7 lbf/(ft/s), derived in 
section 4.1.5 ViaS tried initially. '['ne analogue damping in this case 
was too lig.'1.t compared wi th that of t.he ~)ervo and therefore higher 
values were t:r.'ied. A value, b :::: 13 Ibf/(f't/s), gave a good match 
I 
between servo and analogue response. In fig. 6.9 the step response 
of the con:puter wi th these two value::; of viscous friction coefficient 
can be scen. (The lov;er traces are repeated in fig. 701 where the 
e.n11l.ogue and servo response can be compared.) The higher value of b was 
retainecl for the whole series of full and simple simulations. l'his 
point is discussed in sections 702.1 and 7.2.2. Complete records of 
the cor:tputer step response tests are included in Chapter 7, figs. 7.1 
to 7.14. Attention is particularly drawn to fig •. 7.3 in which the 
sYritching points for the valve sil1.ulatiorl can be seen. In each case 
load displacement, pressure differe.nce and valve current were recorded. 
601.8 Potentiometer Settin~ 
Potentiometer settings are shown algebraically in t'~b1e 
:A7',l,,'), sample calculations for runs FS1 and FS2 and numerical 
potentiometer settings are given in Appendix 7. 
6.1.9 Harmonic Response Tests 
T.~e closed loop harrr.onic response tests, detailed in 
table 5.3 for the experimental servo, were also conducted on the full 
simulation (tests FH1 to FEn. The re suI ting Bode diagrams are shown 
in figs. 7015 to 7.21. Open loop Bode diagrams were derived fro.m 
these plots using the Nichol's Chart as discussed in section 5~2.2. 
l rnese diagrams are shown in figs. 7.22 to 7.28.· 
6.2 Simple Simulation 
The results from the full simulation indicated that the 
complete equations developed in section 3.1.5 provided a good model 
of the operation of the servo over a wide range Of inertial loads, 
l' step sizes, etc. Tnese equations were linearized yielding the transfer , 
operator of eqn. 3.42 and the purpose of the simple sirr.ulation was to 
investigate the validity of this much simpler model. 'l'his third order 
transfer operator was obtained by: 
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(a) Linearizing the valve characteristics 
(b) Omitting the high pass filter in the pressure feeclback path. 
The complete servo valve characteristics drawn in figs. 4.12, 
4.13 and 4.14, in which flow rate is seen to vary "with both valve 
current and pressure drop, can also be represented as a single, 
:three-dimensional plot. This graph is clrawn to isometric axes in 
fig. 6.10. The linearization of the valve characteristic described 
in section 3.1.7 can be regarded as the replacement of this three-
dimensional surface by the plane surface shown in fig. 6.11. Ilni s 
plane is a representation of the linearised curves shown inset in 
fig. 6.11. Thus the selection of values for the valve coefficients 
C1 and c 2 (eqn. 3.35) is the selection of slopes for these curves 
and for the plane in fig. 6.11. A value fo r c1 was selected by 
drawing a straight line approximation to the quiescent pressure 
valve characteristic, as shown in fig. 6.12 and measuring its slope. 
The resulting value was 
c1 = 1.3 x 10-
5 (lb/s)/mA 
-----------------
The selection of a value for c 2 was not so obvious, since the 
slope at the zero flow, quiescent pressure point is zero. The value 
actually selected was the measured slope of the -200mA exhaust flow 
curve at the quiescent pressure P2 = 50 Ibf/in2g (fig. 4.14). If 
the +200mA supply flow curve had been used in the same,way, the 
resultant value for c 2 would have been about 15% less. Thus for 
- I 
the simple simulation 
c 2 = 20.3 x 10-
8 (lb/s)/(lbf/ft2 ) 
---------------------------------
The choice of c1 and c 2 is further discussed in section 6.3. 
6.2.2 Use of Simple Pressure Feedback 
In order to minimize the complexity of the simple simulation, 
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simple pressure feedback replaced transient pressure feedback. 
Experience with the experimental servo suggested that the 
omission of the high pass filter in tins way would not result in 
significant change in the response to step commands. Also the 
frequencies at which the filter would attenuate the pressure 
feedback '/re.re low and therefore on the flat portion of the closed 
loop Bode modulus plots, where the consequent damping reduction would be 
insignificant. 
6.2.3 Scaled Equatio~ 
The same amplitude scale factors were used as for the full 
simulation (section 6.1.6). 
Eqn. 3.42 in scaled form becomes 
r D2 :z ] f~ [ 2 -] [D ;0] D '6'0 + 5e I AI L15~ = §. -150 150 
0.2~ [~J) '61] 6.9 + 0.25D' [ 0.25 150 0.25 150 
As before, the time scaling was such that ten seconds on the 
computer correspbnded to one second for the servo. 
The computer circuit diagram is shown in fig. 6.13. 
6.2.4 Step Re~ponse Tests 
A number of the step response tests conducted on the 
experimental servo and on the full simulation were repea.ted. Details 
of the tests' carried out are given in tables 5.1 and 5.2. 
, 
The viscous friction coefficient determined in section 6.1.7 
was retained throughout the simple simulations. 
In table 6.2 the individual values of all the coefficients (a', 
b', Cl etc.) appearing in eqn. 3.41 are listed. This amount of detail 
is given as it enables the relative importance of individual terms to 
, 
be estimated (see sections 6.3.2 and 7.2.2). 
A pen recorder was used to record the computer response using 
10 
I 
0·2.5 D 
1-50 A' 
+1 *' 
........ ------------\41-------00 - M. u.._ 
L-__________________________________ ~q . 
( 
~. 
/0 
/ 0-25 D 
/50 A' 
Fig. 6.13 ComDuter Circuit for Simple Simulation ~ . _._----(Time and anplituQe scaled - see section 6.2.3) 
[ ] indicates a scaled variable in machine units. 
For runs SS1/2, using the values of A I BI C I and D I listed 
in table 6.2, settings were P4 = 0.210, P5 = 0.111, P7 = 0.157 
and 29 = 0.634. 
*" for step response tests 
o "l(~ = aI!lpli tude of command sienal in ft. 
-Table 6.2 
I Units 
g' 
j' 
B' = 
b'+e'+ 
g' +j' 
c' 
f = 
no 
~?tJ~: 
" 
" 
" 
lbft -1 s-1 
x 10-2 
s 
Hz 
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4.90 7.06 5.44 7.06 ll-.90 7.06 4.90 
5.60 5.60 9.35 9.3'5 4036 I 
0.087 0.126 0.058 0.075 0.11 2\ 0.160' 00112 I 
2090 3048 
0.445 1.08 00618 1.08 0.465 1.24 0.410 
B' 
2jC'AT 
Table 6.2 Numerical Values for the Simple Simulation 
(see Table 301 for symbols) 
continued on the follovring page 
'l'able 6.2 continued 
S816/18 I I I -'s ,~ I S813 8820/21 SS ~~ 81-16/7 SS * I ~8/~9 I and and 22/23 and 006/7 26/27 I 
SH5 8H3/4 (also 
I and and S82),/25':: ) 805 303/4 
I 
AI 18.9 i 7.G8 7.68 7.68 1.37 10 13 
i 
1.13 I 
-
b l 8.40 I 6.80 6.80 6.80 6.80 5.60 5.60 l I 
e l 1.03 I 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.10 0.10 0.10 
i gl 4~74 2.46 2.46 2.46 o .1Jl~ 0.1Jl~ 0.44 
j I 57.5 I 5.53 2909 0.00 2.94 0.00 I 0.00 
-, I 
60141 BI 71. 7 I 15.3 39.7 9.80 10.3 6.14 I I ! 
Cl 1+-14 I l+-14 4.14 4.14 4.14 4.14 4.'141 I ! fl 0.05 ! 0.05 0.05 0005 0.05 0005 0~05 
0.22 ! hI 
I 
0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 
k' 2.65 0.49 2.65 0.00 1.52 0.00 0.00 I 
C' 7.06 I 4.90 7.06 4.41 5.93 4.41 4.41 I 
D' 4.36 I 4.36 I 4.36 4.36 4.60 12.8 4. I\-5 I 
0.160 I 0.160 I La 0.112 0.101 0.130 0.034 ! 0.990 
f 3.08 4.04 4.80 3.80 10.5 9.90 9.90 
no ! 
~o 0.980 I 0.380 0.850 0.267 0.535 0.438 0.438 
I 
* These values are included for comparison though simple simulation 
re suI ts are not presented in Chap.ter 7 
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exactly the same X and Y sensitivitie3 as were used for the full 
simulation records. T'nese traces were then photo-copied to produce 
the trans~arent overlays in figs. 7.1 to 7.6, 7.8 and 7.9. 
6.2.5 Harmonic Response Tests 
Some of the closed loop harmonic response tests conducted 
on the experimental servo and on the full simulation were repeated 
(SRi, 2 and 5). The simple simulation did not display the 
amplitude dependence of the servo and the full simulation, so that 
the simple simulation measurements for test SH1 were also 
appropriate to test SH2. Bode diagrams appear in Chapter 7, 
figs. 7.15, 7.16 and 7.19. 
The open loop Bode plots appearing in figs. 7.22 to 7.28 
(nos. S01 to S07) were derived from the figures for T ,f and 
o no 
S in table 6.2 together with standard 11 second order" curves. o , 
6.3 Discussion of Valve Simulation 
6.3.1 Full Valve Simulation ° 
The overall effectiveness of the full valve simulation can 
be judged from figs. 6.7 and 6.8. These compare the experimental 
static flow characteri stics with those from a computer circuit 
incorporating J::cI{aughton' s expression and valve dither. A number 
of points emerge: 
(a) On the supply side in fig. 6.7, the general shapes of the curves 
differ in the manner in°d.icated by fig. 4.15. 
(b) Jul al ternati ve "matching" technique would have been to make the 
maximum flow value correct, for say I = +200mA. Reference to 
fig. 4.15 shows that in fig. 6.7 this strategy would have 
resulted in maximum error between the experimental points and 
the computer characteri stic for pressure ratios between 0.4 and 
0.8. This VIas not done since the valve operates vlith such pressure 
ratios for a large proportion of the time. 
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(c) If this curve matching had been adopted there would have been 
good agreement at maximum flows for all large openings (fig. 607), 
but the analogue indicates excessively low flows for small 
openings (e.g. ±100mA). This can be seen in a slightly different 
way in fig. 6.8 where the slope of the analo€',1.le curves is less 
than that of the valve curves, on either side of the origin. This 
effect would be caused by underlap in the valve (a little was 
observed in section 402.1) or by non-sinusoidal valve dither 
displacement. 
(d) From fig. 6.8, it can be predicted that system disturbances 
resulting only in small valve currents would be less well 
modelled by these characteristics than larger disturbances 
(see section 7.2.1). 
(e) static valve characteristics were used on the assumption that 
these apply to the dynamic situation. This point is discussed 
in Chapter 7 where the dynamic response of the servo and the 
computer are compared. Shearer (3) modelled the ~tatic 
characteristics of the four-way valve in his high-pressure 
pneumatic system, using 'an electro-mechanical function generator 
which incorporated a stylus running over a three-dimensional 
IIsculpture ll of the flow curves. 
6.3.2 Linear Simulation 
Superimposed upon the three-dimensional valve characteristic 
(fig. 60 10) is.a typical trajecto~* for a step command signal to the 
closed loop system. This highlights the difficulty which arises in 
selecting single values for the valve coefficients c1 and c2 to 
represent large swings of pressure, current and flow. The 
linearization was based upon the assumption of small perturbations 
and if this were the case the problem would be less severe. 
* Data from run FS12 used 
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A figure for c1 was used for both supply and exhaust flow. 
Examination of fig. 6.12 shows that for any given opening of the 
servo valve the supply flow was about 1.5 times as great as the 
corresponding exhaust flow. 'rhis VIas due to the flow choking which 
occurred in the valve. The areas for exhaust and supply flow in 
this valve VIere equal, since it was designed for control of hydraulic 
oil where flow is simply a function of opening and pressure difference. 
In order to correct this inequality, the exhaust port area of a. 
pneumatic valve can be made greater than the supply port area. A 
figure of 2:1 is often quoted for this purpose, but measurements. 
from the valve characteristics (figs. L~.12 to l~.14) suggest that 
a figure of between 1.5 and 1.6 is sui table either with dither 
operating or vlithout (Le. valve fully open). 
In the ·absence of dither the curve in fig. 6.12 would comprise 
two straight lines meeting at the origin, as in fig. 6.4. As 
-discussed above, these two lines would ,have the same slope if the 
supply and exhaust areas were adjusted. In this case again, selection 
of c1 would be obvious. The corresponding characteristic, lineariz,ed 
by Shearer (1), was made up of two straight lines of almost equal 
slope, with a small dead zone. Cutland I s (23) valve had unequal 
supply and exhaust areas to equalize flows, though the characteristic 
was slightly s-shaped due to the occurrence of gradual saturation at 
full openings. 
The selection of c1 has considerably more influence on the 
behaviour of the simple simulation than does c2• This is because 
c1 appears in the term D' , which is a coefficient in eqn. 3.42, 
while c2 appears in gl and h I which are both added to other terms 
to make coefficients B' and C'. Reference to table 6.2 shows that 
c 2 has a negligible effect on C' but is sometimes an important 
influence on B'. The use of an unsuitable value for c will show 
1 
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up in the open loop integrating time constant (l ) in the Bode 
, 0 
diagrams, while c 2 affects the open loop clamping ratio 
(see eqns. 3.1l-5 and 3.46). This and other points from table 6.2 
are further discussed in Chapter 7. 
I, 
r 
CHAPTER 7 THE m~ECTRO-PNEUMATIC SERVO - COLLECTEl; RESULTS 
-_ .. _---- ----
AND DISCUSSION 
701 Collected Results 
The results of the step response tests described in sections 5.1, 
6.1.7 and 6.2.4, on the experimental servo and. the full and simple 
simulations respectively, are shovm in figs. 7.1 to 7.14. 1'he 
collected results of the closed loop harmonic response tests are 
shown in figs. 7.15 to 7021. Open loop Bode Plots are given in 
c 
figs. 7.22 to 7.28. 
7.2 Observations on the Computer Simulations 
7.2.1 Full Simulation 
Good general agreement between experimental results and. those . 
from the full simulations can be seen in figs. 7.1 to 7.28. In many 
of the step responses the damping of the models was slightly high. 
This would be improved if a lower figure for the viscous damping 
coefficient Cb) was used. This point is further discussed in 
section 7.2.2. 
In tests s6 to 815 the servo valve saturated owing to the large 
size of the step comIlland. Flow saturation was built into the valve 
simulation and consequently the behaviour of the model follows that 
of the actual system closely. The largest pressure swings occurred 
in tests SO to 813 where large inertia loads were present, while the 
largest chamber volume changes were in tests 810 to S15. At certain 
points in the full simulation equations, constants V2 and P2 a a 
replaced variables V 2 and P2' 1'hese approximations would be most 
likely to lead to errors in the above-mentioned cases. However, 
again agreement is generally good though in some cases the computer 
pressure fluctuations were not as large as those occurring in the 
servo. 
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1----------------- l I I 
st~ Response l~esults, figs. 7.1 to 7.1h-
(a) In these cases the actual pen-recorder traces fro];1 the Full 
Simulation (FS) are reproduced. The Servo response (ES) was 
recorded on u-v sensitive paper and these traces have been 
redravrn to the same scales as the FS traces, in figs. 7.1 to 
Full Simulation (FS) 
-=== --= =-- Servo (ES) 
(b) The transparent overlays are photographic reproductions of 
the pen-recorder traces for the Simple Simulation (SS), (Slight 
distortion in the reproduction is responsible for any misalignment 
of the grids, since the scale factors and time scales of FS and 
SS traces were identical.) 
(c) Full details of parameters appear in tables 5.1 and 5.2. 
Cd) The scale shown for the /( traces refers to that shown in 
o 
fig. 3.1. 
(e) Referring to fig. 6.1, the Full Simulation traces were measured 
at amplifiers 9, 6 and 13 respectively. In the case of amplifier 6, 
P - p 2 ~-1 was actually recorded but since Pi was constant, and 
allow-ing for this constant offset, the FS traces have been labelled 
P
2 
for comparison with ES traces. 
(a) Servo results are shown: 
Full Simulation: -'J.,---')(---)t.--
Simple Simulation, where applicable: ... o· ....... 0 I ...... Q ...... 
(b) Full details appear in table 5.3. 
Qpen Loop, }1a~onic Response. figs_ 7.22 to 7.28 
Servo results: 
Full Simula.tion: -')(.--')(,..----)<.-
Simple Simulation, derived from standard 
I 
curves using parameters in table 6.2: I 
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Step Response Results 
ShoYling 1 in steps towards piston mid-po si tion, from left 
to'right (test Si) and from right to1eft ,(S2), with large 
inertial load (93.7 Ib) 
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Fig. '7.2 ~ ResEonse Results 
-As fig. 7.1 but with increased transient pressure 
feedback. 
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FiS. 7.3 step Response Results 
Shovling 1 in steps tov:ards piston mid-po si tion. from left to 
right (s6) and from right to left (S7)) with large inertial 
load and with open loop gain set at maximum ,value to just 
maintain stability, 
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Fig. 7~4 Step Response Results 
As fig. 7.3 but with increased transient pressure 
feedback. 
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Fig. 7.5 Step Response Results 
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Showing large steps (2 in) with large inertial load (93.7 Ib) 
with small (S10) and large (S11) amounts of transient 
pressure feedback. 
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Fig. 7.6 Step Response Re~ults 
As'fig. 7.5 but for left to ri&1t commands. 
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Fig. 7.7 steu Respons~~esult~ 
Repeat of tests S10 and 311 (fig. 7.5),with load mass 
approximately halved (mL = I1-8.7 Ib), 
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Fig. 7.~ st~r: Respon=.Besul ts 
Showing 1 in steps tovrards piston mid-position from 
opposite directions,for load mass .of 48.7 Ib with small 
amount of transient pressure feedback. 
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Fig. 7.9 ' ~Response Results 
As fig •. i.8 but with increased transient pressure 
feedback. 
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Fig. 7.10 step, Re~'ponse Resu~~s 
Sho','iing ~- in steps t'owards piston mid-position from 
opposite directions, wi th ~ = 48.7 lb and zero transient 
pressure feedback. 
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step Response Results 
Showing t in steps from opposite directions tovlards piston 
mid-position,for a light load (8.7 lb) with he2.vy trrulsient 
pressure feedback damping. 
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step Re sponse Re~Y_l:t s 
Showing small steps (j; in) from opposite directions 
with a light load (8.7 lb). 
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li'i~. 7.13 step" Re_s:e?~~ Result s 
As fig. 7.12 but with open loop gain reduced by a 
factor of 2.9. 
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.step Response_.B:.~sul !.~ 
As fig. -;.12 but with equilibrium l)osi tions moved 
by 1 in. (Le. volume V2 increased). 
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11'i~. 7.15 
Closed Loop Harmonic Response 
Heavily loaded system (m_=93.7 lb) 
1.; 
wi th transient pressure feedback 
damping. 
Command signal ! 0.5 in. 
i=h. 
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Fig. 7.19 
Closed Loop Harmonic Response 
As fig. 7.18 but with reduced. 
transient pressure feedback 
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Fig. 7.21 
Closed Loop Harmonic Response 
As fig. 7.20 but with cormnand 
signal amplitude: 0.25 in. 
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18-5 
At the other extreme, in tests S2fJ 1'.I.nd S2t3 and 02 and 07, 
relatively smi:.1.11 perturbations of variables occur, for example in 
the two. step response tests mentioned, the valve drive current did 
not exceed 75mA. It vras in these cases, where only low valve flow 
rates occurn:!d, that correspondence between model and system 
behaviour was poorest. Comparing the open loop plots 01 with 02 
and 06 'Nith 0], the full simulation is seen to be better for large 
amplitude (01 ;and 06) than for small. Thi s is because there was 
considerably less change in the behaviour of the moclel as the 
ampli tude was reduced than there was in the actual system. The 
difficul ty in simulatin8 small perturbations was predicted in 
. 
section 6.3.1 and arises because it is under these conditions 
" that small errors in the valve characteristic ,and effects such as 
valve lap,become significant proportions of .the total fluctuations. 
Throughout the step response tests and in those closed loop Bode 
plots where it can be determined, there is close agreement on the 
closed loop natural frequency between the analogue and the 
experimental system. 
In section 5.4.5 it was noted that the response of the servo 
to step commands from different directions, but to a common final 
posi tion, was not as expected. The behaviour of the full simulation, 
on the other hand, in which left to right responses were slightly 
faster than those frcnn right to left, can be explained. This was 
due to the fact that the flaY: gain of the valve for supply flow 
was greater than that for exhaust. No explanation is advanced for 
this inconsistency between servo and full simulation. (The linear 
simUlation was essentially sYlmnetrical and therefore exhibited no 
directional efrect.) 
:Lue step response of the simple model closely resembled that 
186 
of the experimental servo and ViaS never grea tly different from that 
of' the full simulation. In almost all cases, however, the full model 
\,;as slightly the better. A reduction in the damping of the simple 
model would have improved agreement with the servo and table 6.2 
can be used to illustrate this and other points. 
In table 6.2 it can be seen that where transient pressure feedback 
was used, it made a very significant contribution to the damping tern, 
(B'), sometimes far outweighing the other tenus. Thus if the viscous 
da'1lping coefficient were red.uced, even to half the value actually, 
used for the computer simulations, the effect on the term B' and 
consequently upon the behaviour of the model would be in many cases 
qui te small. It can therefore be argued that better all-round 
correspondence between servo and models would have been obtained if 
the value for viscous friction coefficient, (b = 6.7 Ibf/(ft/s)) 
established in section 4.1.5, had been used. The figure actually 
used (b = 13.0 Ibf/(ft/s)) was adopted in section 6.1.7.. There is 
also slight evidence to support the use of a load dependent d.amping 
coefficient, as discussed in section 4.3.3, in that the computer 
results for large load masses were slightly better than those for 
small loads. Another point which emerges from table 6.2 is the 
trivial effect on the system's dynamic behaviour of the relatively 
hig..'l1 piston leakage which occurred in the' experimental servo. 
The importance of correct selection of valve coefficients for 
a linear simUlation can also be illustrated vd th the aid of table 6.2. 
Clearly the value of c1 directly influences the open loop gain and 
therefore the system's stability and speed of response. On the other 
hand c 2 , which occurs in the terms h' and g', could be estimated 
'.vrongly or even omitted altogether, without seriously decreasing 
the usefulness of the model. Inspection of fig. 6.12 shOY/S that 
the value for c1 selected, favoured moderate and even large 
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fluctuati.ons of valve opening and floVl rate. To simulate smaller 
perturoations a lower value of c1 would be necessary. A reduction 
in open loop gain in this way would improve the agreement between 
the simple simulation and the servo for the small amplitude harr:lOnic 
response tests. In that case, curve S02 would approach E02 and 
curve S07 would approach E07. 
As explained in section 5.2.2, the open loop Bode plots for 
the servo and for the full simulation v/ere derived from closed loop 
results, and therefore the deviation ( O. - Y; ) amplitude Vias not 
J. 0 
constant throughout. Thi s does not affect compari sons between FO 
and EO curves, but explains the relatively large deviatio~s between 
the simple simulation (SO) and the servo (EO) Bode plots at low 
frequencies. In these cases the servo was operating with extre8ely 
small deviations and therefore small valve openings. Under these 
circQ~stances a smaller value of c1 applies and consequently the 
SO curve at low frequencies should be lowered, thus improving 
agreement with the servo behaviour • 
. The linear model might have been expected to break down when 
valve flo\'l saturation occurred. Inspection of the relevant step 
responses, 336 to S815, shows that in these cases correspondence'with 
servo response was still close. This suggests that simulation of a 
system with extreme valve saturation could be effected, if the linear 
model were simply modified by the addition of limiting for large 
val ve input signals. An example of a system which would require 
this modification if the rotation of a powered limb joint through 
say 1000 , in which the valve would be fully open for perhaps 950 
while a.cting continuously for deviations of ± 50. In section 
3.3.1 (1') the effect of' large steady load forces was di scussed. In 
such cases it 'l[ould be necessaI"J to allow the valve coefficient c1 
to have different values for exhaust flow and. for supply flow. 
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l"his modification coul(l easily be introduced to the simple model. 
Both Shearer (3) and Burro,',s and Webb (37) justified the 
use of linearization by reference to the fact that pressure 
fluctuations in their systems were always small. In view of the 
large pressure fluctuations which occurred during the present step 
response tests, the accuracy of the simple simulation is of 
particular significance. It was noted in section 5.1 that the 
maximum pressure variation in the controlled chamber was almost 8<Yfo 
of the possible variation. In the step response tests described in 
ref. 37 the corresponding figure was approximately 20}';, and in the 
fr~quency response tests in ref. 3 the pressure variation was about 
25% of the maximum value. Large pressure variations cause departure 
from linearity in t\70 ways: 
(i) ~~e operating point on the valve characteristic moves 
well away from the quiescent pressure curve (L e. term 
d' in eqn. 3.41), and 
(ii) The "bulk mod.ulus" or "stiffness" of the air departs from 
its quiescent value (tenn c' in eqn. 3.41). 
TIle observation that the linearized equations cope effectively with 
large pressure' swings indicates that full simulation of the valve 
characteristics will rarely be necessary. 
In section 4.2 the measurement of the steady state valve 
characteristics is described. These figures were obtained in the 
presence of sufficient dither to reduce hysteresis to negligible 
proportions. These characteristics were simulated as closely as 
possible for the full simulation and were used for the measurement 
of appropriate values of c1 (sho .... m in figure 6.12) and c 2 for the 
simple simulation. The close fit betv/een servo behaviour and. the 
behaviour of both models suggests that the dynamip behaviour of the 
valve is very similar to its static b~haviour, over the frequency 
range encountered. Thi s runs counter to th e conclusions in the 
paper by Burrows and Webb (37) and in Burrows' thesis (25), that 
static characteri stics did not apply under dynamic conoii tions. 
This conclusion was reached because, in a small perturbation analogue 
co:nputer model, the valve coefficient (c 1 ) had to be reduced to 
1 1 be~ve:n /3 and /5 of the statically measured value, to achieve a 
reasonable fit with the actual behaviour of a lovr pre ssure on/off 
pnel~atic servo. An alternative explanation for this discrepancy 
is advanced below. 
A four-way, open-centre flapper/nozzle valve was used in their 
case and it appears likely that its flow characteristic was 
unsymmetrical about the quiescent position';'. This means that a very much 
lower figure for the valve coefficient c1 would be appropriate for 
flow from 1;i1e actuator to tl1e exhaust, than that for flow from the 
supply to the actuator. In the absence of emaust flow characteristics, 
toe supply flow curves were probably used in isolation ar-d consequently 
the higher figure for 01 was selected. .An average figure for c1 between 
the exhaust and supply values would probably be about one third of that 
_actually used and, as mentioned above, this is the order of' the 
correction required to eXplain the discrepancy encountered. 
,;, Thi s can be seen in fig. 6.6 of ref. 25. The quie scent (zero flow) 
actuator pressure was 54 Ibf/in2e, i. e. the quiescent air gap was 
almost 0.010 in. Clearly a chane;e of +0.005 in. res'J.lts in a much 
smaller mass flow change than does a change of -0.005 in. 
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CHAPTZR 8 mE E;(PEIlDt!ENTAL FLUIDICALLY CONTROLLED 
----------..-
POSITION SERVO 
In the final phase of this project the electro-pneumatic 
servo, described in Chapter 2, Via;"" extensively modified. A control 
system using discrete fluidic elements, to give pulse width modulated 
output signals, was developed. 1'he P. W.l'!!. output was chosen in 
preference to an analogue output signal in order that the servo-
valve, the most expensive item in the original servo, could be 
omitted. In fact, two pneumatically-signalled,two-way on/off valves 
replaced the electrically-signalled three-way spool valve. 'l'he load 
position Vias measured using a specially developed fluidic displacement 
sensor, with analogue pressure output. The low friction linear 
actuator 8.Ild load carriage used were similar to those used for the 
electro-pneumatic servo. 
The general layout of the fluidic servo is shown in fig. 8:1 
and individual components are described below. 
A sensor operating on the interacting-jets principle was used 
to measure the linear displacement of the load carriage. The output 
from the sensor was a fluidic pressure in analogue form and 
displacements up to almost 3 in. were measured. 
]!'ig. 80 2 illu~tr:ates the interacting-jets principle which is 
commonly used in devices which simply detect the presence or absence 
of 'an object at a particular location. 'I'wo in-line opposed air jets 
interact in a plane near the discharge nozzle of the weaker jet, 
causing a relatively high back pressure at that no-zzle. .An obstruction 
between the jets upsets the jet interaction allowing air from the dght 
hand nozzle to escape more easily, resulting in the output signal 
pressure dropping almost to zero. One advantage of this type, of sensor 
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is that the output signal is composed entirely of filtered supply air 
vihereas y;i th other designs the output air can become contaminated with 
particles from the environment of the sensor. 
Tne 'Viedge' Sensor develoI)ed for the fluidic servo consi sted 
of two components: 
(a) A standard cO!J1.'J1erciaJ. interacting-jets object detector, of the 
type sholm in fig. 8.2, which was held in a fixed position, and 
(b) A steel plate, with one edge slightly inclined to the horizontal, 
\7hich was attached to the actuator piston rod whose horizontal 
displacement was to be measured. 
T'nis plate or wedge was positioned in the gap of the sensor so that 
movement of the plate resulted in progressive interruption of the 
jets. This principle is illustrated in fig. 8.3. 1'he sensor was 
moulded from Araldite and the nozzles were no;ninally rectangular. 
'I'he inclination of the wedge and the height of the sensor body were 
adjustable, enabling the sensi ti vi ty and range of the device to be 
altered. Fig. 8.4 shows a photograph of the complete sensor. 
Details of the sensor and calibration curves appear in 
section 901.1 
8.2 The Oscillator 
A Pulse Width Modulator, standard in" electronic circuits, uses 
a continuous input signal to control the widths of a train of constant 
frequency pulses, which constitute its output. Thus ideally the 
mark/space ratio of the output varies from zero to infinity as the 
input varies from maximum to minimum. Such a device requires a 
constant frequency oscillator to provide a triangular carrier wave 
which is then modulated by the input signal. The linearity of the 
device is a function of the linearity of this triaD.gular carrier. 
A very simple fluidic oscillator can be constructed using 
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an or/nor gate and a_ capaci tor as shovm in fig. 8.5. With no signals 
at the control ports, air flows to the 'nor' output, 'charging' the 
capaci tor C. Thus the control signal pressure increases until it is 
sufficiently high to snitch the flon through the element to the 'or' 
port. At this point the capacitor 'discharges' until the control 
port pressure is sufficiently low· to all071 the flo\'l to switch back 
to the 'nor' output. Thus the oscillator funcb.ons because of 
inherent hysteresis in the element. The maximum and minimum pressures 
of the output waveform are controlled by the switching levels of the 
element and the frequency depends upon the volume of C and the ·sizes 
of the interconnecting pipes. 
The results of tests on this oscillator appear in section 9.1.2 
but it was not used for the fluidic servo as the mean pressure level , 
of the output vraver'orm proved to be too low for compati bili ty with the 
remainder of the control system. 
TDe alternative oscillator design which was adopted is shovm , , 
in fig. 8.6. In this case a bistable element and two feedback 
capaci tors, C1 and C2 ' were used. In this case the flow through the 
bistable element s\'ii tched when the differential pressure across its 
control ports reached a certain value. Again the operation depended 
upon hysteresis in the fluidic element and the frequency of 
oscillation was controlled by the sizes of the capacitors. and pipes. 
Beam-deflection elements moulded in Araldite were used in 
both oscillators and details of these and the capacitors are included 
in Appendix 4. The elements and a capacitor can be seen in fig. 8.8 . 
. 8.3 The Amplifier 
Fig. 8.7 shoVls the complete fluidic control system, including 
the P. W.F. amplifier which comprised a comparing element, a signal 
biasing stage and two Schmitt triggers. (Component data appears in 
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Appenr::'ix 1.! .• ) l'he comparing and. signal biasing stages were 
construc",:ed from three single-stage bea.rn-deflection proportional 
e.rnplifiers. 1~'le pu:cpose of the first propor'tione.l amplifier PA1 
was to !Sener'ate the deviation signal on )"ihich the system's opere.tion 
depended and the biasing stage enabled the valve overlap and 
unde:clap to be adjusted or eliminated, as required. At the Schmi tt 
triggers the output signals from the biasing amplifiers were 
compared with the triangular carrier v/aye from the 0 sCillator, so 
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tr.at when the pressure at port f exceeded that at port e, the output port 1 
was pressurised, while when the pressure at f fell below that at e, 
port 1 was exhausted and port k pressurised. 
Ini tial setting of the system was as follows: 
VIi th the commana. po si tion and actual po si tion set equal, valve R2 
Vias adjusted so that the pressure at input f of 8chmi tt trigger 81 
was just greater than the maximum level reached by the carrier signal 
at e. Similarly R3 was adjusted to make the pr~ssure at port f of 
32 just exceed the carrier signal peak pressure at e. 1'hus in this 
condi tion both on/Off valves remained closed. 
~x&.1ining the behaviour of the supply side, a small increase 
in the com:mand signal pressure to PA1 resulted in a·fall in the 
pressure to port f of Schmi tt trigger S2 to a level between the 
ma:cioum and r.1inimum pressures reached by the carrier signal at e. 
Tnus the Schmi tt trigger output switched from 1 to k as the carrier 
signal pressure exceeded the pressure on port f and the diaphragm 
valve V2 opened •. Each time the carrier signal fell again, the Schmitt 
output switched from k to 1 and the valve closed. Thus the tirr:e E'or 
which the valve remained open (assuming instantaneous valve movement) 
varied linearly with the pressure on f, provided that this pre.'3sure 
was between the maxirr:uI!! and minimum pressures reached by the carrier 
wave. In the presence of a large cornr.:and. signal pressure to PA1, the 
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output pressure from port d of PA3 fell below the minimum level of 
I 
the oscillator output and port k of 32 remained pressurised 
continuously. In this case the supply valve V?. remained open and 
the system vias saturated. In a similar way the exhaust valve ('11) 
opening was modulated when the cornnand 'signal fell below its 
equilibriu.'!1 position. Referring to fig. 8.7, in the closecl loop 
system the sensor was connected so that its output signal pressure 
increased when the load carriage moved to the left, i. e. negative 
feedback Vias ensured. The amplifiers and a Schmitt trig~er are shown 
in fig. 8.8. 
Two sinGle stage valves were employed to control the supply 
a..Tlcl ex.1J.aust flow to the clifferential actuator. The valve-actuators 
were diaphragms which operated against light springs, enabling them 
to De operated by very low pressure signals. Positive action was 
ensured by switching the control pressure from one side of the 
diaphragm to the other, while the first chamber exhausted to 
atmosphere, when reversal YlaS required. The valves were of the 
poppet type with spherical plugs and seats. Data on these valves appears 
in Appendix l1- and fig. 8.8 shows a photograph of a valve. 
8.5 The Actuator and Load 
A low friction differential actuator and_ load carriage, of 
similar design to those described in Chapter 2 and shown in fig. 2.2, 
were used. 
8.6 Air Supplies 
Low pressure air was supplied to the control system from 
three separate circuits, indicated (A), (B) and (C) in fig. 8.7, in 
orcler to eliminate unwanted interaction. These circuits each included 
a regulator and a reservoir of appro:x:i.mately 300 in3 capacity. 
The actuator air supply arrangements \'iere as described in 
section 2.2.5 but in this case the compressor worked at 100 lbf/in2g. 
8.7 Pressure Transducer 
A strain gauge pressure transducer together vrith a 
preamplifier "and a storaee oscilloscope fitted with a Polaroid camera 
were used for dynamic pressure recordings. This was a lOll volume 
transducer using semiconductor strain gauges for maximum sensitivity 
and details are included in Appendix 4. This was not the id.eal 
transducer for low pressure measurements such as are encountered 
in fluidics, but a more suitable device, su.ch as a pressure sensitive 
transistor, was not available. The noise content of the pressu.re 
recoroings which can be attributed to the pressure transducer itself 
can be judged from many of the figures in Chapter 9, in which 
atmospheric pressure traces are included (e.g. figs. 9.2, 9.3 etc.). 
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CHAP'l'ER 9 Tl11Ll~I:.Y.J..DIC_ALI.Y ~;ON1'Rq]d:l@_ SERVO -_1~STS, 
R~SUL'l'S AND DISCUSSION 
) 
______ . ________ ... _0 ___ _ 
Tests on individual components, sections of the system and 
finally on the complete system are described and the results are 
presented and discussed. 
9.1 Tests and Results 
9.1.1 T'l1e Wedge Sensor 
Tne displacement sensor incorporated a Plet'sey type IJ-1* 
object detector. The thickness of the interrupting wedge was 0.12 in. 
and its angle of inclination with the horizontal was 3.3 x 10-3 radians. 
'l'his represented a heig..~t of' about 0.01 in. in a stroke of 3 in. The 
gap between the sensor nozzles was 0.4 in. and the \ledge was 
posi tioned approximately mid-vray between them. '1'he nozzles were 
nominally rectangular, 0.040 in. wide and 0.020 in. high, but 
examination under magnification showed that the exit orifices were 
very ragged and -far from rectangular. The air consumption of the 
sensor, when loaded by amplifier PA1, vIas 0.20ft3 /min (fre'e air) with 
the supply pressure at 3 lbf/in2g. 
(a) static calibration 
'l'he di splacement sensor was calibrated in posi tion,wi th the 
remainder of the fluidic circuit connected as in fig. 8.7., The 
val ves were not connected and the load ca.rriage was simply positioned 
by hand. 
Fig. 9.1 shows the st,a.tic calibration curve vri th the supply 
pressure at 5 lbf/in2g and 'Ni th the cOlIunand pressure on PA1 maintained 
at '630 mm W.G. throughout. In addition curves for supply pressures of 
7 and 2.5 lbf/in2g are shown, though only a few, more widely spaced 
points are included in these cases. Continual adjustment of valve Ri 
was necessary to maintain constant command pressure as tne sensor 
::: Now marketed by British Fluiclics & Controls 
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displacement varied. (Por example, in one case the cOlnmand pressure 
wa~ set at 630 mm V/.G. vii th the load carriage in its extreme right 
hand position. 'rhe carriage was then moved to the extreme left hand 
position and unless Ri VIas adjusted, the command,pressure rose to 
73_0 mm 'W.G.) No hysteresis could be detected in the operation of 
the sensor. 
il0_~amic response 
The dynamic behaviour of the wedge sensor is illustrated by 
the recordings shown in fig. 9.2. Fig. 9.2(a) shows the output 
pressure from the sensor when a plate was first interposed quickly 
by hand, between the sensor nozzles, and then removed again. It 
can be seen that in the first case the ri se time was about 15 ms. 
while for output pressure increase, the rise time wa.s less than 5ms. 
A high frequency ripple is evident on the sensor signal in the absence 
of the plate between the nozzles. This is caused by the interaction 
of the two jets and closer examination showed that a major component 
was at a' frequency higher than 1 kHz,. There was also, a considerable 
random content. 
For figs. 9.2(b) and (c) a twin-beam oscilloscope was used to 
gi ve simultaneous recording of the Wedge Sensor output pressure and 
the wiper voltage from a potentiometric d~splacement sensor (of the 
type described in section 2.2.3). In case (b) the load carriage (to 
which both sensors were connected) was moved appr'tnimately 1 inch, 
as quickly as possible, by hand. In case (c) the trolley was moved, 
again by hand, in roughly a sinusoidal ~anner. As is to be expected 
from recording (a) and the static characteristi'c in fig. 9.1, the 
fluidic sensor output corresponds closely to that of the 
potentiometric sensor, apart from the presence of the noise discussed 
above. Tile third trace in fig. 9. 2(b) shows the output from the wedge 
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sensor when measuring atmospheric pressure. (In this case the 
vertical positioning is not significant since the oscilloscope shift 
control was used to position the trace.) 
9.1.2 The Oscillator 
The two oscillator designs described. in Chapter 8 were tested 
Vlhile driving Schmitt triggers as in fig. 8.7 . 
.G0_.1"11~~~_t~El.~' Oscillator 
The 01.!tput pressure from the oscillator shown in fig. 8.6 
was recorded for supply pressures 5, 4 and 3 lbf/in2• The waveforms 
are shown in fig. 9.3. It can be seen that the output amplitude 
decreased and the frequency increased as the supply pressure was 
lowered. Reference· to the atmospheric pressure level, included in 
each case, shows that the mean pressure of the output oscillation 
also fell with the supply pressure. A supply pressure of 5 Ibf/in2g 
was used for the oscillator in later tests on the complete fluidic 
servo and fig. 9.4(a) is a second recording at this pressure, showing 
more cycles of the output waveform to enable study of its lorig term 
staoilit"-y. Tl1is point and others are discussed in section 9.2.2. 
(0) S:'i:1e 'I'WR' Oscillator 
Fig. 9.4(b) and (c) shows the behaviour of the simple 
oscillator of fig. 8.5 for 5 Ibf/in2g supply pressure, when fitted 
wi th two different feedback capacitors. Again an atmospheric pressure 
trace is shown in each" recording and it can be seen that the mean 
pressure levels are considerably lower than for the 'Bistable' 
oscillator (e.g. fig. 9.4.(a)). 
9.1.3 ProEortional Arn~ifie~ 
Three different proportional amplifiers were used in the 
comparing and signa.l biasing stages of the control system. Amplifiers 
PA2 and PA} vlere required to operate with one of the control pressure 
signals constant, and were tested in that condi tion, the control 
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(a) 'Aistable' Oscillator 
+ ' output: 425 - 120 'm!TI W.G. 
at 20 Hz 
-calibration 
---------
time: 55 ms/division 
pressure: 133 mm W.G./ ' 
, division _ ' 
;:;. 
..... 
(b) and (c) , 
'Nor' OscillatiE~~'_' 
-calibration' , 
.. ' ,.' 
-;. - ,-- .. time: 50 mS/di ';'ision,' , _ 
'.' '.' I • 
pressure: 133 mm W.G./:: 
" -'division 
,(b) ,_ 
-: o.utput'; 220 :!: 165 'mm W.G. 
, - -.at 11.4 Hz 
f'eedback 'capa~'i tor volume: 
'127 -x1 03 ~3 >" . _ 
- " 
- , 
(c) 
+0, ' 
output: 215 - 175 mm W.G. 
at 27.3' Hz , 
feedback capacitor volume: 
31.2 x 103 ~3 -
Fig. 9.4-
Oscil~ator output Pr~~~ 
Waveforms -
(second trac;-e--·shbws atmos-' 
pheric pressure in each' 
case) 
:pressure being adjusted by displacement of the load. carriage. The 
resultant static characteristics are shown in fig. 9,,5. 
The requirement for PA1 was more demanding since, in that case, 
both control signals could vary. The input differential pressure level 
for the static calibration test on PAi (fig. 9.6) was varied by moving 
the displacement sensor blade and when necessary, by adjusting 
restrictor Ri also. The Common Mode Rejection of PAi was not studied 
in detail but it was observed that the output pressures at ports a 
and b did not remain constant when the input differential pressure 
was maintained constant, (by adjusting Ri) for different sensor 'blade 
posi tions. The implication of this is that the two curves in fig. 906 
are only typical curves and in fact, two "families" of curves could 
be drawn, each pair corresponding to a different constant control 
pressure on (say) port i. 
9.1.1t- Schmi tt Triggers 
~vo identical Schmitt triggers were used to generate the 
output pulse trains which were used to signal the control valves. 
No hysteresis could be detected in the Schmitt triggers, using water 
columns for pressure measurement. Srd tching actually occurred when 
the pressure on port f vras slightly lower than that on e, in both Si 
and 82. The perfonnance of a single Schmi tt trigger VIas investigated 
as follows: 
A Schmi tt trigger was connected to the oscillator as shown 
in fig. 8.7, but a variable pressure controlled by a restrictor was 
fed to the second control port (f). The output pressure pulses at 
port I with the Schmitt trigger output dead-ended (i.e. connected to 
a pressure transducer only) Vlere recorded for various settings of the 
restrictor. The mark-space ratio of this output was measured in each 
case. As the pulses were not perfectly square and the pulse rridth 
showed slight variation from cycle to cycle, the technique adopted 
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Supply: 5 Ibf/in2g 
was to ta.l{e the average '.vidth at mid-heie;ht for se'reral successive 
pulses. The results of these tests are plotted in fig. 9.7(a) and 
in (0) specimen recordings of the output waveform are shown. 
9.1.5 Complete PNNi .i\1~.E~i.fier 
Initial setting of pressure levels in the system was 
described in section 8.3. Fig. 9.6 shows that the outputs from 
amplifier PA1 were unsymmetrical and equilibrium pressures were 
selected in this case, so as to utilise the most linear portions 
of the characteristics. Approximate initial pressure levels at these 
and other points throughout the system are shown in fig. 8.7. These 
levels , at which both valves were just held in the' I off I position, 
were used for the tests described below. 
To investigate the behaviour of the complete amplifier, the 
pressures at ports 1 of the two Schmi tt triggers were recorded in turn, 
for a number of positions of the ,?ledge sensor blade. 'l'he setting of 
valve Ri remained constant throughout. For these tests the only load 
on the Schmi tt trigger under test was the pressure transd.ucer, i. e. 
the output 1 was dead-ended and output k VIas open to atmosphere. 
Specimen output pressure waveforms from the Schmi tt triggers are 
shmvn in fig. 9.8 ann the mark-space ratio was measured in each case. 
T'ne technique described in section 9.4 was adopted for this measurement 
and the results are shown in table 9.1. The variation of mark-space 
ratio \'iith the differential pressure across PA1 is shoVln in fig. 9.9. 
W'nen the sensor was included in the system, the dependence 
of mark-space ratio upon sensor position was as in fig. 9.10. The 
reasons for the shapes of these characteristics and for the degradation 
of fig. 9.10 relative to fig. 909 are discussed in section 902.5. 
9.1.6 Valves 
Tne IINorcon ll valves used. in the fluidic servo (fig. 8.7) had 
a flow canaci ty slightly less than that of the serv6 valve in the 
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Table 9.1 
! Disnlace!T:ent Displacement T Command Differential r-'~~ark-space ---1 
I Sensor Sensor Pressure Pressure Ratio of 
'Ii Posit; on Output pressure (mm Vi.G.) across PA1 Schmi tt trigger 
! 
(in:) (mm W.G.) Control Ports output (port 1) I I (mm\T.G.) ~------+---------'f-----1-----
2.50 285 
2.2,,0 300 
2.30 330 
2.20 311-5 
2.10 360 
580 
585 
590 
592 
595 
2.00 365 I 
1.90 387 
600 
600 
'1.80 410,' 
1.70 435 
610 
615 
1 .60 465 I 620 
1.50 480 I 620 
;--_______ -!-_________ I __ _ 
~20 I - ~20 1.50 1.40 
1.39 
1.37 
1.35 
1.30 
1.20 
1.12 
1.10 
1.03 
0.92 
0.90 
480 
490 
495 
507 
525 
537 
525 
550' 
560 
572 
582 
595 
620 
622 
625 
630 
630 
630 
630 
635 
640 
640 
295 
285 
260 
247 
235 
235 
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200 
180 
155 
140 
140 
130 
125 
115 
100 
93 
105 
80 
70 
63 
58 
45 
LOO 
0.99 
0.89 
0.80 
0.71 
0.71 
0.50 
0.42 
0.2L!-
0.10 
0.00 
Supply 
Side I 
(8
1
2) I 
-------------~--'-I 
0.00 I 
0.00 I 
O. -11 
0.22 
0.~-7 Exhaust 
0.58 
0.l1-1 
0.68 
0.81 
0.89 
0.99 
1.00 
Side 
(Si) 
I 
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P. W.}: •. Amplifier Perfomance, includine the sensor. (columns 1 and 
-------... -~------.. --.. ---- ~.- 5 in table 9.1) 
electro-pneumatic system described earlier. The diaphragm actuator 
springs nere adjusted so that the valve switched when a pressure of 
approximately 250 mm W.G. was applied either to the top or bottom of 
the diaphragm. Operation was uncertain at pressures below this 
level. Further details appear in Appendix 4. 
(a) Behaviour of the valve when signalled by Schmi tt tri~~er 
A valve, Schmi tt trig~er and the oscillator were connected as 
shown in fig. 8.7 and an independently controlled bias pressure was 
fed to port f of the Schmitt trigger. The Scillnitt trigger supply 
pressure was 2 lbf/in2g and this resulted in an output signal level 
of 360 mm Vi .G. '1'he load presented to the Schmi tt trigger by the 
I';orcon Valve proved to be too great and the output pressure pulses 
were considerably deeraded, compared to those observed when the 
Schrni tt trigger output was dead-ended (e. g. fig. 9.8( a) and (b)). 
Fig. 9.8(c) sh<?ws the resulting pressure on the top of the. valve 
<iiaphragm for low, moderate and high bias pressures (at port f) 
respectively. Also shown are reference pressure levels in each case 
(atmospheric pressure for traces (i) and (ii) and the maximum Schmitt 
trigger output pressure, i.e. 360 IJ1.In'll.G. for (iii)). Thus there is 
approximate correspondence betvleen (i) in fig. 9.8(c) and (iii) in 
fig. 908(b) and between (ii) in fig. 9.8(c) and (i) in fig. 9.8(a). 
The step response of the Schmitt trigger/valve arrangement 
with the same supply pressure was observed separately and a rise time 
of approximately 60 ms. for the valve drive pressure signal was 
recorded. In view of this, the poor quality waveform, illustrated 
by fig. 9.8( c) for a carrier frequency of approximately 20 Hz, is 
not .... mexpected. 
(b) Small Valve 
Tne tests described above indicated that in order to utilize 
t!1e output from the P'i'it,~ amplifier, a valve actuator which demanded 
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considerably less flow from the Schmi tt triggers was required. No 
sui table valve \,lith flow capacity comparable to that of the Norcon 
val ve Vias available but for ComlJarison the behaviour of a small 
single-stage lIl\orgren" diaphragm-operated valve (see Appendix 4) 
was studied. In this case the diaphragm chamber volume was smaller 
a11o. consequently the Schmitt trigger output Yl3.veform Vias hardly 
affected by it. A test similar to that conducted on the dead-ended 
Scnmi tt trigger (described in section 9.J+) was perf'ormed with the 
1I~'Ior6renll valve connected to port 1. In thi s case the mark-space 
ratio of the valve input signal was not calculated but the resultant 
controlled flow through the valve was measured, using a float-type 
floYl meter. For this test, air at an arbitrary pressure' of 16 Ibf/in2g 
was supplied to the Norgren valve. The supply pressure to the Schmitt 
trigger was reduced to 0.9 Ibf/in2g'in order to make its output pressure 
compatible with the valve. The meter float position fluctuated slightly 
in a randor:l fashion but a mean flon rate was measured for several steady 
control pressure levels (on port f). These figures are plotted in 
fig. 9.11 (a). Specimen waveforus for three different control pressures 
are shown in fig. 9.11 (b). 
~.1 • 7 Ti2.~_Co!!!g~te .1:lutdic ___ §.~ 
The closed loop system was connected as shown in fig. 8.7 
with tne supply pressure set at 80 Ibf/in2g but satisfactory operation 
was not achieved. The behaviour of the system for two different 
cOThdand positions was observed. 
Carriage in 2.25_~?_si.!..:i.:9E 
A command pressure of 1+-80 mm W.G. was applied to PA1. The 
unloaded carriage did not maintain a steady position but oscillated 
randomly within a zone of ± 0.2 in. about the courmand value. A large 
and irreGular component of thi s oscillation. was at about 5 Hz. The 
valve Vi. could be heard exhausting; in a random fashion. Vn1en a step 
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comma~d \'las fed' to the system requiring the carriage to return to 
this position f'x-om elsev/hcre in the stroke , it did so but on reaching 
the required po'si tion the random behaviour described above recurred. 
The stiffness, estimated by leaning on the load carriage, was high 
in both directions and the valve had approximately zero lap. Th.e 
addi tion of a ]load of 5 kg. to the carriage re'suI ted in large limit 
cycles. 
When a conunand pressure of 610 nun vr.G. was applied to PA1 
the system behaved in an even less satisfactory manner. Large random 
oscillations about the desired position were observed and at times 
the unloaded carriage moved rapid.ly iD the 0 in. position, striking 
the end stop violently in the process. On these occasions the 
carriage recovered its original position some seconds later. Although 
.o~y the command signal pressure had been changed, a large dead zone, 
between the 0 •. 9 in. and 107 in. positions, was now observed. 
9.2 Discussion of Fluidic 
_ .. _-------------Servo Results 
T.t'le tests described in Chapter 9 show that while the 
fluidically-controlled position servo using P. W.lL, described in 
Chapter 8, is possible in principle, a certain amount of development 
and refinement is required for most of its components. The results 
of these tests are discussed belovl, and a number of suggestions are 
made for improving the performance of the system. 
1ne selection of supply pressures for the various components 
wa,s to some extent arbitrary though certain minima were set by the 
compone:::lts selected, e.g. the valve operating pressures. Another 
factor operating in this case VlaS the absence of pressure transducers 
cauable of monitoring very low pressures. It is qui to possible that 
lower pressures might be used. if minimisation of air consumption 
and/or audible noise were required. 
Vrnen development of this fluidic servo commenced, no existing 
fluidic analogue displacement sensors could be located. Since then, 
however, a number of clevie8s have been marketed (33) and others have 
been developed and tested (29). 
The seatter of experimental points on the Vleclge Sensor 
characteristic in fig. 9.1 was probably due to the irregular shape 
of the sensor nozzles, a feature which is of no consequence in the 
normal operation of the device as a tyro state object detector. No 
investigation of the flow pattern around the sensor blade vras conducted 
but the good repeatability and absence of hysteresis which was observed 
suggest that the flow is stable. It is likely that good linearity 
would be achie1red with carefully made and suitably shaped no zzles. 
A more sensitive pressure transducer would be required for 
furtner investigation of the noise content of the sensor output signal, 
but its frequency is sufficiently high to cause no embarrassment in 
most applications. 
~ne Venturi Back Pressure Sensor describecl in referynce 29 
snowed great promise and in view of its air consumption, which was 
le ss than 20;£ o:f that of the Weclge Sensor, it may be that further 
development of that dev:i.ce would be more rewarding. 
2:...~. 2 Oscillators 
'Ehe shape of the vraveform from the 'Nor' oscillator was of 
similar quality to that f'ro::n the 'Bistable' oscillator but the fonner 
was not used in the P. W.M. system as its minimum output 'pressure was 
alrwst as low as atmospheric pressure. This would have meant the 
proportional amplifiers being required to operate at these low pressures, 
i. e. Vlell outside their linear ranges. This] 0'1'1 pressure output signal 
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was a function of the switching pressures of the particular OR/NOR 
element used <md might be correctecl by the use of an alternative 
design. 
Capaci tors for the 'Bistable' oscillator were selected from 
those available, so as to give an operating frequency of about 20 Hz. 
Tile use of unequal capacitors resulted in the slight 'lack of s~dnetry 
for increasing ani decreasing pressures, seen in fig. 9.3. 
The selection of carrier frequency for a P. iN.M. "servo has 
to be a compromi se. A high frequency is desirable so that the 
actuator will not respond to the pulsations in supply and exhaust 
flow, and yet the operating frequency must be within the dynamic ra."1ge 
of the valves used. For example, in fluidic missile directio:J. control 
systems, where pairs of opposing jet reaction nozzles emit pulse-
width modulated gas flows, it has been suggested that the missile 
inertia smooths out the carrier ripple if the carrier frequency is 
!!lore tha.'1 twice the natural frequency of the missile (69). 
It can be seen from figs. 9.3 and 9.4 that the output 
waveforms from the two oscillators tested vrere not truly triangular. 
A lumped-parameter, R-C approximation suggests that charging and 
discharging in such systems is exponential. T-~e oscillator output 
signals shown in figs. 9.3 and 9.4 give the general impression of 
being made up of the initial segments of a series of exponential curves. 
TIle behaviour: of the 'Nor' oscillator in fig~ 8.5" Vias also 
observed in the presence of a variable restrictor either in line A or 
in lin~ B. In each case the shape of the output oscillation was 
progressively Vlorsened and its frequency decreased as the restrictor 
was closed. In fact, the output became less triangular and more 
obviously 'exponential' as the l'8strictor was closed. Oscillation 
ceased a1 together when excessive restriction was introduced. 1'hese 
effects are as expected for the linearized model described above and 
are also evident in results presented by Flood (32). In that case 
restrictors were introduced to a 'Bistable' oscillator, similar to 
that shown in fig. 8.5, at points D and E. The purpose oi' these 
restrictors was to attenuate a large unwanted high frequency 
component (about 250 EZ) which was present in the output signal. 
Tne restrictors had the desired effect but in fig. 5 of reference 32, 
the 'side' effects on output shape and frequency mentioned above are 
also evident. 
The high frequency distortion referred to above was not present 
in the output signals from either the 'Nor' or the 'Bistable' 
oscillator. Some noise is present in the reco~lings in figs. 9.3 
~~d 9.4 but reference to the atmospheric pressure traces therein 
show,s that this was probably due to such effects as "pick-up" on 
connecting leads. This was minimised but was inevitable in view 
of the lovi sensi ti vi ty of the pressure transducer used (see 
section 8.7). Independent tests on the transducer showed that 
pressure fluctuations of the magnitude and frequency observed by 
Flooi would certainly have been detected had they been present. A 
possible explanation for the purer waveform observed in the present 
case lies in the fact that the components used in the two cases were 
different. For example, the amplitude of the triangular waveform 
pre sented. in reference 30 was over three times greater than that shoVln 
in fig. 9.3 while the supply pressure was lower in the former case. 
T::1US the loading conditions of the fluidic elements were different and 
the reduced bore at the element control ports and capacitor connectors 
may have served the purpose of 'shaping" resistors in the present case. 
Tne waveforms shown in figs. 9.3 and 9.4 have a good basic 
shape but there is' some inconsistency in amplitude, from cycle to cycle. 
This can, alternatively, be regarded as a random frequency variation 
and was found to amount to approximately :!:4% around a mean frequency, 
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in the' tests on the 'Nor' and 'Bistable' oscillators. Remedies for 
this were sought including the use of various SUPI)ly pressures, 
replacement elements, various restrictor and capacitor combinations, 
buffer elements and two stage o.scillators, but no improvement 
resul ted. A similar fluctuation was noted by ]'loocl. The supply 
pressure was also examined but found to be free of distortion. 
It therefore ap.?ears that the cause was poor repeatabili ty in the 
perfor:nance of the fluidic elements making the control pressure 
levels at which sVii tching occurred vary. In a P. VI.Li. application 
small carrier ampli tucle variations may be acceptable, provided long 
terra stability is maintainecl, since P.V[.J\:. is essentially an 
averasing process. 
Improving the performance of the Pt'v11I amplifier depends upon 
improving the linearity and particularly the co~on mode rejection of 
the comparing and signal biasing stages. Poor com;non mode re,jection 
at amplifier PA1, as observed in section 9.1.3, affects the 
performance of the closed loop servo adversely. Suppose the system 
were set up for zero valve lap, with the command and actual positions 
equal at some particular value. If, when command and actual positions 
are again eoual but at some new value, the output signals from PA1 have 
ci.ecreased instead of remaining constant, the result is that there vlill 
now be valve overlap. This explains one aspect of the behaviour of the 
fluici.ic servo described in section 9.1.7. Also the open loop gain of 
the system will vary according to cOlmnand and actual position, if the 
output pressures from the comparison stage depend on anything other 
than the applied differential pressure. 
Tnese problems may be solved by the substi tu tion of a multi-
stage Operational Amplifier, of the type that is now commerciaJJ.y 
available, for the proportional amp1ifiers in the fluidic servo. Such 
a o.evice could be expected to have a more linear characteristic than 
the proportional amplifiers used here and also to suffer less from 
interaction betvleen input signals. A single operational amplifier 
could be arranged to compute the deviation and add the carrier signal 
to it, leaving the Schmi tt triggers for bias adjustl!lent. Operational 
amplifiers of this type are however expensive. The method of using 
two separate output pressure signals 1'rom amplifier PA1 contributes 
to the common mode rejection problem and this would be improved, 
though not eliminated, in a system using only the differential 
pressure acrcss the output ports. 
~.2.4 Schmitt Triggers 
These particular bi stable elements were chosen because of . 
their negligible hysteresis. Hysteresis limits the linear range of 
mark-space ratio with input signal (32) and fig. 9.7 shows that this 
linear range, for the Schmi tt trigger alone, was certainly f'rom 
0.05 to 0.95 and probably better. 
9.L.5 The Complete PNM Amplif.ier 
The behaviour of the complete amplifier is shown in fig. 9.9. 
A number of factors contribute to the deviation of this curve from 
the ideal, i.e. a straight line passing through the origin, limiting 
at a mark-space ratio of 1 0 0. 
(a) TIle dead zone at the origin could be eliminated by 
carei'ul adjustment of "the bias on restrictors R} and R20 
(b) The characteri::;tics of all three amplifiers in the system 
showed a characterlstlc 's' shape which is reproduced in 
the overall behaviour. 
(c) The slope of the characteristic of the exhaust sicie 
amplifier (PA2) at its operating point Has co:;:' "pra~lY 
steeper than t.nat i'or PA3 \supply side). Tllis reSUlted 
in the higher gain 1'or the exhaust side seen in rie;. 9.8. 
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The use of matched amplifiers (PA2 and PA3) over orJ.y 
a limited. part of their characteri stics would result in 
a great improvement in overall linearityo 
The vari ation in output pulse width from cycle to cycle "hich 
was observed was, probably largely due to the fluctuation in the 
oscillator frequency discussed earlier. This explanation could be 
verified by simultaneous observations of these two signals. 
The above observations apply also to fig. 9.10 but an 
additional factor contributing to the erratic nature of these readings 
was the behaviour of the sensor itself. As discussed earlier, the 
sensor static test results showed considerable scatter about a mean 
curve. A particularly noticeable discontinuity occurred at a 
carriage position around 1.2 in. to 1.4 in. in fig. 9.1 and this 
has a clear effect in fig. 9.10. 
9.2. 6 Valves 
A serious deficiency in the fluidic control system was the 
poor dynamic performance of the or.v'ofL' valves when signalled by the 
Schrni tt triggers. 
The Norcon valves vrere chosen for their low operating pressures 
and small diaphragm chamber volumes but the latter proved to be too 
large for the relatively lo'.v air flow generated by the Schmi tt triegers. 
This is illustrated in fig. 9.8 where recordings (a) and (b) sho\7 the 
Schmitt trigger output pressures when operating into a pressure 
3 3 transducer of approximate volume 0.25 x 10 mm while (c) shows the 
extent to y,hich the pulses are degraded when a Norcon valve is being 
dri ven by the Schmi tt trigger. In this case two valve actuator 
chambers of approximate volume 11 x 103 mm3 and 6 x 103 mm3 
respectively v[ere being alternately pressurised and exhausted. 
A low pressure actuator has recently been developed for an 
existing range of pneumatic on/off valves by Kay (22) Particular 
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attention was paid in the design to minimising the diaphragm 
r::ove~ent an~l air space, and very good dynamic response is claimed. 
THe valve is a two-stage device in which the low-pre ssure diaphragm 
positions a poppet-type pilot valve which controls the high press'..lre 
air which in turn is used to position the main spool. Reference 22 
also describes a compatible, bi-stable switching arrangement 
(lffiO\'i~ as a "Jet Recei verI! and "Venturi Block"). Vli th this system, 
rapid switching of the valve pressure from positive to sub-
atmospheric levels is possible, in response to fluidic input 
signals. In this case only one side of the valve diaphragm is 
signalled. 
A Kay valve of' thi s type has been examined and the volume 
of the appropriate diaphragm chamber was found to be approximately 
4-.0 x 103 rr.m3 and the diaphragm diameter ViaS 50 mm. '1'11is valve Vias 
desiened to operate at extremely low signal pressures, i. e. between 
50 and 500 mm W.G. 1'hus if such valves 'were operated from ,the 
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existing Sch;ni tt triggers, from which very much greater signal 
pressures are available, the area of the actuator diaphraems could 
be rer.::.uced by Cl factor of about ten. Thus a reduction in chamber 
voluse to the level of that in the small Norgren val ve (see 
section 9.1.6(b)) is possible. The volume of the second actuator 
3 3 chamber rras found to be 18 x 10 mm. J:ilis coulcl be reduced to a 
comparable size to the first chamber discussed above, by the use of 
the smaller diaphr2.brm and other fairly simple modifications. I.1odified 
Kay valves could be incorporated into the present fluidic servo and 
a great improvement on the response typified by fig. 9.8(c) should 
result. 
A quanti ti 'le estimate of thi s improvement in performance is 
not possible in the absence of a mode] of +,{18 process of pressure 
increase a:;d decrease in the valve chambers. This process is 
cooplicated by the facts that: 
(a) The chamber volumes vary as the diaphrae;m moves. 
(b) Tne Sch,nitt trigger flow/pres::.ure characteri stic is 
highly non-linear. 
(c) 1'he connection is via a pipe and connectors which 
constitute distributed non-linear resistance. 
In Appendix 8 a very simple model is developed, based on a number 
-of approximations. This model confirms that the resistance of the 
connection between the Schmi tt trigger and tl:.e valves, and the 
VOlu,l1es of the valve actuators, must be minimised. A compromise 
has to be reached between the conflicting requirements of small 
air space for low capacitance and large flow paths for low resistance. 
The model also shows that a low output iIT:pedance is desirable for 
the driving element. Thi s means that the Schmitt trigger output 
pressure should be independent of the flow which is taking place. 
The mass of the moving parts of the valve should be minimi~ed, and 
careful matching of the Schmitt trigger output pressure and the 
sVli tching level of the valve is also necessary, in order to ensure 
that no more air than is absolutely necessary has to be evacuated 
when reversal is subsequently required. 
A further possibility is to replace the Schmi tt trigger by 
the switching arransement designed by Kay. 1'he dynamiC behaviour 
of the complete Kay system has not been determined but in one 
application, where high speed valve switching was required, a valve 
was contiEuously cycled, with full opening and closing, at 150 Hz. 
In oriel' to achieve this, the valve was modified so as to restrict 
its movement and the diaphragm was supplied with air at 0.5 Ibf/in2g 
pressure from a specially designed jet-pipe type valve. The jet-
pipe vras oscillated mechanical1y through a crank dri ven by a 
synchronous motor (66b) It therefore seems possible that 
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oscilJation at the frequencies required for a P.W.I.:. servo, i.e. 
20 to 40 Hz say, ITlay be achieved using modified Kay valves and 
possibly by replacing the Schmitt triggers with the compatible 
svli tching arrangement mentioned above, or with some development 
of it. 
The reaul ts of the tests on the small Norgren Valve, shown 
in fig. 9.11 (a) illustrate an iml)Ortant point. Distinct saturation 
of this mark-sFace ratio/bias pressure curve is evident while, on 
the other han,l, the. Schmitt trigger is shown by fig: 9.7(a) to have 
a linear characteristic. The explanation of this difference lies 
in the non-linear flow/opening characteristic of the valve itself. 
The sensitivity for ~mall openings for a poppet valve is high, 
i.e. a large proportion of the maximum flow occurs for small 
openings. Thus for short opening times, when the pulse shape 
deteriorates, the valve does not even reach the fully open position 
yet considerable flow occurs. At the other extreme, when the valve 
is open for most of the time, it never reaches the fully closed 
position. This small valve movement at the insensitive end of its 
flov; characteristic reduces the net flo\l very little. 
The random dithering of the flow meter reading in thi s test, 
mentioned in section 9.1.6, was probably caused by fluctuation of 
the nominally constant mark-space ratio of the valve drive signal 
which in turn vias due to oscillator waveform variations. This 
fluctuation can be seen in the specimen trace, fig. 9.11 (b). 1'he 
fact that this random flow fluctuation could be detected may mean 
that a higher carrier frequency will be required for the servo. 
This of course depends upon the nature of the actuator and the load 
which is to be positioned. 
Using a P.V!.lv:. amplifier derived from that shovm in fig. 8.7, 
together with a similar small Norgren valve, Sieh Clnd Creek (70) 
controlled the velocity of a small commel'cial linear actuator. 
Using a carder frequency of about 30 Hz they found that the unloaded 
pi ston moved smoothly at a constant speed) which could "oe accurately 
pre-set ay a bias x'estrictor. This indicates that the smoothing 
effect of this loading arrangement was sufficient to eliminate all 
trace of the 30 I-lz valve pulsation, as vleli as any random content 
as de scri l)ed above, from the final pi ston speed. 
9.2.7 '1'11e Closed Loop_System 
The behaviour of the complete fluidic servo was unsatisfactory 
but this was not unexpected, in view of the shortcomings in the 
performance of' almost all its component parts, which are discussed 
above. In fact, the closed loop observations in section 9.1.7 
reveal only that the concept of the system is sound. The occasional 
eccentric behaviour of the system, in lurching sudde~~y to one end 
of its stroke, mentioned in section 9.1.7, illustrates a general 
point. A featUre to be avoided in designing a component for a 
feedback system is any reversal of slope in its characteristic. 
For exanple, when beam-deflection proportional amplifiers were being 
" . 
developed, it was found that in early designs the input-output curve 
"turned over" at its extremes, Le. had a negative gradient "after 
the inevitable saturation. If a component is allowed to operate 
under such a regime, the result is po si ti ve feedback. The character-
istic of the Wedge Sensor (fig. 9.1) includes such a reversal of 
slope for carriage po si tions between 1.2 in. and 1.4 in. l'he 
eccentric closed loop behaviour mentioned above occurred vlhen the 
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load carriage was in the vicinity of this discontinuity. 
l'he signal biasing stage (PA2 and PA3) in fig. 8.7 was not 
used to amplify the deviation signal,but only to adjust the signal 
level in oroer to control the valve lap. Vii th careful selection of 
operating pressures these two amplifiers could be omitted, at the 
expense of reduced versatility in the system. 
A further problem which vlill have to be solved before a 
fluidic servo becomes operational is that of stabilization. For 
example, Kent and Lenaerts (27) noted that cTces3ive friction in 
their fluidic servo detracted from its perfo nuance. On the other 
hand, had an actuator and displacement sensor with less friction 
been used, stability would have been inadequate. 
A number of approaches are possible. The digital compensator 
proposed by Taft and NaVlaz (31) is particularly attractive since in 
the present system a pulse width modulated signal is already 
available. This method, which modifies the pulse train, can easily 
provide certain forms of compensation which would be difficult to 
produce in any other way (71 ) p~ternatively, shaping can be carried 
out on the analogue signal using passive pneumatic R-C circuits. 
Transient pressure feedback as used for the electro-pneumatic servo,-
described in the ea~ly chapters of this thesis, should be relatively 
simple to arrange. Bleed signals from the actuator chambers, suitably 
shaped by a C-R circuit could be used, particularly if an operational 
acplifier v/ere included, for summation of command and feedback signals. 
CEAFTER 10 J:"IN.AL DISCUSSION AED CONCLUSIONS 
10. '1 Ji':i nal Di scussion 
Discussions of many points have been includ.ed. in Chapters 3 
to 7 and 9 and these wi11 not be repeated here. 
In Chapter 3, it 'was established that findi11gs from the 
experimental servo, incorporating a three-way valve and differential 
actuator, were applicable to a four-way valve/balanced actuator 
system. The only exception was that there V/aS no configuration 
of a three-way valve syster.l equivalent to a four-way valve system 
with off-ce!1tre piston. Eowever, linearized equations for an 
equi valent four-way valve system, for variable piston position, 
\'lere developed and it is known that the mid-position represents 
the worst stability case. 
A number of methods of stabilizing pneumatic systems were 
discussed, including some which reu.uce t.he static stiffness of a 
system. Such methods may be acceptable in hydraulic systems, where 
the high bulk modulus of the working fJ.uid contributes to' the 
stiffness of the system. They would not, however, be useful in a 
pneumatic system, where one purpose of the stabilization is to enable 
the use of high loop gains, in order to increase the system 
stiffness (10). 
~le Impulse Tests and other tests, described in Chapte~ 4, 
yielcied in:f'orma1:ion a-oout the behaviour of individual components, 
which was subsequently used in the computer simulationS .. and also 
suggested areas in which improvements in performance could be sought. 
TVlO approaches eri st for dealing with friction in pneuma tic systems. 
First, friction can be minimised in a number of ways. Tnese include 
the omission of sliding piston seals, the use of air bearings or 
recirc1Jlating ball oearings, the d.Gvelopment of PTFE type seals and 
tl1C use of rolling seal piston diaphragms. Juternatively, a Good 
ana simple model for the remainder of a pneumatic system has now 
been develope<.l, ena1)ling attention to be focusea on the simulation 
ancI study of the effects of unavoidable friction} for example in 
systems where air leakage is completely unacceptable. 
The use of dither complicates what can other.'lise be a very 
simple system and also adds a significant non-linearity to the valve 
characteristic. Only one other commerci.ally available servo-valve 
has been found. This is the valve used in reference 27 and 
manufactured by The Glarban Corporation U.S.A. This is a single-
stage flapper-nozzle valve sui table for hydraulic or pneumatic use 
and is available with fluidic or electric actuation. Little 
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information on the performance of this valve, and particulA.rly of 
its hysteresis, is known. This type of valve can only be used- if 
vaJ. ve leakage can be tolerated. Improved servo-val ve design would 
contribute a significant 'aavance. Pulsed of er at ion of electrically 
or pneumatically signallea on/Off valves offers another alternative. 
Tne behaviour of the experimental servo under various 
conai tions was recorded and discussed in Chapter 5. In almost all 
cases this behaviour could be simply explained by reference to 
linear equations and root loci. Transient pressure feedback was 
found to be more effective for stabilization than velocity feedback. 
Tne time constants of the pressure feedback hi~l pass filter used 
for the tests in section 5.1 ana 5.2 Vlere large and the valuESused 
for the tests described in sections 5.3.'} ami 5.3.3 are'probably 
more practical values. This gave a fairly rapid recovery after 
load force application as shown in fig. 5.6. 
1'he form of the static valve charactedstics and effective 
methods for their simulation were aiscussed in Chapter 6. The 
three-dimensional surface of fig. 6.10 offers a useful aia to 
visualization particularly in view of the conclusion reached in 
Chapter 7, that this also represents the valve's behaviour under 
dynamic conditions. 
One of the most important equations developed in Chapter 3 
is eqn. 3.41 (see also table 3.1). This linearized equation, which 
takes account of many system parameters, was shovm in Chapter 7 to 
gi ve a good representation of' the behaviour of the experimental 
servo over a wide range of operation conditions. Tne form of this 
equation is particularly useful in indicating the effects of various 
system parameters. This is illustrated by table 6.2 in which 
coefficients, evaluated for the purpose of the simple simulation, 
can be compared and their relative importance assessed. 1bis 
equation can be used VIi th confidence for· subsequent studies of the 
effects of such things as stabilizing strategies, actuator friction 
and valve saturation. 
It was noted in Chapter 7 that the least effective aspect 
of the present simulation was its representation of' small perturbations 
about the equilibrium position. It has been pointed out that a servo 
system spends most of its life dealing with small movements (72) and 
this is a topic which has received considerable attention in 
connection vrith hydraulic servos (72, 73, 74). Martin (74) found it 
necessary to use a digital computer for his investigation of the 
threshold behaviour of hydraulic servos, to eliminate unwanted machine 
effects which were introduced by analogue computer simulation. The 
behaviour of pneumatic servos under the se threshold conditions is 
wOJ;'thy of further study. '1'he relatively high piston leakage in the 
experimental servo made a negligible contribution to damping, but 
its effect on steady state errors was not investigated, though this 
would be of interest. 
In the experimental electro-pneumatic servo, valve laps were 
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set close to zero throug..hout. In a computer study, Botting et al (10) 
sho\,ied that careful selection of supply underlap together with exhaust 
overlap, in the presence of some quiescent exhaust leakage, improved 
the performance of a pneumatic servo in a number of ways. 
(a) Tae quiescent pressure in the actuator chambers 
was increased, wi th resultant increase in natural 
frequency and bandwidth. 
(b) Provided that the inlet underlap and exhaust overlap 
weTe not excessive, the static stiffness at the 
actuator was not reduced too much. 
(c) Quiescent power loss was held wi'thin reasonable 
limits by the exhaust overlap. 
(d) I&m.i t cycling due to stiction was damped out, 
p~bably due to the resultant reduction in the 
Mope of the val ve characteri stic over the region 
o~ the limit cycle amplitude. 
It was concludied that the best compromi se between (a) and, (b) was 
achieved when quiescent actuator pressures between 0.5 and 0.8 of 
supply pressure were used. 
J!'or the f'luidic servo described in Chapter 8 two major 
changes were made. First, all electrical elements were replaced 
and secondly pulse-width modulation of on/Off valves Vias used. 
Tnese two changes were independent and indeed the use of P.';'I.M. 
wi th electricall.y operated on/off valves may offer the most 
sa.tisfactoX"J compromise in view of the absence of an adequate, 
cornmercially available servo-val ve and the ease vii th which 
electrical signals can be processed. 
It has been said (58) that "compelling reasons" must exist 
,for the preference of fluidic systems over al ternati ves, in view of 
their relatively high v[eight and low efficiency. l'11e latter results 
from the contj nuous flov'" '{{hich fluidic devices derr.and. In cases 
'where fluidic systems have been preferred, it has usually been as 
a result of their good environmental stability or high re] iabili ty 
or where simplicity due to the elimination of interfaces has 
resul ted. 
The performance of the fl"uidic servo ViaS discussed in 
Chapter 9, and it is clear that a considerable amount of further 
work is required before an operational fluidic servo is produced. 
A number of the developments suggested in Chapter 9,_and summarized 
in this Chapter under "Conclusions", can Qe investigated at fairly 
low cost. In the light of those results, a decision on whether 
further work is justified will be possible. 
, 10.2 Co'nclusions 
A low pressure electra-pneumatic linear motion servomechanism 
has been built and tested,enabling effective models of many aspects 
of the behaviour of such systems to be constructed. The, results from 
the experimental system, which included a three-way valve and differential 
actuator, have been shown to be relevant to systems using four-way 
valves and balanced actuators •. 
Two distinct models were studied, usi:ng analogue computers. 
In one case the valve characteristic was simUlated using an empirical 
expression by MacNaughton. This was better for this purpose than the 
theoretical isentropic expression, in addition to being more easily 
simulated. In the second case a single straight line was substituted 
for the family of non-linear curves, which constituted U~e full valve 
characteristics. 'l'he linearised equation (eqn. 3.41) for the system 
"l7hich resulted, was presented in a form which is particularly 
convenient for asse::;sing the effects of individual parameters on 
performance (table 3.1). step and harmonic response tests 
were conducted in which wide variations in system parameters occurred. 
Both the simlJle and full s imulations modelled these fluctuations 
closely. On the evidence of these results, the si.mpler model is 
sufficiently accurate for many purposes. Thus the very si:nplest analogue 
conputer can be used. Care must be taJcen over the selection of the 
val ve flow coefficient (c1 ) and it will improve accuracy if' this 
qua.'1t-L ty is varied under certain conditions, for example for small 
perturbations of the system. The possibility of adding a limi ter, 
for simulation of systems in "inich flow saturation occurs for long 
periods has been discussed. , 
Transient pressure feedback was found to be very effective 
in stabili~ing the experimental servo. Velocity feedback ViaS much 
less useful since it resulted in sluggish behaviour. 'l'hese effe<.:ts 
have been explained by reference to the root locus 'diagrams of 
linearized models. 
The agreement between system and models demonstrated that 
valve characteristics determined under static conditions can 
confidently be used to represent the dynamic situation. .An insh'ucti ve 
model of the valve characteristics, as a three-dimensional surface 
drawn to isometric axes, was developed. 
Tne e,xperimental servo was carefully designed to minimise 
friction and to focus attention on other aspects of the system IS 
behaviour. Tests on the actuator and load, and also the simulation 
studies on the closed loop servo, showed that in this case an 
assumption of viscous friction gave a good representation of actual 
conditions. One of the ways in which friction was minimised was by 
allm-ring some air leakage past the piston and piston rod. If this 
is tolerable, friction is greatly reduced. Existing pneul:latic 
actuators are mostly constructed for rugged industrial duties and 
such devices are totally unsuitable for position control, due to 
thei!' high and inconsistent friction forces. In cases 'llhere leakage 
is intolerable,. the investigation of composite PTFE seals is proposed. 
Actuators l'Ii th rolling seals have been shown to have 10\'1 friction and 
good durability and further investigation of these devices for servo 
applications is reco~~ended. 
Current models for friction 'in sliding seal actuators are 
inadequate. 'fue existence of simple and effective models for the 
remainder of the pneumatic system enables attention to be directed 
at this problem in future. 
The loaded actuator was isolated from the valve for "Impul se" 
Tests. A value for the polytropic exponent of expansion and 
compression (n = 1.28) was established from these tests, enabling 
earlier models, based upon the assumption of either isothermal or 
adiabatic conditions, to be further refined. 
Tne electro -pneumatic servo-val ve used showed an intolerable 
amount of hysteresis. For this reason a large high frequency dither 
signal was introduced which had the effect of adding a significant 
non-linearity to the valve characteristic. 
An alternative all-pneumatic system in which the servo-valve 
Vlas replaced by on/off valves dd ven by pulse-width modulated signals 
was built. Tests showed that satisfactoI"J operation of such a 
fluidically controlled servo depends upon the solution of a number 
of problems. 
(a) A displacement sensor Vii th a linear characteristic 
is required. This may be accomplished by further 
development of the interacting-jets ("Wedge") sensor 
used in these tests, or by using an existing back-
pressure sensor (29). 
(b) .A number of aspects of the performance of the fluidic 
control system would be improved if a mUlti-stage 
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operational amplifier replaced the single-stage 
proportional amplifiers which were used. A more 
linear system without interaction between command 
and. feedback silSnals should result. .tUso the 
dependence of valve lap upon load position should 
be reduced. or even eliminated. 
(c) Improved valves are required, This is a serious 
problem which may be solved by the use of an 
alternative valve design in which the valve-actuator 
volume and also the inertia of moving parts have 
been minimised. 
(a) The existing Schmitt triggers are adequate but, 
depending on the action taken on (c) abo've, an 
al ternati ve bistable switching arran.gement by 
Ray (22) may improve performance. 
(e) Random fluctuation of the amplitude 'of the oscillator 
output signal is acceptable provided that it is 
effectively smoothed by the servo load. If this 
is not the case alternative digital elements, having 
more stable switching levels, will have to be sought. 
(f) Stabilization will be required and analogue and 
digi tal techniques which may achieve thi s. have been 
suggested. 
A nU;;J'ber of these developments can be fairly easily investigated 
to enable a decision to be taken on the advisability of undertaking 
further work. 
The production of an electrically or fluidically controlled, 
low pressure pneumatic position servo, vd th adequate performance and 
reliabili ty .. for example, for industrial applications, requires the 
\ 
development of improved components. 
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APPENDIX 2 NU1H~ICAJ) VALUES Fall P.ARl>FSTSRS OF THE EL"f':C'l'RO-
-'---'-'''-~-'--------'-----.--.-.----- --- _.- ... -_ ..... -._--_.-PNgul':~ATIC SEll VO N·m D:GTAILS OF IDEWI'IFICA'rION 
--_·-c OD E-I;'-OR--T~i~._~)IT~_ Ci{~}1fiils=--j ·~'ilTr:'2---·-
Piston Area 
~llplifier Gain 
Feedback Potentiometer Gain 
Inherent Piston Lea.1<:age 
·Polytropic Exponent 
A 
KA 
K· 
P 
Lb 
= 
= 
= 
= 
1.23 x 10-2ft 2 
590 mJ./V 
2 x (applied voltage) V/ft 
1.3 x 10-7 (ft3/s)(lbf/ft2 ) 
air volume measured at 6407lbf/in2a 
n = 1~28 
Constant Chamber 1 Pressure Pi = 64.7 lbf/in
2
abs. ~ 9300 lbf/ft2abs. 
Val ve Ex..'-1aust Pressure 
Val ve Supply Pressure 
Gas Constant 
Average Air Temperature 
.Air Density "a~ 2 
. 64.7 1 bI/J.n abs. 
Air Density at 2 
14.7 lbf/in abs. 
Loai Carriage Mass 
Piston Diameter 
Piston Rod Area 
Left I·land Actuator 
Chamber Clearance Volume 
Val ve Dither Current 
Pressure Feedback Constants 
P = 14.7 lbf/in2abs. 
e 
P = 114.7lbf/in2abs. 
s 
R = 53.3 ft Ibf/lbR 
T = 525 R 
and 
0.076 lbf/ft3 
8.67 lb. 
1.5 in. 
0.05 in2• 
1.15 in3, ~ 0.67 x 10-3ft3 
for closed loop tests (Chapter'S) 
0.73 in3 • == 0.422 x 10-3ft3 
for Impulse Tests (Chapter 4) 
±110rnA (peak) at 200 Rz. 
K and L , variable. Four 
pr p " 
different settings of the variable 
feedback potentiometer (fig. 2.5) 
were used. for "C11e ll:ain step and harmonic 
response tests. 'l'ilese are shown in the 
table overleaf. 
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l'able A2.1 . Transient Pressure Feedback Data 
! 
Potentiometer Coefficient - Time ~ 
Setting Resistance to measured Constant -
(arbitrary be added to experimentally calculated 
scale) 19.5KJL ~ (K mAft2lbf-i xi 0-2) (L s) (KJL-) pr p 
-
--
.. 
0 93 3.47 1.69 
, 
5.5 31 7.30 0.75 
7.5 15 10.6 0.55 
10 0 18.75 0.293 
Note on identification of tests and records in Chapters 5 and 7 
-------------------------~--.--~- .. ---.. ----
Tests and records are identified as follows: 
:Electro-pneumatic Servo E 
Full Simulation ]' 
Simple Simulation S 
Step Response s 
Closed Loop Harmonic Response H 
Open Loop Harmonic Response o 
Individual st!3P Tests 1 to 33 
Individual Harmonic Tests 1 to 7 
For example J ES21 , F821 , 8821 refer to step tests with 
the same parameters, conducted on the servo, the full and the 
simple simulation respectively. 
Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 show full details. 
APPEl\1J)IX 3 ]!'UItTIiJ2I. WORK ON ACTUA'l'OR AI'll LOAD J!'RICTION 
--... ~------ .. ---------.. ------~-~-.-..... ~--
A3.:I.. Drift Test s 
The IIDrift" method of measuring friction forces for a 
differential actuator, as outlined in section 4.1.6, is interesting 
as it enables measurements at very low velocities to be made, for 
which no easy al ternati ve method is available. In particular it 
enables stead.y velocities to be achieved when forces less than the 
'stiction' or starting friction forces are applied. This is because 
the arrangement (fig. 3.2) is 'self-balancing', i.e. the driving 
force falls as the velocity increases, in order to allow the 
necessar'J leakage flow past the piston (or through a by-pass 
channel). '1.'he method was used by Rashid (63) to obtain the friction 
characteristic of the actual actuator used in the electro-pneumatic 
servo, described in this thesis. A graph from reference 63 is 
reproduced here as fig. A3.1 illustrating the results obtainable 
by this method. The extremely low piston speeds used should be 
noted. Fig. A3.1 shows the re suI ts of tests on the actuator in 
which the only load was the piston and piston rod, and is therefore 
not directly applicable to the present tests in which a load 
carriage was attached. 
Thi s method would also be applicable to actuators with low 
inherent lea~age, since a piston by-pass path can be deliberately 
introduced. It does, however, require the friction to be independent 
of piston position, in oluer that an equilibrium velocity can be 
reached, and this condition is unlikely to be met by mass produced, 
industrial actuators. It is intended that the 'Drift' method will 
be used with a number of prototype actuators currentJ.y under 
construction, in which various composite P.T.F.E./Rubber seals are 
being incorporated. 
Fig. A3.2 shows the results of tests on the unloaded actuator 
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in which the saturation velocities of the piston were measured for 
various driving forces. Steady differential pressures were maintained 
across the piston to provide constant driving forces. It can be 
seen that the experimental points fall very close to a straight line 
and .,that therefore the assumption of viscous clamping under these 
cond.itions is valid. From the straight line in fig. A302 the viscous 
friction coefficient for the actuator without any load can be 
calculated as 5.6 Ibf/(ft/s). 
A very good overall picture of I:;he friction!veloci ty 
relationship can be obtained by combining the low velocity Drift 
Test results with those from Saturation Velocity Tests (L e. by 
combining figs. A3.1 and A3.2). 
A3.? Commercial Actuators 
Also in reference 63, a number of commercial actuators were 
compared with the low-friction actuator used by the present author 
in the electro-pneuma ti c servo. The se re suI ts were not directly 
comparable since, due to the availability of equipment, the piston 
diameters were all different - i.e. 1 inch, 1;i inch, 2t inch 
compared to 1t inch. 1'he manufacturers of the actuators used were 
asked for friction figures for different sized actuators but were 
unable to offer any guidance. In order to introduce some 
comparabili~J a crude 'correction can be applied as follows. 
It is common industrial practice to £1110'1; a certain fraction, 
typically 15% or 20fi, of the maximum thrust from an actuator, to 
overcome actuator friction. Tnus the implication is that friction is 
proportional to piston area. The figures from reference 63, table 6.5, 
are therefore scaled in the inverse ratio of their areas, for 
comparison with the 1 t inch a.iameter actuator. l'h.ese figures appear 
in table A3.1. It is not suggested that these figures are other than 
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coarse approxi.mations,but it is apparent that: 
(a) If a little leakage is tolerable (actuator (i») the friction in 
sliding piston actuators is greatly reduced. 
(b) The relatively high friction forces for cases (D.) and (Hi) are 
explaim,d by the fact that these actuators were made for use on 
arcluous industrial tasks and therefore the highest priority in 
design Vias given to efficient sealing, durability and low cost. 
(c) If zero leakage is imperative, the rolling seal type actuator (iv) 
offers considerably less friction than sliding rubber seals (ii) 
and (Hi). ('l'he reliability of the rolling seal actuator Vias 
demonstrated by the fact that a wear test was stopped after over 
9 million strokes at which point no seal daInage was observable.) 
Table A3.1 Friction figures from r~fere~e 63~~able 6.5 -
corrected ( see' text) for comparison Vii th the actuator 
described in Chapter 2 
-=-"",,",,-- ;~ -
-- -
ApproxilLate Corrected :Figures 
Piston ~ 1 1 • diameter Ior :2 J.n. I 
Actuator Seals Diameter 
. 
-- I Coulomb I Viscous static (in. ) Friction I 
(lbf) Coefficient 
Friction Friction~1 
(Stiction) 
(lbf) 
(i) "Feedbackll Labarynth 
(actuator used 
by the present 
author) 
(ii) 11 Kayfl Neoprene, 
cup-type and 
'0' rings 
(iii) lIj,Jaxam ll High Nitrile 
Rubber, 
U-section 
(iv.) "Bellofram" . Neoprene, 
Rolling 
Diaphragm 
1 12 0.18 5.6 
~)/(fYS) 
11. 4 6 19 
1 7 19 
~ 2t 1.4 4 
. 
0.9 
6 
8 
1.4 I j 
:I'hese tests were conducted to investigate the effect of 
load mass variation on the total actuator and load carriage friction 
in the electro-pneul-:latic servo. A second test rig was used for 
these tests, since the original was no longer available (actuallY 
the fluidic servo test rig was used here). The only difference 
between the designs VIas that the actuator used for this test had 
sli&'-ltly less friction at the rod bearing (a ban race 'replaeed the 
original nylon bush). 
Referring to fig. 3.1, a constant low pressure Vlas applied 
to chamber 1, to which an additional large reservoir had also been 
cOl1..nected. Charr:ber 2 was open to atmosphere. Tne load carriage was 
held at the extreme right hand position and then released. The load 
displacement and the pressure Pi were recorded for the ensuing 
movement. 'rae pressure in chamber 1 and the resultant saturation 
veloci ty were measured. from the recordings. A specimen recording' 
-
Pressure in 
Chamber 1 Load Saturation 
at saturation Mass Velocity 
Velocity 
(-in rL ercury) 
(lb) Cft/ s) 
.-. 
8.4 0.41+ £NO . arrl.age 1.40 
attached) 
8.4 11.0 1.25 
8.4 
; 
22.0 1.13 
8.4 33.0 1.03 
8.4 4J+.O 0.98 
8.4 55.0 0.95 
8.4 66.0 0.85 
8.4 77.0 0.85 
8.~ 88.0 0.80 
I 
l'able A3.2 
~" "' 
'. ' 
( a) 
(i) 
. (ii) 
(b) 
, ; 
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Sa~le' Record 
showing (i) piston position 
(ii). chamber pressure ., .' , 
Calibration' 
------- :., 
Position: stroke = 2.9" 
Pressure:" 1 in ~e~cury/di vision 
, " «-
Time: "', 50 ms/division,:.: . 
-, ,-, " .. 
~, 
~:: 
SamE,leRecord . "~' ':~ , 
showing 'pis'ton ~posi tiod<~:;';':' ," , '.' ~' 
• ' ~« -!' 
for loads oi'?8, 66·, 44·.· .. :··" ,~ ,,:,: 
c,' ,~ 
and 11 'lb respectively "'.',' ~C.,' 
, ,.'~, 
, . 
left to right . c.'.' 
, '. ~ 
• ;:;:: •• ~ '.'. 1 • ' 
",-
o. ~. '< _ ' • '<' 
""/ . / 
. ",~ 
,..,. 
" . ,,;. 
1. " ,- ~« 
, '. 
,- ~, A':'. 
,,' -, 
, " 
..... , >,"',' 
'.:<; 
, , 
'(c) V~~iati~n. of Friction :wi th' .T:.'· ,,' 
, ~: 
. Load Mass' . :A: « , '~,~ 
> 4 ~«' 
/"" .': '::::.~' "-,'-
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Fig. A3.3 Sa·t'uration Velocity Tests:' 
,1 
.' , 
is shown in fig. A3 • .3(a), and the effect of mass variation on 
saturation velocity can be seen in fig. A3.3(b). 
In the case of the large load tests it VU1S not certain that 
the carriage reached full saturation velocity before striking the 
end-stops, though inspection of fig. A3.3(b) shows that it probably 
did. It was hOi'lever clear that there was a distinct difference 
between the maximum velocities for different loads and fig. A3.3(c) 
indicates this trend. Results are shown in table A3.2. It can 
be seen that the saturation velocity fell by about 35% from minimum 
to maximum loads. 
A single point, replotted from fig. A3.2, is also shown in 
fig. A3.3(c). This illustrates that the present actuator had slightly 
less friction than the one used in the main experimental rig. 
'.L'he se results are discussed in section 4.3.3. 
APP;~IffiIX 4 
(a) The Actuator was manufactured by Bristol Control Ltd. (since 
acquired by Feedback Ltd.) and had a mO:1ified piston rod seal. 
The ball race was replaced by a nylon bush. 
(b) Pressure Feedback The pressure transducer \'las a Solartron Ltd. ~ 
NT4 313. 
A second transducer of the same type Vias used to monitor the 
pressure in chamber 1., 
(c) :::ne Servo-Valve was an Elliott Bros. Ltd. (1::AC Division) type 610 
and is shown in fig. A4.1. The valve was designed for use with 
hydraulic fluid and most of the following data, supplied by the 
manufacturer, relates to its use 'Ni th oil. 
Input: 
Output: 
Ports: 
Filtration: 
Hysteresis: 
l'hreshold: 
±400mA. d.c. (Valve coils in series), 
3.2W. 
2 gallons/min. at 1500 lbf/in2 valve 
pressure drop (DTD 585 Fluid) 
Flow area varies linearly with spool 
movement 
10 microns 
6% of rated 
2fS of rated 
current l Dither 
current reduce 
recommended 
to 
these 
Val ve Position 'Eransducer: Integrally mounted inductive "pick-orr:! 
(series 4000), of the inductive bridge 
type, giving an alternating output 
proportional to valve spool displacement 
when supplied ·with a.c. 
PICk.'- OFF. ' 
TORQUE MOToe., 
VAL VE. 
\.' , 
'-' 
VIEW 0;= -rO;<Q'UE 
MOro:? & PlC /.(-Orr 
2 WITH TilE COVER 
3, ;;?E).10VED 70 .5f10f//, 
I PICK-OF;:" ROTOR 
4, pos I r 10/',/. 
" 
(, ' 
\ ' ,,../ 
, , 
\ ~. . 
" 
'.~. -. 
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EX ,PS . " . 
T.J./i.. 5HAFT rt-'l (~) EX,~ © ' I FA.CE SEAL PORTS. 
. '--'1'- ---.-.. -- -- ---. '( C)1-- - .. ---.----- ---- ---. -1 --- .. I--~ -~ -.- - - -- - - -- '. ''--_'' --- - - ----. 1---- -
5POOL d:.,,_ . ..!. 0' '~O' I' 2:? J! ! Jlr \) 'I 
, , ~./ ~::/: 
" ," i " '-", ,..--.,! 
I ', ' " " .. I '- '- I 
-:1- ...... ~ ~g • . !-IA. J ,Tne Electro-Pneumati£, Servo Val~~ (Elliott type 610) 
~.'he Fluidic Servo 
(eee ·figs. 8.5 to 8.8) 
Bistable. Plessey Fluidics type BS. 
?A1 ) Proportional .fullplifiers, prototypes manufactured by 
PA2 ~ Plessey ~'.R. Ltd., 'raplo\'l, Bucks. (Development now discontillued) 
Houlded Araldite type 
FA3 Proportional Amplifier G.E. type A'N 32. 
OP/i-TOR PIe ssey type ON. 
C1 Capaci tor. Volume - 127 x 103 mm 3 
C2 Capacitor. Volume = 31.2 x 103 IJ1lil3 
Si Schmitt triggers. Corning Fluiclic Products, quoted 
S2 hysteresi s 0.5jS of supply pressure. Cllarac te ri s ti c shown 
in fig. A4.2. 
Piping 4 ffiL1 i. d. throughout, except the Schmi tt trigger inputs which 
were 3 mm i.d. 
a...llplifier: 
Type: 
Dynamic Response: 
over the. range 
o to 1000 mm W.G. i.e. 1 mv rel)resented 
133 mm V/.G. 
2 Ether BP11 transducer (0-2000 lbf/in ) 
and 31EX20 cU!lplifier. 
An independent test shovred that the 
transducer responded completely to a 
sudden (faster than 1 ms) pressure 
change of 1000 mm W.G. in 2 ms or better. 
(figs. JJf·.3 and ,S.8) 
(i) ['-Jorcon Ltd, t:l1:>e L;-20 DP "Pilot VaJ.ves", moclified by drilling out 
the odfice to 00070 in. diameter' in order to increase the flow. 
Diaphragm diameter: 1,8 in. 
0.015 in. 
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3.0 
Pressure 
(lbf/in2g) 
A 2.0 
5 
6 
j 
8 
7 
1.0 
o 
b 
"_c --J 
0.10 0.15 
> 
FloVl 
Supply Pressures: ( a) 
(ft3/min, free air) 
3 lbf/in2g 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
- -----~~---- .. (5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(b) 5 l'of/in2g 
(c) 10 l'of/in2g 
Cop 
Diaphragm 
Rivet 
Spring 
Body 
Nozzle 
Felt Filter 
Orifice 
10-32 UNF --....,. 
Flow: 
Normal Use: 
Chamber Volume s: 
Input: 
3.0 ft3/min, free air, with supply at 
60 lbf/in2g and exhaustinG to atmosphere. 
As first stage of a fldclically signalled 
hydraulic directional control valve. 
l'he volume above the diaphragm (valve closes 
vrhen pressurised) was approximately 
11 x. 103 mm3 and below (valve opens when lower 
chamber pressuriseJ.) was approximately 
6 x 103 mm3. 
Differential pressure, adjustable according 
to spring fitted. 
(ii) Norgren Fluidics Ltd. type 5DA 010. 
Actuation pressure: 75 mi1l W.G. 
Diaphragm chamber volume: 0.3 x 103 lllIJ3 (approximate) 
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APPENDIX 5 STATIC LT~AL4.GE! 'l.'ESTS 
In Chapters 3 to 6 a la!:linar pi~ton leakar,e coefficient was 
used for the actuator vrhich formed part of the electro-pneumatic 
servo. 1'he eVidence for this is presented below. 
Test I 
Test 11 
The circuit arrangement for these tests is shovrn in fig. A5.1. 
A constant pressure (Pi) of 50 Ibf/in2g was maintained in 
the right-hand chamber and the piston leakage flovl rate 
was measured using float-type meters for different values 
of P2' the pressure in the left-hand chc~ber. This test 
,was carried out for tYro piston positions, on either side 
of the mid-position, i.e. the 1 in. and 2 in. positions on 
the scale shown in fig. A5.1 (and also in fig. 3.1). The 
resultant graph is shown in fig. A5.3 (line OA). 
The test vias repeated with the piston in the two extreme 
positions, i.e. the 0 in. and 3 in. positions (lines OC 
and OB in fig. A5.3). 
'Test III Similar tests v;ere carried out at the 1 in. position, for 
Test IV Tue leakage flow rate was also checked Vii th the pressure 
differential and 1'101'1 in the opposite direction, i.e. 
P 2 > Pi' There was no measurable difference in leakage 
coefficient. 
(a) Reasonable, straight lines were drawn through the ezperimental 
points of figs. A5.3 and A5.4, i. e. leakage flow was shown to 
be approximately p:coportional to differential pressure. 
(b) JJeakage is approximate1y constant for tviO positions of the 
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E'i~. A5.3 
piston arounCl mid-stroke and deviates slightly for the t'/iO end 
positions. In fig. A5.3 the lines OB and OC are within ±15~;; of 
O.A •• 
(c) ~rhe leakage coefficient varies with upstream pressure as shown 
in fig. A5.4. For absolute pressure changes of :t15;~ the change 
is less than ±1cfo(lines OD, OA and OE in fig. A5.4) • 
(d) As stated previously, the leakage .coefficient can be considered 
to be constant for both directions of floyr. 
Using line OA in fig. A5.3 as a representative average: 
Slope of OA = 
{li tres of free air/min) 0.14 
(lbf/in2) 
So = O.HI- x 14.7 (ft3/s)/(lbf/ft2y 26.3 x 60 x 1411· x 64·.7 
(* P.ir volume measured 
i.e. = . - -2 
at 64.7 lbf/in ) 
where Lb is the leakage coefficient inherent in the actuator design. 
A5.2 Additional Inter-ch~~be~1ea~ag~ 
A5.2.1 Description of Tests 
Tne needle valve used to provide additional leakage in the 
Impulse Tests described in section 1+.1.5(b) ViaS calibrated statically 
using the arrangement of fig. A5.2 •. 
Tne flow meter Vias used to' measure the leakage flow rate 
(free air volume) for various settings of the by-pass needle valve. 
Thi s needle valve Vias controlled by a screw thread and seven complete 
rotations of this screw were required to move the needle from fully 
closed to fully open. The flow rate measured was the flo\'! past the 
piston plus the flow through the by-pass valve. 
The results of these tests are plotted in fig. A5.5.and 
fig. A5.6. 
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A5.2.2 Discussion of Results 
straight line approximation::> were drawn through some of the 
experimental points)over limited ranges of differential pressure) as 
shown in fig. A5.6. Calibration curves for the needle valve alone 
were produced by subtracting the IIfully closed" curve (line OF) 
from the other curves in fig. AS.6., Values of leaka~e coefficients 
calculated from the slopes of these lines are shown in fig. AS. 7. 
A~.3 Conclusions (Appendix 5) 
(a) A figure for the inherent laminar piston lerurage coefficient, for 
the actuator used in the electro-pneumatic servo, nas established:-
= (Vollli~e m~asured at 
64-.7 lbf/in2 ) 
This Vias applicable fo l' the range of pressure differential 
encountered in the tests, i.e. ±18 lbf/in2• 
(b) It was shown that additional leakage, provided by a calibrated 
by-pass valve, could be regarded as laminar under certain 
conditions of flow and pressure difference (see fig. A5.6). v 
The maxirnun: additional laminar leakage Vias about 6~ times the 
inherent jack leakage. 
Leakage 
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APFENDI X 6 PRESSURE IN CtLANBF-,"'R 1 
The analysis leading to eqn. 3.23 includes the assumption 
that the pressure (Pi) in chamber 1 is constant. This assumption 
is investigated here. Tnis pressure was recorded throughout the 
Impulse 1.l est-s of Chapter 4- and spot checks vrere made during the 
closed loop tests of Ch~pter 5. 
A6.1 Analysis 
To minimise fluctuation in pressure Pi' a large reservoir 
was connected, as shown in fig. A6.1, throughout the open and 
closed loop tests described in Chapters 4 and 5. ~his "sub-system" 
will be considered here. 
The piping between chamber 1 and this reservoir offers a 
certain resistance to flow and three cases can be considered:-
(a) Infinite Resistance 
Cb) 
In this case there is no reservoir and the pressure 
fluctuation amplitude, ~ Pi' will fol1ow volt.imetric 
fluctuation, ~ Vi' according to 
Zero Resistance 
Now ~ Pi = ~V1 
--- -----
nP1 Vi + VR 
where VR = Volume of reservoir 1. 
Typically this pressure fluctuation would' be 0.11; of Pi 
for the parameters of the experimental rig. 
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Fig. A6.1 . Sub-system Consisting of Chamber 1 and ~~~i~ 
? 
in t V2 I increase 
in/s 
lbf/in2 _I 
\V 
increase 
increase 
?ig. A6.2 Imnulse Test Trace ~.----"-------
(c) Ii'irci te Re si stance 
In practice the piping represents some finite resistance. 
Assuming laminar flow, the mass rate' of flow of air along 
the interconnecting pipe = (? 1 C5(P1 - PR ) where 
C5 = constant. 
And by a similar procedure to that used to derive 
eqn. 3.12 and ignoring leakage 
Rate of change of 
of air in chamber 1 = mass 
for small perturbations. 
Pi -PR 
Hence = 
'( 
= 
AD 
V ~D 
nP1 a 
KiD 
1+1:'D 
where rand K are constants. 
p d~ 
1a(A dt
O 
where D 
+ C5 
V 1a 
nP1a 
d 
= dt 
This is the transfer operator of a high pass filter and 
dP1 
-_.) 
dt 
A6.1 
indicates that at low frequencies of piston oscillation, there is 
very slight pressure fluctuation in chamber 1, and a phase difference 
of 900 , i.e. case (b) above, while at high frequencies, the inter-
connecting pipe acts as a "plug" or infinite resistance, i.e. case (a) 
above. The definition of "low" and "high" frequencies clearly 
depends on the volumes, re'sistances, etc. of the components in a 
particular case. 
In the Impulse Tests and the Closed Loop step B.esponse Tests, 
descri beel in Chapters ll- and 5, the !I suo-systelil il under consideration 
recei ved a damped hannonic stimulus ( 't ). 
o 
All the Impulse Test results recorded in table 4.1 were 
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studied, together vii th a number of others which were excluded from 
that table because of excessive pressure fluctuations in chamber 1 
(see the note at the end of section A6.3 below). Fig. A6.2 shows 
a specimen trace of the lattel~ type, while in fig. 4·.1 a much smaller 
fluctuation is seen. 
(i) T'ne range of frequencies for the damped transient 
oscillations observed was betVleen 2.5 Hz and. 10 Hz. 
(ii) In all cases pressure fluctuations were small, 
i.e. ~z,1o or less in Pi (64.7 lbf/in2 abs.). 
(iii) The maximum fluctuation ever to occur in Pi was 
l5f; of the corresponding fluctuation in P2• 
(i v) Tne phase difference between Pi and piston displacement 
( 'to) could not be measured accurately, but showed a 
phase lead of Pi on "to of about 900 in all cases 
where an estimate was possible (even with the minute 
fluctuation in fig. 4.1 a phase lead of about 900 is 
just discernible). 
(v) There was a slight tendency for the amplitude of 
pressure fluctuation to increase with frequency 
though no corresponding trend in phase could be 
detected. 
~ A6. 2.2 Closed Loop Step Res:eon~e Tests 
The pressure in chamber 1 was also checked for a number of 
the tests described in Chapter 5. The same observations as in 
section A6.2.1 above apply. In most cases, v/hen the pressure in 
chamber 2 varied considerably, i.e. for larger load masses, the 
fluctuation in Pi ViaS very small. In fig. 5.1, (tests ES32/33) 
Pi and P 2 are .shovln together and the amplitude of Pi fluctuations 
was no greater, for larger step sizes and. load.s. 
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A6.3 Discussion 
Referring to the approximate transfer operator (eqn. -A6o 1), 
the al)ove observations suggest that thefrequ~ncy, ~ rad/s is 
~ 
considerably higher than the frequencies used in these tests. 
Therefore the practical results are considerably nearer to the 
zero "resistance" case (case (b)) than to the infinite "resistance" 
case (case (a)). 
The reliability of the phase information extracted from the 
exnerimenta1 recorcls is confirmed by the observation that, in all 
cases, the phase difference between load displacement (~ ) and 
° 
variable pressure (p2 ) was about 180°. This is as expected for-a 
system in which the load is predominantly inertial. (The phase 
difference would be exactly 180° if the- load were solely inertial.) 
The observed phase difference of 90° between 'to and Pi 
. 
makes the effect of the already small pressure f1uctuation,_ even 
less. In effect, the "stiffness" of the enclosed air in chamber 2 
is increased over one half cycle of oscillation and decreased for 
tr18 follo\'ring half cycle, if Pi is 900 out of p!laSe with P2• This 
"cancelling" over one complete cycle minimises the effect which this 
fluctuation in Pi has on the "stiffness" and hence on the natural 
frequency of the actuator. 
l'he variation ( ~ Pi ) in Pi was also compared with the 
variation (~P2) in each Impul se 're st (section 11-.1.2) and 
a maximum value for x 100 ) of 5% was arbitrarily adopted. 
1. The effect of variations in the pressure (Pi)· in chamber 1 
upon system behaviour was shown to be small and was therefore 
neglected. 
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2. For the ranf;e of transient frequencies and amplitudes under 
investigation, the fluctuations in pressure of chamber 1 nere never 
greater than ::: 2j~ of the equilibrium value. 
3. A simple first order transfer operator was proposed for 
the relationship between piston position and chamber 1 pressure 
(eqn. A6.1) and results were consistent with this proposed transfer 
operator. 
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APPENDIX 7 FULL SnWLATION - SpJ,IPLE CALCULA'l'IONS 
------(see·Section 6.1.Ur--------
Tests)'S1 and FS2 - constants a', b' etc. defined in table 3.1. 
V2a 1.23 
-2 1.5 t' x 10-3 2.21 x 10-3ft3 = x 10 x-'12 + 0.07 = 
-----_._--
-3 14.8~10-6 lbft-1s 2 a' = 2.?'~!Q __ x 2.91 = 
1.28 x 53.3 x 525 x 1.23 x 10-2 
Using b = 13 lbf s ft -1 
b' 2.21 
x 10-3 x 13 6.80 -5 -1 = = x 10 Ibft s 
1.28 x 53.3 x 525 x 1.23 x 10-2 
e' 
9300 x 1.3 x 10-7 x 2.91 x 10-5 -1 
= 
x 10-2 
= 1.03 lbft s 
53.3 x 525 x 1.23 
f' 9300 x 1.3 x 10-~2.lL_ 4.76 x 10-5 lbft -1 = 
-2 = 
53.3 x 525 x1.23 x 10 
In fig. 3.1 the variable resistor in the pressure feedback 
path was set at 93K...!L 
So L p = RC = 15 x 10~6 x (93 + 19.5) x 103 = 1.~~s 
Tne pressure feedback gain for this setting was 5rruV(lbf/in2) 
So = -2- = 3.47 -2 ~\ ft2 Kpr 14h x 10 Ibf':-
=--=-- -----.:::'"-------------_.-
Potentiometer settings are shown in table A7.1;-
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Table A7.1 
I 
rPO ten ~i oree to r 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
14 
15 
16 
17 
21 
23 
}'unction 
inE..u~_~lj.-~ucl~ .. ...Cin. ) 
3 in. 
Fixed 
b r + er 
K,K 0.25 
A P 500:To 
Fixed 
c r + f'. 5 
a' 4000 
fiL • 150 
A' 3 15. 10 • 10 
Fixed 
1 • 10-2 
-
a r 4000 
1 
10(;" p 
K K 0.25 A p 500. 10 
Time Base Oo5v/s 
Fixed 
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Setting 
0.330 
0.267 
0.199 
0.215 
0.300 
0.364 
0.353 
0.237 
0.200 
0.170 
0.104 
0.215 
0.050 
0.790 
0.625 
0.021 
0.122 
APPill-YDIX 8 
In the fluidic system described. in Chapter 8, a Schmi tt 
trigger acted. as the signal source for an on/off valve. 'rhe 
ar:cangef!1ent is shown diagramrnatically in fig. A8.1. 
A8.1 ~ymbols for Appen~ix ~ 
C 'capaci tance I of valve chamber (constant) 
D d (it 
<. 
m Illass floy; rate through connection (pipe) 
M2 instantaneous mass of air in valve actuator 
Pi instantaneous pressure at Schmitt trigger output port 
fI n in valve actuator 
P d 'dead ended' pre ssure from Schmitt trigger 
P pressure at ideal (constant pressure) source 
s 
R ' gas constant 
R 'resistance' of the connection (constant) 
c 
R output 'resistance' of Schmitt trigger (constant) 
s 
T2 instantaneous temperature of air in valve actuator 
V
2 
instantaneous volume of valve actuator 
~ time constant 
A8.2 Analysis 
For flow between the source and the valve 
8.1 
For the air in the valve actuator 
= 
8.2 
For the source, from the characteristic in fig. A8.2 
8.3 
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~ ______________________ ~ _____ ~m 
Fig,. A8.2 
R 
c 
Schmi tt T~f£~~~tput 
Characteristic 
(see fir.:;. Ai l-< 2 fa r a 
typical curve) 
N.B. In this diagram 
symoals P represent 
voltages which are 
analogous to pressures 
in figs. AI3.1 and AB.2 
~_. __ I..-_...:!..'V ____ -..I ~ 
Electrical Analogy 
~ 
Linearizing these equations and a0~mming the mass of the moving 
parts to be negJ.igible:-
Assuming laminar flow between source ar.d valve 
1 
m = - (p - p ) R 1 2 
c 
AssL4'1ling isothermal concli tions al.d constant actuator 
chamber volume, eqn. 8.2 becomes 
DP2 
m 
= C 
8.5 
Linearizing the curve in fig. A8.2 
P1 = Pd - R ID S 
8.6 
The electrical analogy for this linearized system, shown in 
fig. A8.3, represents the Schmitt trigger as a constant voltage 
(pressure) source vrith series resistance, so that 
P2 = 1 8.7 
P 1 + (R + R ) CD 
s s c 
:== --=:::=. 
Here, when the Schmi tt trigger svri tches on, P changes instantaneously 
s 
from zero to P
d 
and the valve pressure rises exponentially to Pd , with 
. time constant 't = (R + R )c. s c 8.8 
A8.3 Discussion 
Theoretica.lly, the valve opens instantaneously when the 
actuator pressure reaches Pd ) though in practice, P 2 must slightly 
exceed t.he vaJ.ve switching pressure. (The final equilibrium pressure 
should not be too high, however, since the air has later to be 
rapidly exhausted from the chamber.) 
A number of' gross approximations have been adopted to d~ri ve 
the above transfer operator and its usefulness is therefore limited. 
It does, however, illustrate that for fast valve response, 
(i) valve actuator chamber volume should be minimised, 
(ii) the cormection should have low resistance, 
(iii) the ideal source characteristic (fig. A8.2) is a 
horizontal line, which represents zero output 
impedance or R = O. 
s 
A compromise between (i) and (ii) is clearly necessary since 
implementing (ii) involves increasing the volume or capacitance of 
the system. 
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